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ABSTRACT
Despite strategic management
improve the
establishing

advocating for the use of strategic control practices to

implementation
the

strategic

of strategic

plans

control-performance

and

organizational

relationship

has

performance,

been problematic,

suggesting failure by researchers to consider contingent variables. This study used data,
collected during the period November 2008 to May 2009 from 109 senior managers in a
census survey of 45 firms in the sugar value-chain in western Kenya, to examine the
prevalence of strategic control practices, strategic orientation

types, the relationship

between strategic control and organizational performance and the moderating effect of
strategic orientation on the relationship
performance.

Descriptive

regression analysis

statistics,

between strategic control and organizational
bi-variate

were used to analyze data.

regression

analysis

The findings

and moderated

revealed

moderate

prevalence of strategic control practices (belief control mean 2.96, std dev 0.65; boundary
control mean 2.93, std dev 0.65; diagnostic control 2.84, std dev 0.87; Interactive control
2.86, std dev 0.83).

The most prevalent strategic orientation was the reactor (60%),

followed by defender (24%); prospectors (9%) and analyzers (7%).

All the four levers

were positively and significantly related to organizational performance (belief ~ = 0.288,
P < 0.05, boundary ~ = 0.364, P < 0.01, diagnostic ~ = 0.358, P < 0.01 and interactive ~ =
0.393, P < 0.01). Whereas a positive relationship between strategic control system and
organizational performance
boundary control systems (~

was significantly
=

moderated

by strategic orientation

0.344, P < 0.01) and for diagnostic control

CP

=

for

0.265, p <

0.05), belief control and interactive controls systems showed no such effects. The results
suggest that belief control systems and interactive control systems are higher order
controls. The results of this study suggest that urgent measures are required by the firms
in the study to design strategic control systems to cope with the changing business
environment.
control theory.

The study contributes to validation and upgrade of the existing strategic
For managers, the study sheds light on the design and use of strategic

controls and also for public sector managers in guiding the strategic change.

It is

recommended that future studies focus on the specific firms in sugar value chain and
adopt longitudinal case-study designs to establish causal relationships among variables.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the study

Organizational performance and its improvement has been the focus of almost all
'management studies' (Jaeger & Baliga 1985). Current thinking in these management
studies is dominated by strategic management paradigm, with widespread practices, in
small businesses, multinational corporations, manufacturing and service organizations,
public sector, not-for-profit sector, and, professional service sector (Johnson & Scholes,
2002; Kazmi, 2002).

According to (Ansoff, 1980) strategic management

IS

the process by which an

organization's management guides its adaptation to the external environment. Heene
(1997) also posited that strategy is the pattern of decisions the firm's management makes
on its resources, corporate values, norms and ethics, to achieve its long term goals. The
purpose of strategy and strategic management is to create sustainable competitive
advantage for superior performance and long term survival of organizations. The growth
of the strategic management paradigm was propelled by concerns of theorists and
practioners, since the 1970s seeking to respond to the intense criticism of extant business
policy and corporate planning practices. Critics held that there was no credible link
between organizational performance and corporate planning practices (Schendel & Hofer,
1979; Johnson & Scholes, 2002; Greenly, 1986). Recognizing the critical role of the
environment, the new paradigm of strategic management required top management to
assume a creative and directive role to guide the firm's adaptation to a discontinuous and
turbulent future (Ansoff, 1980). As posited by Preble (1997), the strategic management
process consists of: strategy formulation, strategy implementation, and strategy control.
It is a fact that changes in strategy are inevitable and, therefore, incorporating an attitude
of adapativeness and flexibility into strategy design assists to preempt failures at
implementation (Higgins & Vincze, 1993). Strategic control systems are, therefore,
deemed invaluable because of their ability to allow managers to monitor performance and
redirect organizational action (Muralidharan, 2004).
1

Resilience in strategic control

systems is particularly vital in reappraising strategies in changing business scenarios such
as the environmental turbulence heralded by the deregulation of the sugar industry.

Despite emerging economies embracing strategic management concepts (Gimenez, 1999;
Aragon-Sanchez & Sanchez-Marin,

2005; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2006; Hassan, 2010)

most studies have focused on Western countries (Hoskisson et al., 2000).

Few studies

have been done in Kenya (Ogollah & Bolo, n.d; Ogollah et aI., n.d) which is rather
surprising in view of the widespread practice of business entities preparing strategic
plans.

Consequently,

there are hardly any studies focusing on the sugar industry in

Kenya. This lacuna extends to the concepts of strategic control systems and strategic
orientation, both pivotal factors that influence the implementation of strategic plans.

1.1.1 Strategic Control Practices
Schreyogg and Steinmann (1987, p. 91) define strategic control as 'the critical evaluation
of plans, activities, and results, thereby providing information for future action'.
special type of organizational
strategic management

process,

control that focuses on monitoring
and whose ultimate

It is a

and evaluating the

goal is to detect and correct

downstream problems in order to keep strategy updated and on target, without stifling
creativity and innovation (Kreitner, 2004; Schendel & Hofer 1979). Its chief hallmark,
therefore, require that control must accommodate
strategies that emerge from local experimentation

both intended strategies as well as
and independent employee initiatives.

A number of models have been proposed to guide the practice of strategic control
practice (e.g., Horovitz,

1979; Lorange, 1980; Schreyogg & Steinmann,

1987; Preble,

1992; Feigner, 1994; Scherer & Dowling, 1995; Simons, 1995; Ittner & Larcker, 1997).
This study adopts the model known as "Levers of Control" (LOC), developed by Simons
from several case studies (Simons, 1990, 1991, 1995), asserts that strategic control is
achieved by integrating

four levers of control: belief systems,

diagnostic systems and interactive control systems.

boundary

systems,

Bruining et aI., (2004) lauded this

model as a coherent and comprehensive body of strategic control theory. However, with
limited research in strategic management in emerging economies (Hoskisson et al., 2000)
little is known about either strategic control practices or their performance consequences
2
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in Kenyan sugar firms. It is, therefore, important to study strategic control practices and
their performance consequences in the sugar industry in Kenya.

Neither the strategic control practices nor strategic orientation
consequences are known in Kenyan sugar firms.

or their performance

As a result, it is essential to study

strategic control practices, strategic orientation and their performance

consequences

in

sugar firms in Kenya.

1.1.2 Strategic Orientation
One of the basic assumptions underlying much of the strategic management literature is
that successful firms engage change in their strategies to attain a better fit with the
environment (Audia, Locke & Smith, 2000). According to strategic management theorists
(Gatigon & Xuereb, 1997; Matsuno & Mentzer, 2000), strategic orientation may broadly
be defined as a strategy type or a generic pattern of response at the business unit level
pertaining to the product-market

domain, choice of performance criteria, and marketing

execution. Studies report that businesses that properly configure the internal arrangement
and external alignment will increase chances to accomplish organizational
(Hambrick, 1983; Luo & Park, 2001).

performance

Engelland and Summey (1999) point out that

strategic orientation is useful because it defines the organization's

dominant competitive

posture and provides a synthesis of the cognitive mental models of its key strategists.

Researchers suggest that different types of strategic initiatives involve different degrees
of uncertainty

and might

therefore

imply appropriately

designed

control

systems

(Bruggeman & Van der Stede, 1993). According to Goold and Quinn (1993), strategic
implementation

and control

requires

alignment

of strategies

implement strategy, most critical being strategic control system.

with processes

A robust construct and

measurement of strategic orientation would, therefore, enhance an understanding
interrelationship

strategic control and organizational

that

performance.

of this

Once again, the

limited research in strategic management in emerging economies (Hoskisson et al., 2000)
has not supported illumination of this concept or its performance
thus, necessary to study strategic orientation of sugar firms in Kenya.
3
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consequences.

It is,

1.1.3 Organizational Performance
Organizational performance and its improvement has been a dominant theme in strategic
management and practice.

Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) viewed organizational

performance as a complex and multidimensional
performance measure

is inadequate

phenomenon

to represent

asserting that no single

overall business

performance.

support, Walker and Ruekert (1987) assert that appropriate organizational

In

performance

dimensions must include effectiveness, efficiency and adaptability, suggesting existence
of vital linkages between

strategic control, strategic orientations

and organizational

performance.

The measurement of the performance impact of strategies has, however, been reported to
be problematic in emerging economies, Kenya included (Hoskisson et al., 2000).
researchers attribute

the situation

to unconventional

financial

reporting

Such

that make

comparisons over time and across firms difficult. This problem is compounded unethical
financial reporting practices (EBRD, 1998; Shama & Merrell, 1997). Previous research
that focus on organizational performance of sugar firms in Kenya is limited.

All these

issues underline the need and challenge of researching on organizational performance in
sugar firms in Kenya.

1.1.4 The Sugar Industry in Kenya
According to Kenyan sugar industry reports (GOK, 2008, KSB, 2010) the dominant firms
in the sugar-value chain comprise the sugar manufacturing

companies, the molassess

processor companies, farmers' outgrower firms and the fixed-crusher artisanal jaggeries.
The nine sugar manufacturing
Nyanza,Muhoroni,

firms are: Chemelil, Mumias,

Miwani, Nzoia, South

West Kenya, Kibos and Soin. Proposed sugar manufacturing

firms

are: Butali, Kwale, Transmara, and Tana. There are two molassess processor companies:
Agro-Chemical

Food

Company

outgrower firms comprise

and Spectre

the following:

International.

Busia, Butali,

The twelve

Chemelil,

farmers'

Kibos, Miwani,

Mumias, Nandi Escarpment, Nzoia, Soin, South Nyanza, West Kenya and Muhroni.
addition, there exists over 300 fixed-crusher artisanal jaggeries.
4
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Besides the government,

other stakeholders include private investors, farmers, millers,

employees and tax payers.

Oversight in the industry is undertaken

by Kenya Sugar

Board (KSB), a public body under the Ministry of Agriculture set up by the Sugar Act of
2001, the Kenya Sugar Research Foundations

(KESREF),

and the Sugar Arbitration

Tribunal (SAT). Other influential players are the Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS), the
Kenya Society of Sugarcane Technologists (KSSCT), the foremost forum for research
dissemination. The various advocacy groups include Kenya Sugar Growers Association
(KESGA), Kenya Association of Sugar Manufacturers (KESMA), Kenya Parliamentary
Group on Sugar (SUPAC), Sugar Campaign for Change (SUCAM) and Kenya Sugar
Plantation Workers Union (KSPWU).

The Kenyan sugar industry was chosen as a context of the study for several reasons.
First, the sugar sub-sector has a great potential for impacting the overall economy of
Kenya. It is one of the largest contributors to the agricultural Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), supporting at least 25% of the Kenyans population, produces over 520,000 metric
tonnes of sugar for domestic consumption (saving the economy in excess of US$ 250
million or Kshs 20 billion in foreign exchange annually, (GOK, 2008, KSB, 2010).

Secondly, the sugar

sub-sector

has is currently

undergoing

fundamental

occasioned by liberalization and deregulation in the operating environment.
reforms have led to the freeing of sugar prices and marketing,

change

These policy

the elimination

of

agricultural subsidies and placing the parastatal entities under management contracts to
prepare them for privatization.

Thirdly, with the substantial state holdings, Government of Kenya has spearheaded key
policy initiatives

by formulating

Agriculture Sector Development

the National

Policy

on Sugar

Industry

(2001),

Strategy (2009-2020), Kenya Sugar Industry Strategic

Plan 2004-2009 and Kenya Sugar Board Strategic Plan 2010-2014.
seen most of the sugar firms adopt strategic plans and performance

These inititives have
contracting. Some

researchers (OJera, 2001; Mutua et aI., 2009) have, however, pointed out that these
5
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policies have not elicited the positive outcomes intended of lowering cost of production
and attaining higher efficiency

and global competitiveness.

On the contrary, the

Sessional Paper No, 4 paints a gloomy scenario of unsatisfactory performance by firms in
the sugar industry: Nzoia sugar has debts estimated at Kshs 16 billion (technically
insolvent); South Nyanza Sugar owes Kshs 2.9 billion; Chemelil, Kshs 1.3 billion; Busia
Sugar, Kshs 373 million
receivership); Muhoroni

(with no factory);

Miwani

Sugar, Kshs

sugar, Kshs. 11.1 billion (in receivership).

8.1 billion

(in

Mumias Sugar,

Agro-Chemical Company, the privately owned East African Spetre and West Kenya
Sugar, though with varying debts, are considered financially stable. The outgrower firms
and, to a lesser extent, the jaggeries, are also indebted to the government.

A fourth reason for choosing the Kenyan sugar industry is that some resesearchers
(Wanyande, 2001; Mireri et al., 2009; Odek, et aI., 2003) have attributed the poor
performance in the sugar industry on poor management, corruption and vested political
interest. Finally, there is an impending threat arising from the free trade Common Market
for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA)

arrangement which has hitherto shielded

Kenya from regional competition.

It is not all gloom, however, since business commentators
some positive developments

in the sugar industry.

in the press have depicted

Mumias

sugar has consistently

reported profits, has modernized equipment and processes and built the strongest brands
in East Africa.

Now largely privatized, the firm has diversified into power production

and has expanded to the Tana Delta, and has also won the best prize for environment
management at Company of the Year Award (COYA), (Mogusu, 2006; Mireri et aI.,
2008).

The other

sugar firms

are depicted

with mixed

financial

performance.

Nevertheless, most firms are reported to be undertaking various strategic projects relating
to plant expansion and diversification.

It is significant to note that since the mid-nineties

there has been no donor involvement in the Kenyan sugar sector.

Despite such significant strategic activity, the industry still faces several challenges as
evidenced by incessant court litigation, workforce strikes and resultant factory shutdowns
6
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and widespread opportunistic

behaviours relating to corruption and bribery, suggesting

weak institutional infrastructures to support a market-based

system (KACC, 2010). All

these concerns highlight the importance of effectively managing the internal firm and
external environmental interfaces.

In such situations, Muralidharan (1997, 2004) called

for strategic control systems to focus on strategy implementation,

allow managers to

monitor performance and redirect organizational action.

Strategic control

systems

and

strategic

orientation,

both

concepts

in

strategic

management, are tools that can be useful to management in such situations (Muralidharan
1997,2004; Preble, 1992, 1997; Miles & Snow, 1978). However, studies focusing on
strategic management in general and strategic control practices and strategic orientation,
in particular

are scarce

in emerging

economy

context.

(Hoskisson

Consequently, little is known about strategic control practices,

et al, 2000).

strategic orientation

.typologies or their performance of Kenyan sugar firms.

1.2

Statement of the Research Problem

Prescriptive theory asserts that adoption of strategic control practices and viable strategic
orientations

will

improve

implementation

performance, even for Kenyan sugar firms.

of

strategic

plans

and

organizational

Despite this assertion, the perennial poor

performance of firms in the Kenyan industry suggests that their applicability or suitability
to Kenyan sugar firms is doubtful.

Apart from some limited studies on strategic

orientation in different sectors in Kenya, no known studies have been reported relating to
Kenyan sugar firms with regard to the extent of adoption of strategic control practices,
strategic orientation or their respective performance consequences.

Furthermore,

previous

researchers

in western

establishing the strategic control-performance

countries

relationship

have

acknowledged

that

has been problematic,

with

research findings from such studies revealing mixed results and low statistical power. In
consequence of lack of prior studies that have focused on strategic control practices in the
Kenyan sugar industry, there have been, inevitably, no research on the strategic controlorganizational performance link. Meanwhile, scholars in western countries have posited
7
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T
that this tenuous link suggests that failure to consider contextual variables in previous
studies,for example strategic orientation, may have masked this linkage, resulting in low
explanatorypower.

More so, the studies in western business settings have only focused on correlating
contingency or contextual variable with design of strategic control systems, with few
attempts to relate the interaction effect of strategic control and the contextual variable
directlyto organizational performance.

Several reasons have been advanced for this apparent state of theory impoverishment.
Theseinclude lack of consensus over the conceptualization and dimensionality of the key
constructs of strategic control system, strategic orientation leading to use of crude
measurement instruments with low reliability power to operationalize constructs,
limitations in modeling of the relationships investigated and, even, organizational
performance. In addition it has been suggested that the link between strategic control and
strategic orientation may not be tenable at the strategic-choice level, but at the
organizational capabilities level. In order to capture more variables that explain how
strategiccontrol is designed and used, it has been observed that further research focus on
the possibility that the interaction of strategic control and strategic orientation would be
statisticallysignificant.

The lack of theory development has led to the concern that practicing managers in
general, and managers in Kenyan sugar firms in particular, have little in terms of
guidelines by which to design and manage their strategic controls or develop viable
strategic orientation. This is particularly harmful in turbulent business environment of
Kenyan sugar firms brought about by industry deregulation and characterized by
increasing competition brought about by globalization leading to saturated markets,
changesin custormer needs, shorter product life cycle, competition, both price-based and
non-price-based.This study seeks to examine the impact of strategic control practices and
strategicorientation on organizational performance of sugar firms in western Kenya.

8

1.3 Objectives of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine how strategic control practices and strategic
orientation affect organizational performance in the sugar firms in western Kenya.

The

specific objectives of the study are to:
(i)

Establish

the

strategic

control

practices,

strategic

orientation

and

practices

and

organizational performance of the sugar firms.
(ii)

Determine

the

relationship

between

strategic

control

organizational performance of the sugar firms.
(iii)

Determine the moderating effect of strategic orientation on the relationship
between strategic control practices and organizational

performance

of the

sugar firms.

1.4 Research Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were tested during the study.

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive relationship between strategic control practices and
organizational performance.

HIA: There is a positive relationship between belief control practices and
organizational performance.
HIB: There is a positive relationship between boundary control practices and
organizational performance.
Hie: There is a positive relationship between diagnostic control practices and
organizational performance.

HID: There is a positive relationship between use of interactive control practices
and organizational performance.
H1E: There is a positive relationship between composite strategic control practices
and organizational performance.
Hypothesis 2: The relationship

between strategic control practices and organizational

performance is moderated by strategic orientation.

H2A: The relationship between belief control system and organizational
9

performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
H2B:The relationship between boundary control system and organizational
performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
H2C:The relationship between diagnostic control system and organizational
performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
H2D:The relationship between interactive control system and organizational
performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
H2E:The relationship between composite control practices and organizational
performance is moderated by strategic orientation.

1.5 Scope of the Study
This study focuses on the firms in the industry value-chain involved in the production and
marketing of sugar and sugar by-products in western Kenya. This common involvement
in the value chain makes all the players exposed to common business environment and
management challenges.

The firms in the industry comprise a total of 52 firms including

9 sugar manufacturing firms, 2 molasses processing firms, 12 outgrower companies and
29 jaggeries with a fixed crusher capacity of 20 tonnes of cane per day (TeD).

The study

examines the strategic control practices and strategic orientation ofthese firms.

1.6 Justification
Kenya is widely acclaimed as an emerging economy (Hoskisson et. al., 2000). The sugar
industry is an important sub-sector in the Kenyan economy.

This industry was chosen

because it constitutes the largest manufacture operations in western Kenya.

It makes a

substantial contribution to the country's GDP and has the potential to positively impact at
least 25% of the Kenyan population by improving national food security as well as
livelihood among resident rural communities.
basic commodity internationally,

Furthermore,

sugar is a widely traded

thus effective management

through strategic control

practices and viable strategic orienation, can enhance positive returns to both developed
and developing

countries

(Awino

et al., 2011; Kenya

Sugar Board,

2008). The

importance of the industry together with the fast changing business environment of the

10

sugar industry makes it a choice for context study due to calls by researchers for such
phenomena in emerging economies like Kenya (Hoskisson et al., 2001)

The existing literature reveals that no study has been done on the strategic control
practices of firms in this industry.
strategic control

practices

First, this study will provide an exposition of the

and strategic

orientation

of these

firms.

Envisaged

improvements in organizational performance will spur savings in foreign exchange and
contribute towards achievement

of government's

objectives for the sector. Secondly,

tertiary and higher learning institutions undertake management

education programmes.

This study will contribute to knowledge specific to business enterprises in Kenya and this
will make training programmes

more relevant.

Third, various studies on strategic

management in general have been undertaken in Africa and other parts of the world. The
results of this study are geared towards contributing

a more comprehensive conceptual

frameworkof strategic control and, hence, will give opportunity for comparison and contribute to
the body of knowledge. Fourth, managers in sugar companies in western Kenya will be guided to
undertake strategy control reforms to improve organizational performance. Finally, the sugar
industry is located in a region characterized by high levels of poverty and therefore its
revitalizationwill be central for the Government's strategy of poverty reduction and wealth
creation, as well as achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).

1.7 Conceptual Framework
Strategies and related strategic processes are executed in anticipation

of some type of

expected outcome. Strategic control practices have been hailed as tools for improving the
implementation of strategic plans and organizational performance.
how strategic control practices affect organizational performance.

This study examines
Rather than examining

the direct relationship between the two, which is responsible for the hitherto tenuous link,
the study argues that the relationship is moderated by strategic orientation.
on research that indicates that performance
correctly aligned (Chenhall, 2003).

This is based

can be improved when key variables are

The basic premise of this contingency theory is that

there is no universal system applicable to all organizations

and all circumstances

and,

therefore, suggests that the effectiveness of organizations is a function of the fit between

11

their structures and the environment in which they operate (Galbraith, 1973; Donaldson,

2001).

Consequently, the conceptual framework includes two sets of hypothesized relationships.
The first set of hypotheses posits a direct relationship where the greater use of strategic
control practices (independent variable) will lead to greater organizational

performance

(dependent variable). Using Simons' Levers of Control (1995), this positive relationship
is further proposed for both individual lever of control (belief systems, boundary systems,
diagnostic systems and interactive systems) and the composite strategic control system.
The second set of hypotheses proposes that the relationships between the strategic control
practices and organizational

performance are moderated by characteristics

of strategic

orientation (moderator variable).

Strategic orientation may broadly be defined as a strategy type or a generic pattern of
response at the business unit level pertaining to the product-market

domain, choice of

performance criteria, and marketing execution, (Gatigon & Xuereb, 1997; Matsuno &
Mentzer, 2000).

Again, this positive relationship is posited for both individual levers of

control and composite

strategic

operationalized to depict Simons'

control

systems.

Strategic

control

practices

are

levers of strategy control, that is: belief controls,

boundary control, diagnostic controls and interactive controls.

Strategic orientation is

similarly operationalized using the (Miles & Snow, 1978) typologies of the Prospector,
Defender, Analyzer and Reactor.

Prospectors continuously

seek to locate and exploit

new product and market opportunities while Defenders attempt to seal off a portion of the
total market to create a stable set of products and customers.

Analyzers occupy an

intermediate position between the two extreme positions by combining the strengths of
both the Prospector and Defender to cautiously follow Prospectors

into new product-

market domains while protecting a stable set of products and customers.
the Reactor, does not have a consistent
Organizational performance

response

A fourth type,

to the entrepreneurial

problem.

is measured by: return on assets, return on sales, sales

growth, overall firm performance and competitive position.

12

The hypothesized

relationship

among

strategic

control,

strategic

orientation

and

organizational performance is depicted in Figure 1.

Strategic Orientation:
• Prospector
• Defender
• Analyzer
• Reactor

Strategic Control Practices:
• Belief Controls
• Boundary Controls
• Diagnostic Controls
• Interactive Controls

1

Organizational Performance:
• ROA
• Return on sales
• Sales growth
• Overall firm performance
• Competitive position

Figure 1: Moderating Influence of Strategic Orientation on the Strategic Control
Practices-Organizational Performance Relationship.
Source: Self conceptualization

(adapted from Miles & Snow, 1978; Simons, 1995)

o

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1
This ~

Introduction
reviews relevant literature, both theoretical and empirical, relating to

strategic control theory and practices, strategic orientation

and organizational

performance. The review begins with the theoretical perspectives.

2.2

Theoretical Perspectives

2.2.1 Management Control Systems
Whereasthe term 'Control' is a highly ambiguous term (Daft & Macintosh,1984; Wilson,
1991),control theory has a long pedigree and has been a useful framework for theoretical
developmentin many fields (Tannenbaum, 1968). Control frameworks go back a long
way and have roots in cybernetics or the science of communication and control (Weiner,
1948). According to Quinn (1996) cybernetics form the basis of a process model dating
back to works on classical scientific management. Several researchers (Rogers et al.,
1999;Miller & Friesen, 1982) assert that control systems are components of information
processingsystems that assist executives in decision making and are also vital in agency
theory, particularly in limiting possible sources of principal-agent discord (Eisenhardt,
1989).

Similarly, the proponents of institutional theory, Di Maggio and Power (1991)

also posit that, in an effort to enhance survival. firms will to respond to the information
processing demands and agency issues by generally adopting fast and flexible
managementpractices, including management control systems.

Child (1972) pointed out that the concept of control is informed by the strategic choice
paradigm. According to this view, decision makers have considerable control over an
organisation's future plans, particularly in ensuring that strategies are implemented as
planned. Furthermore, Rotch (1993) underscored the pervasiveness of control systems in
organizations by stating that they exist even in one-person businesses. The researcher
also stated that the wider term used in such organizational settings is management control
systems(MCS).
14
o

Formative researchers of management controls systems, for example, Anthony (1965)
firmly anchored the concept in management accounting, the traditional view being that
management control relates to the process by which managers ensure that resources are
obtained and used effectively in the achievement of organization's

objectives.

Langfield-

Smith (1997) criticized this depiction of management control as separate from strategic
control, terming it artificial and no longer tenable in the contemporary

environment of

employee empowerment.

A similar view is held by Otley (1994) who posits that

contemporary management

control systems comprise of complementary

components,

financial and non-financial, that work jointly to foster business flexibility, a wider focus,
a larger degree of adaptation

and a willingness

to learn.

Consistent

with this

development, the definition of MCS has evolved over the years from one focusing on the
provision of more formal, financially

quantifiable

information

to assist managerial

decision making to one that embraces a much broader scope of information.

Khan (1999) observed that the wider view has led to management control research being
multidisciplinary and beyond which its initial accounting roots convey. Some researchers
for example, (Peljhan & Tekavcic, 2008; Chenhall, 2003) have reported that it is difficult
to draw the boundaries among different disciplines (i.e. accounting, -general and strategic
management, human resource management, manufacturing and operations management,
marketing, and organizational

behaviour). as the area of MCS is a wide-ranging tOPIc,

(Peljhan & Tekavcic, 2008).

The researchers further observe that the menu includes

external

information

related

to

markets,

customers,

competitors,

non-financial

information related to production processes, predictive information and a broad array of
decision support mechanisms, and informal personal and social controls.

Despite the fact that management control systems are deemed vital in implementation of
strategies, (Van Veen-Dirks & Wijn, 2002; Stacey 2003; Langfield-Smith,
are primarily viewed as a feedback mechanism,

(Schreyogg

1997), they

& Steinmann,

1987).

Feedback controls have two weaknesses for control purposes in strategic management.
First, they are post-action; feedback about strategic actions that have already been taken
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may come too late for corrections to be made to the strategic plans, a particular drawback

in ongoing strategic initiatives (Gardener, 1985; Anthony & Govindarajan,

2004).

Secondly, Argyris (1976) points that its "single loop" character takes standards of
performance for granted.
controlling long-term

These

strategies

Bradspies, 1972; Pearce

feedback

controls

are, therefore,

that could stretch over several

& Robinson,

1998; Preble,

inadequate

years

for

(Koontz

&

1992) and can lead to the

organization losing time and flexibility in terms of response options (Lorange, 1984;
Schreyogg & Steinmann,

1987).

To remedy this situation,

some researchers

(e.g.

Lorange & Murphy, 1984; Ittner & Larker, 1997) have proposed a system encompassing
a "warning bell" in which a pivotal indicator is used to monitor strategic progress and
ensurethe implementing of strategic plans. Such systems exemplify strategic control and
attempt to couple strategy and management control.

A host of theories and frameworks

have been advanced in an attempt to explain strategic control systems.

2.2.2 Strategic Control Theory
The literature depicts a variety of meanings for the term 'strategic control': a specific
type of strategy formulation, in contrast to rational planning or incrementalism

(Ruefli &

Sarrazin, 1981); the degree of power and authority a corporate headquarter

has over

subordinate business units, for example, foreign subsidiaries or joint ventures (Doz and
Prahalad, 1981); a particular pattern of managing a corporate portfolio, as opposed to
strategic planning or financial control (Goold & Campbell 1987a, 1987b); the use of
behavioral, subjective controls, in contrast to financial or objective ones in evaluating
SBU manager performance (Hoskisson and Hitt,1988); exercising authority over a firm's
value chain (Dess, Rasheed, McLaughlin & Priem, 1995); or tracking the implementation
of a business-level

strategy

(Schreyogg

&

Steinmann,

1987).

While

the

conceptualizations of strategic control clearly exhibit a wide range of disparities, the
common theme is premised on the reality that changes in strategy are inevitable as the
environment unfolds.

This disparate conceptualizations

is viewed by some researchers,

for example, Scherer and Dowling (1995) as a problem

of incommensurability

of

viewpoints while others laud this concept plurality and diversity as intrinsically desirable
(Ofwori-Dankwa & Julians 2001, 2003; Julian & Scifres, 1999), but point out the obvious
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pitfall that lack of commonality

in the theory streams can lead to potential theory

impoverishment. Nonetheless, a number of models are identifiable in the literature that
provides varying levels of guidance on how organizations should formally implement and
manage strategic control (Durden, 2001).
(Horovitz, 1979; Lorange,

The nascent approaches to strategic control

1980; Glueck & Jauch, 1984) tended to be based on the

application of various techniques and methods and lacked a robust theoretical framework.

Schreyogg and Steinmann

(1987) are deemed to be the first to propose a cohesive

theoretical approach involving a three-step model, latter extended by Preble (1992). This
approach views strategic control as representing the general activity of monitoring and
evaluation of various factors that underpin successful strategy implementation
1994, 1997; Preble, 1997; Ittner and Larker, 1997) and, therefore,

(Feigner,

a classic control

activity. Two further notable models were developed by Simons (1995) and OfworiDankwa and Julians (2003). Ofwori-Dankwa and Julians (2003) in their model proposed
a framework drawn from complexity science to integrate the various research streams on
strategic control.

Their aim is to provide researchers with conceptual tools for taking

greater account of paradox and complexity, through theory/concept
enhance theory-building.

Though demonstrating

cross-fertilization,

potential, the framework

to

is still at a

nascent stage and requires further development to provide a coherent explanation of the
fractured literature on strategic control. The model known as "Levers of Control" (1995),
developed by Simons from several case studies (Simons,
strategy control is achieved

by integrating

1990, 1991) considers that

four levers of control:

belief systems,

boundary systems, diagnostic systems and interactive control systems.

Muralidharan (1997) and Higgins and Vincze (1993) opine that despite the plurality in
frameworks, key tenets of a strategic control system seek a way of ensuring that strategy
content is changed in light of invalid planning assumptions and emerging opportunities
and threats (Muralidharan,

1997).

Muralidharan

used case analysis to raise three

important implications, (see also Phillips, 2006). First, managers must establish systems
to recognize and respond to environmental changes and to change planning assumptions.
Second, managers must be prepared to retract their commitment to pre-planned courses
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of action. Third, managers must engage staff in the strategic control process by involving
them in the decision-making process.

The proliferation of concepts and unresolved issues led Muralidharan

(2004) to observe

that strategic control theory is still at an embryonic stage, with the precise nature of
strategic control elements just emerging (Muralidharan, 2004).
theorists and practitioners

Concerns remain with

about the effectiveness of strategic control and its effect on

performance. Of particular concern is that practicing managers have little in terms of
guidelines by which to design and manage their strategic controls.

The consequence of

this is that managers may perceive strategic control as a difficult and perplexing task. For
example, three main barriers and limitations have been identified,
measurement and behavioural

issues.

focusing on cost,

The first barrier and limitation concerns the

perceived cost of creating and developing a strategic control function and related set of
tools and measures throughout an organisation.

For example, Ittner and Larcker (1997)

reported that increased bureaucracy and associated costs may outweigh the benefits of
implementing a strategic control system.

The researchers further cite a second barrier

and limitation as the potential complexity of strategic control and the need to devise
measures that are robust and workable.

This step requires strategic plans which are clear

and unambiguous, and measures that are explicitly linked to strategic outcomes.

According to Lorange and Murphy (1984), there are three barriers to implementation 'of
strategic control systems. The researchers identify theses barriers as systemic, behavioral
and political. Systemic barriers emanate from deficiencies in the strategic control systems
or from the organization's

inertia to manage newly installed systems. Behavioral barriers

arise from a manager's cognitive limits or intellectual capacity. Political barriers relate to
the various groups in an organizational with diverse interest. The strategic control process
may herald changes in the corporate strategic agenda that may threaten the various power
coalitions internal or external to the firm.
inherent integrative

nature

of strategic

Such threats may cause resistance.

control

managers, further exacerbating resistance.
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systems

could pose complexity

The
to

Other challenges to be surmounted in installing strategic control systems according to
Goold and Quinn (1990) are: devising strategies that can accommodate
flexibility in the implementation

uncertainty and

of strategy, defining strategic goals that are suitable for

motivating managers, ensuring that strategic control systems assist, rather than attempt to
replace, management judgment, build a strategic control system that enhances, rather than
destroys, mutual confidence between management levels.

A further confounding effect on the development

of strategic control theory was the

advent of contingency theory which became popular in management

control systems

research in the mid 1970s. The proponents of this theory (Galbraith, 1973; Donaldson,
2001) aver that there is no universal control system applicable to all organizations and all
circumstances, but that the choice of an appropriate control system is always contingent
on the special characteristics of the organization and its environment.

The host of factors

proposed includes production, technology, environment and organizational structure, size
ofthe organization, strategy and decision making style of management (Gordon & Miller,
1976; Chenhall, 2003; Simons, 1987 Govindarajan
OtleY,1980; Khandwalla,

1972).

& Gupta, 1985, Merchant,

In other words, contingency

1985;

theory suggests that

effectiveness of management control systems is a function of the extent to which it has
been tailored to match the organisational context. Contingency theory further posits that,
as the external environment becomes more complex and dynamic, uncertainty increases,
and the appropriate organizational structure and control strategy changes.
this is that, in addition to the internal demands of an ever-larger
organization, control systems must also reflect the changing
Though it is characteristic

of efficient

organizations

The upshot of

and more complex

external environment.

that they align the control

information they gather to the particular contingent factors, the task is onerous. Clearly,
further research is needed to resolve the gaps and contradictions

and advance strategic

control theory.

Amongst the emergent strategic control theory frameworks,

a broad-based

schema for

perceiving MCSs that has been widely recognised is Simons' (1995) levers of control,
considered to possess the requisite parsimony to advance the search. With its wide range
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of controls, embracing both informal and formal types (Rogers et a!., 1999) it
incorporatesall the major tenets of a strategic control system and is ideal for theory
developmentand practice. The next section will explore Simons (1995) framework for
controlof strategy.
2.2.3 Simons' Levers for Control of Strategy
In this modem role of management control systems as strategic control systems, Simons
(1987, 1900, 1991, 1995) suggest how contemporary controls should be designed and
how management can implement and utilize them effectively for control of business
strategy. Simons defines management control systems as follows:

"[M]anagement control systems are the formal, information-based routines and
procedures managers use to maintain or alter patterns in organizational activities."
(Simons,1995b, p. 5).

In anchoringthis definition of management control systems to strategic control, Simons'
premise is that a fundamental problem in creating organizational value is balancing
unlimited opportunity with limited attention.

According to Simons (1995b), a key

ingredientis an 'inherent tension'· between freedom and constraint, empowerment and
accountability,top-down management and bottom-up creativity, and experimentation and
efficiency. A core idea in this strategic control framework is that it balances needs for
innovation and constraints. In this respect, Simons' concept is a departure from the
traditional line of research that affirms that a widespread use of formal MCS is
incompatible with innovation" (Bisbe & Otley, 2004). In this vein, (Simons, 1995)
posited that top managers control strategy using four basic approaches. Simons called
them levers that work simultaneously but with different roles and, consequently,
introducedfour key constructs that have to be analyzed and understood in order to control
businessstrategy namely: core values, risks to be avoided, critical performance variables
and strategic uncertainties. Each construct is controlled by a different system or lever,
which Simons termed; belief systems, boundary systems, diagnostic systems and
interactive control systems, respectively. Simons asserted that senior managers will
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typically use information: to signal the domain in which subordinates should search for
opportunities, to communicate plans and goals, to monitor the achievement of plans and
goals, and to keep informed and inform others of emerging developments in the internal
and external environment.

Simon further argues that when the four levers are used in a

balanced manner and aligned with strategy, they give managers the tools to balance
profit, growth and control and in this way achieve success in control of business strategy
(Simons, 1999).

Within organizations,

the four levers are, therefore,

used for the

following purposes; (1) belief controls (2) boundary controls (3) diagnostic controls and
(4) interactive controls.

Belief control systems provide the inspiration for both emergent and intended strategies
with the visions espoused by top management motivating organization members to search
for and create opportunities to accomplish mission of the firm.

Top management use

belief control systems to set strategic direction and to energize and inspire workers in the
process of entrepreneurial growth.
influence of a strong,

Researchers have discussed the positive impact and

purposeful

organizational performance

and widely

shared value

or belief

system on

impact

of mission

while noting that the performance

statements rests on the notion that they sharpen the organization's

focus and result in

resources being used wisely due to unanimity of purpose (Bart & Baetz, 1998).

Boundary control systems are rules and sanctions that set limits on opportunity-seeking
behaviour and guard against potential deviant conduct. They keep the realized strategies
within the acceptable domain of activity and ensure that business activities occur in
defined product markets and at acceptable levels of risk (Quinn, 1996). Boundary control
systems are basically of two types, that is, business conduct and strategic boundaries
(Simons, 1995; Simons, 2000). Business conduct boundaries address employee behavior and
emanate from country legislation, the organization's own belief system, and industry and
professional codes of behavior (Gatewood & Carroll,1991;Simons,

1994).

Strategic

boundaries address the limitation placed on decisions to be made by members of
management and relate to resource allocations that translates organizational objectives into
a work structure so that time, cost and performance parameters
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can be assessed and

controlled (King & Clelland, 1979; Simons 1995, 2000).

An example of the business

conductboundary is the employee code of conduct and the mission statement (Sheehan,
2006). Firm policy guiding on required rate of return on investments

(ROI) is an

exampleofa strategic boundary. If not designed properly, boundary control systems may
inhibit firm adaptation to changing product, market, technology,

and environmental

conditions. All these should lead to sustained company performance.

Diagnostic control systems are the formal information
monitor organizational

outcomes

and correct

systems that managers use to

deviations

from preset

standards

of

performance, essentially a cybernetic process, or single-loop, rather than double- loop
learning(Veen-Dirks & Wijn, 2002). One basic premise of diagnostic controls is that the
outputs of a process are measurable (Simons, 1995b), and these makes them the classic
approach to control, typified by business plans, profit planning systems, brand revenue
budgets, project management
systems (Simons, 1995).

systems, intelligence

systems and human development

These feedback systems are the backbone

of traditional

management control systems (Iwaarden et. aI., 2006). By allowing top managers to pay
attention to exceptions, diagnostic

control practices

are ideal for management-by-

exception, (Veen-Dirks & Wijn, 2002).

The risk of diagnostic controls is that managers

may measure the wrong performance

variables and misdirect

managerial

attention;

managersmay build slack to the target, especially where diagnostic controls are linked to
incentives (Tero, 2009).

This underscores

the need to identify

key performance

indicators correctly to avoid gaming and underperformance,

and thus the necessity of

boundary control systems.

is that diagnostic controls

The widely held view, however,

will boost organizational performance.

Interactive control systems are the controls top management
organization-wide dialogue about threats that can jeopardize
managing the strategic uncertainties

use to follow up with
current strategy, thereby

of the firm, (Quinn, 1996).

In this manner, the

interactive control systems provide the highest level of management
which to exert an influence in the search for opportunities

with tools with

that can yield emergent

strategiesas their outcome (Ramos & Hidalgo, 2003). Simons defines interactive control
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as "formal systems managers use to involve themselves regularly and personally in the
decision activities of subordinates"

(Simons, 1995).

Besides this pivotal role, an

interactive system is not a unique type of control; rather, it is any control system, mostly
diagnostic controls, which top managers choose to use interactively
and guide the bottom-up

emergence

of strategy (Simons,

to direct attention

1994).

On the whole,

interactive controls are used to stimulate organizational learning and emergence of new
ideas and strategies, facilitating the update of strategy in response to unforeseen threats
and opportunities in the environment.

This requires a climate that engenders openness

and tolerates criticism and debate. Such systems are very useful in instances of strategic
uncertainty when inventive change and opportunity
uncertainties can relate to changes in technology
regulations and industrial competition.

seeking is necessary.
and customer

Strategic

tastes, government

It is evident that all these affect a firm's ability to

generate profits internally to fund business strategies (Donaldson, 1984). This ultimately
requires to be monitored by top management.

Interactive control is exercised by top

management to the extent that they engage in personal involvement in establishing new
programmes and milestones, frequent (at least monthly) reviews of progress and action
plans. Such an approach demands considerable amount of managerial attention and it is
for such a reason that managers select only a handful of controls for interactive use
(Moulang, 2007).

Interactive controls thus engender active employee participation and

should increase ownership

and motivational

commitment

to meeting

organizational

objectives. Further, efficient use of managerial attention allows top management to focus
more strongly on the critical success factors and core competencies

of the organization

that is likely associated with enhanced performance (Widener, 2005).

Interactive controls also signal how organisations should adapt or respond to the strategic
uncertainties, for example, through organisational
existing strategy.

The distinguishing

learning to subsequently reformulate

advantage of interactive control is, therefore, its

support for double-loop learning (Tuomela, 2005). Although it was initially deemed that
managers usually choose only one diagnostic control system to be used interactively,
that the control system used interactively in one firm may be used diagnostically
another (Simons, 1991) the predominant

view is that the relationship
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and
in

between the

different levers of strategic control is dynamic and often reciprocal (Widener, 2005).
Due to their requirement for management attention and sustained use, interactive controls
are viewed as expensive to maintain (Simons, 1995, 2000; Tero, 2009).

Traditional top-down notions of strategy suggest that the main role of strategic control is
to ensure that the behavior of people is consistent with the predetermined
(Merchant, 1985). Nevertheless,

the acceptance of the notion that strategy gradually

evolves leads to a more complex view.
organizational activities,

When used to maintain or alter patterns in

the levers of control system exemplifies

strategic control which requires that control must accommodate
possible types of strategies:

strategy

planned strategies, intended

the hallmarks

of

the whole range of

strategies that get realized

(deliberate strategies), intended strategies that do not get realized (unrealized strategies),
and realized strategies that were never intended (emergent strategies) (Mintzberg, 1978).
In other words, both the intended strategies preset by managers
incrementally emerging

strategies

(Mintzberg,

and unintentionally,

1978) should be controlled.

Simons

(1995a, 1995b) framework for strategic control, while addressing multiple development
modes of strategy combines

a focus on strategy with a wider view of the control

mechanisms. This resilience has made the framework applicable from both a positivist
and interpretivist frame of reference (Tucker et al., 2008; Marginson, 1999, 2002; Kober
et al., 2007; Bisbe & Otley, 2004; Malina & Selto, 2004; Ferreira & Otley, 2005; Granlun
& Taipaleenmaki, 2005; Tuomela, 2005; Henri, 2006; Bhimani

& Langfield-Smith,

2007).

The four levers create tension

between

creative

innovation

and predictable

movement. This tension requires managers of effective companies
achieve both high degrees
(efficiency) (Simons, 2000).

of learning

(innovation)

to know how to

and high degrees

Control of business strategy is, therefore,

integrating these four levers of control.

goal

of control
achieved by

In other words, organisations need to use these

four levers of control together to get a maximum benefit because the power of these
levers in implementing strategy does not lie in how each is used alone.
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"control of business strategy is achieved by integrating the forces of beliefs systems,
boundary systems, diagnostic control systems and interactive control systems. The power
of the control levers does not lie in how each is used alone but rather in how they
complement each other when used together" (Simons, 1995, p.153)

The robustness of Simons' levers of control framework is that any control system in an
organisation can be classified

according

to the types

that Simons

(1995,

1999)

distinguishes. The critical attributes of a strategic control system are the prevalence of
feedback control and feedforward
strategic control

system

result

controls.

According to Widener (2007), effective

in organizational

managements' attention, and improved organizational

learning,

effective

use

of top

performance.

Simons' levers of control framework has been regularly used in the management control
literature because, in the words of Bruining et aI., (2004), "Simons'

model of the

dynamic relationships between management control systems and strategic change is an
attempt to offer a coherent and comprehensive body of management control theory."
other words, Simons'

levers of control framework

strategic control model.

In

depicts the basis for a coherent

Henceforth, this study will use the terms management control

systems (MCS) and strategic control interchangeably.

In tandem with contingency theory

researchers, for example, Miles and Snow (1978), assert that successful companies must
align their administrative

and control systems with their strategy,.

The next section

explores the concept of strategic orientation.

2.2.4 Strategic Orientation Theory
Strategic orientation can be defined as "how an organization uses strategy to adapt and or
change aspects of its environment

for a more favorable alignment"

(Manu & Siram,

1996, p. 79). Gatignon and Xuereb (1997) depict strategic orientation as principles that
direct and influence the activities of a firm and generate the behaviours
ensure the viability and performance

of the firm.

More broadly, a strategy type or

orientation is a generic pattern of response at the business-unit
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level pertaining to the

product-market domain,

choice

of performance

criteria,

and marketing

execution

(Matsuno& Mentzer, 2000).

Strategicorientation is viewed as central to organizations'

effectiveness (Evered, 1983) in

that it represents the competitive strategy implemented by a firm to create continuing
performance improvements

(Gatinon & Xuereb, 1997).

because it defines the organization's

dominant

Strategic orientation is useful

competitive

posture and provides a

synthesis of the cognitive mental models of its key strategists (Engelland & Summey,
1999), thus creating a firm's strategic direction and requisite behaviours to interact with
the environment.
Drivers of strategic orientation'" are considered to be environment-based,

organizational-

based and institutional-based.

deriving

Environment-based

competitive forces; organizational

refer to factors

factors relate to a firm's

umque

resources

from
and

capacities (Barney, 1991) whilst institutional drivers include changes in social, economic
and cultural spheres that impinge on a firm's strategic choices (Hoskisson et al., 2000).
This latter set of drivers is increasingly becoming the researchers'
Generally, the literature

considers

competitive

strategy

focus (Li et al., 2006).

synonymous

with the term

strategic orientation (Morgan & Strong, 1998).

In general theoretical perspectives
three main perspectives:

scholars have examined strategic orientation from

the narrative approach, the classification

approach, and, the

comparative approach.

The narrative approach is anchored to qualitative methodologies,

frequently employing

case study analyses with the emphasis

descriptions of nature of strategy in its context (Evered,
considered limited

for theory

testing

(Ginsberg

tending to be verbal

1983).

& Venkatraman,

This approach is
1985).

The

classification approach attempts to group strategy on either a priori conceptual grounds or
derived categorizations

(McKelvey,

1975).

They have been referred

to either as

typologies (e.g. Hofer & Schendel, 1978; Miles & Snow, 1978; Porter, 1985; Rumelt,
1991) or taxonomies (e.g. Miller & Friesen, 1978).
according to the nature of strategy emphasized.
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This approach aggregates firms

The final approach to assessing firms'

strategic orientation is comparative in nature.

It endeavors to identify and measure key

traits along dimensions of competitive strategy. In a seminal contribution, Venkatraman
(1989) proposed a measurement

scale for the strategic

orientation

construct

with

dimensions: aggressiveness, analysis, defensiveness, futurity, pro activeness and riskiness.
Regarding contingency-based
control and business

research focusing on the relationship between strategic

strategy

entrepreneurial-conservative

the most common

typologies

have tended to be,

(Miller & Friesen, 1982); prospecters-analysers-defenders-

reactors (Miles & Snow, 1978); build-hold-harvest

( Gupta & Govindarajan,

1984); and

product differentiation-cost leadership (Porter, 1980).

The strategic orientation construct in reasearch has generally been defined from two
research streams:

strategic

management

and strategic

marketing.

The strategic

management stream has mainly espoused the Porter (1985) and the Miles and Snow
(1978) typologies. The strategic marketing

stream market orientation

(customer and

competitor), entreprenuerial orientation, technological orientation, production orientation
and selling orientation (Kaya & Seyrek, 2005; Narver & Slater, 1990; Nobel et. aI., 2002,
Aragon-Sanchez & Sanchez-Marin,

2005; Gatignon & Xuereb, 1997).

This study will

utilize the (Miles & Snow, 1978) typology, considered robust as it extends the strategicchoice paradigm of (Child, 1972; Kald, Nilsson, & Rapp, 2000), and best captures the
business-level strategic trade-off between external and internal
Varadarajan & Pride,

1989).

orientation

(McKee,

In this respect it is viewed as better in evaluating

environmental variables than Porter's whose definition, discussion,

and examples are

criticized as deliberately void of environmental characteristics (Segev, 1989). In the next
section, the study examines the typology more closely.

2.2.5 Miles and Snow Strategic Orientation Typology
Miles and Snow (1978) proposed

a typology which incorporated

three interrelated

problems of organizational adaptation that require to be addressed by a firm's decisionmakers or top management.

The first, termed the entrepreneurial

problem, refers to the

need to manage the firm's market share. The engineering problem relates to the second
issue and focuses on the the way a firm seeks to coordinate and implement its strategies.
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Finally,the administrative problem is concerned with the manner the firm will structure
to manage the resultant processes.

Miles and Snow contend that every firm will exhibit a

dominant pattern of response and this will largely depict the mental modes of the key
decision-makers and their perceptions of the operating

environment.

The typology is

thus anchored in the seminal strategic choice theory (Child, 1972).

According to the

literature (Garrigos-Simon

et al., 2005; O'Regan

& Ghobadian,

2006), the choice of

whether to be proactive or reactive will be determined by this adaptive cycle.
premise in the arrangement

was that the solutions to these problems

needed to be

consistent with each other for effective strategic adaptation to take place.
underlying variable in this typology is the organization's

The core

The critical

rate of change in its products or

markets (Di Benedetto & Song, 2003).

Following the foregoing logic Miles and Snow (1978) proposed that combining these
adaptation problems produced

four generic archetypes

Prospector, Analyzer, Defender and Reactor.

or strategic

orientations:

the

Miles and Snow opined that organizations

develop relatively enduring patterns of strategic behavior to co-align the organization
with the environment.

They suggested that the first three archetypes choose different

competitive strategies with respect to products and/or markets.

Prospectors compete through new products, product innovation, and market development.
The theory suggests that prospectors will place a heavy emphasis on market research,
involvement of key personnel for idea generation and novelty. Alternatively, prospectors
will lay less emphasis

on planning

emphasizes problem-finding

implementation

since their planning

process

over problem solving (Miles & Snow, 1978; Veliyath &

Shortell, 1993). They are also regarded as consistently first in developing new ideas and
as more risk oriented than other types (Hambrick, 1983; Shortell & Zajac, 1990).

De Sarbo et al., (2005) report that Analyzers
characteristics of both Prospectors and Defenders.

occupy a middleground,

They employ efficiency and increased

production in stable markets and seek innovation

in dynamic or uncertain markets,

achieving the latter by monitoring competitors to tap new ideas
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exhibiting

Defender firms adopt a conservative
position, often in a narrowly
innovation is rare.

posture and endeavor to hold a secure market

defined segment, relying on price or quality whilst

Defenders are, therefore, likely to place less emphasis on market

research, key personnel involvement and innovativeness
Shortell, 1993).

in their strategies (Veliyath &

Defenders offer a much narrower range of products than competitors,

and compete through cost leadership, quality, and service.

Reactors lack any coherent plan for competing and do not exhibit the mechanisms or
processes for adapting to the marketplace.

The apparent inconsistencies

of reactor

strategies arise from at least three sources: "(1) management fails to articulate a viable
organizational strategy; (2) a strategy is articulated but technology, structure and process
are not linked to it in an appropriate manner; or (3) management adheres to a particular
strategy-structure relationship

even though it is no longer relevant to environmental

conditions" (Miles & Snow, 1978: p. 82). The Miles and Snow typology is deemed to
encompass all possible

forms

of organizational

orientation, making it quite a robust analytical tool.

strategic

adaptation

or strategic

Normative theory holds that good

coupling of strategic control and strategic orientatiorswill

lead to superior organizational

performance.

The Miles and Snow (1978) typology has been exhaustively tested in empirical studies
and has generally achieved widespread support across industries due to its theoretical
robustness and resilience in psychometric assessment (Abernethy & Guthrie, 1994; Doty

et. al., 1993; Snow & Hambrick, 1980; Hambrick, 19~3, 1984; McDaniel & Kolari, 1987;
McKee et al., 1989; Shortell & Zajac, 1990; Webster, 1992).

Thus the typology is robust

for scrutinizing a firm's characteristics, competencies and strategies.
performance effects, the typology suggests that prospectors

In related studies on

achieve higher levels of

relative firm success than defenders, with analyzers falling somewhere between while
reactors come last (De Sarbo et aI, 2003). Conant et 11. (1990) developed the first truly
multi-item scale with l l-items to classify Miles & S, 'ow archetypes.
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This scale has been

successfully applied in a number of studies (e.g. Dyer & Song, 1997; DeSarbo et al.,
2004,2005).
This study adopts the Conant et al. (1990) scale to measure strategic orientation.

A key

assumption in the strategic control literature is the need to align specific control practices
with the organization's

chosen strategy or strategic orientation.

The next section will

discussthe concept of organizational performance.

2.2.6 Organizational Performance
Strategies and related strategic processes are executed in anticipation of some type of
expected outcome. In this regard, organizational performance and its improvement is a
dominant theme in strategic management theory and practice. It is considered as part of a
manager's function to control and evaluate organizational performance (Racelis, 2006).
Viewed as complex and multidimensional
& Ramanujam, 1986) researchers,

operationalize performance

phenomenon (Papadakis,

1998; Venkaraman

however, widely disagree about how to define and

(Buckley

et. al., 1988).

According

to Racelis (2006)

determinants of organizational performance include but are not limited to: culture (Deal
& Kennedy, 1982; Peters & Waterman,

1982), human resource management practices

(Chew & Sharma, 2005), leadership (Jones et al., 2000), the environment

(Pearce &

Robinson, 2005), market orientation (Narver & Slater, 1990; Noble et al., 2002), and
strategy (Aragon- Sanchez & Sanchez-Marin, 2005; Andrews et aI., 2006).

With the disparate determinants. Abas & Yaacob (2006) claim that a single performance
measure is inadequate

to represent

overall

business

performance.

Appropriate

organizational performance dimensions spawn effectiveness, efficiency and adaptability
(Walker & Ruekert, 1987).

Papadakis (1998) states that three distinct dimensions of

performance can conceptually be measured:

Profitability (operating profits and ROA);

Organizational growth (revenue growth and profit growth); Relative market position
(market share and market share increase).

At the organizational level, the broad area of

management control systems literature has adopted, along with the financial performance,
dimensions such as: effective direction of attention (Simons, 1990; Kaplan & Norton,
1992; Widener, 2007), organisationalleaming
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(Simons, 1990, 1995,2000;

Kloot, 1999,

Chenhall, 2005; Henri,

2006;

Widener,

2007)

as well

as strategic

management

effectiveness (see e.g. Simons, 1990, 1995, 2000; Kaplan & Norton, 1996; Abernethy &
Brownell, 1999, Malina & Selto, 2001; Chenhall, 2005).

However, a major part of the

literature has tended to limit itself to considering only financial aspects of performance
(Otley, 1999). In line with the wider perspective, Tangen (2002) posit that measurement
should be based on a limited number of measures that consist of both financial and nonfmancialparameters.

A considerable number of scholars, therefore, recommend both objective and subjective
measures of organizational
reluctance to provide

performance, with the latter preferred where there may be

financial

data (Fiorto & LaForge,

1986) or difficulties

with

interpretation (Covin & Slevin, 1989; Covin & Covin, 1990; Cooper, 1979). In addition,
Pearce et al., (1987) reported that empirical research reveal that actual and perceived
measures of performance

are strongly correlated.

Moreover, the use of a perceived

success measurement, by capturing the perceptions that underlie respondents' decision
making processes, are seen to provide a major advantage over standardized measures of
performance across firms, industries and other cultures.
comparison of organizations
(Dess & Robinson (1984).

Such an approach facilitates the

that differ in size, industry, time horizon, and objectives
These perception-based

dimensions have been successfully

used in previous studies (Allen & Kilmann, 2001; Allen & Helms, 2002; Allen et al.,
2004; Dyer & Song, 1997; Walker & Ruekert 1995).

Consistent with

Tangen

organizational performance.

(2002),

this

Contingency

study

will

adopt

perceptual

measures

theory indicates that performance

improved when key variables are correctly aligned (Chenhall, 2003).

of

can be

Consequently, the

next section will review empirical research on strategic control practices,

strategic

orientation and also explore the links between strategic control, strategic orientation and
organizational performance.
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2.3

Empircal Studies on Strategic Control Practices

Thepresent study sought to establish the strategic control practices in Kenyan sugar firms
in western Kenya, using Simons (1995) Levers of Control (LOC) framework comprising
belief control systems,

boundary

interactive control systems.

control

systems,

diagnostic

control

systems

and

It is expedient to point that there are, however, no known

studies that have focused on strategic control practices in either Kenyan sugar firms or
Kenyan companies.

Consequently,

researchers

have to seek studies based in other

countries, mostly in western contexts, to shed light on the extent of use of strategic
controlsystems and possibly, their applicability to Kenyan sugar firms.

Even in western contexts, despite assertions that Simons four levers of control need to be
used together to get a maximum benefit Simons (2000, p.303-304), studies focusing on
all the four (belief control, boundary control, diagnostic control and interactive control
systems)are relatively few. Rather, most research has concentrated on diagnostic control
systems and interactive

control systems, with the former depicted

prevalent, Berry et. al., (2009).

as being more

Some contemporary researchers nonetheless assert that

the levers of control complement one another Bruining et aI., (2004), and that such a
dichotomy may inhibit a necessary enrichment.

The following sections will review

empirical studies on individual levers of control.

2.3.1 Empirical Studies on Belief Control Systems
While no known studies exist in Kenyan sugar firms, belief controls systems have
elsewhere attracted wide attention among scholars, mostly due to prevalent use in an
organization to communicate core values in order search for new opportunities to address
customers' needs (Simons, 2000). Such core values are engendered in mission and vision
statements and are used by senior managers to communicate formally and systematically
reinforce basic values, purpose and direction for the business (Bart & Baetz, 1998).

In a retrospective longitudinal case study of a single family-based firm in Pakistan, Khan

(1999) used Simons' four-lever framework to examine the role ofMCS as a sociological
process focusing on the evolution of control systems in varied social and cultural
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environments. The findings in respect of belief control systems that they only appeared
after the first seven years of a firm's existence, suggesting
formative stages of the company.

absence of the same at

While no known studies have been undertaken

regardingbelief control systems in Kenyan sugar firms, the present seeks to carry out a
surveyof their extent of use.

Altinay & Altinay (2004) considered the role of Simons' levers of control in guiding
decision-making process.

The study was based on a single-setting case study of a hotel

group in the UK and used 45 in-depth interviews of development directors, observation
and document analysis.

The study, however, failed to detect existence of belief control

systems(Altinay & Altinay, 2004).

In a longitudinal case study context using cross-firm comparisons

from four buy-out

firms during 1998 and 1999, Bruining et al. (2004) focused on chief executive officers
(CEOs), chief financial officers (CFOs) and Directors of Production,

to study about the

content and formulation of the strategy and the the use of levers of control before and
aftermanagement buy-out (MBO). It was reported that, in addition to the existing formal
controls, the firms employed belief control systems to match the changing environmental
conditions, with the objective
independence of firm.

of mitigating

increased

financial

risks due to new

In this regard, the study concluded that belief and interactive

control systems serve as a valuable complement and extension to, but not replacement of,
the more traditional diagnostic control systems.
were, however, fragmentary.

The study of Simons' levers of control

The present research provides a comprehensive study of all

the four levers of control.

McCartney and Rouse (2004) used a case study setting of three public utility firms in
New Zealand to examine the use of the triple bottom

line (TBL) as a strategic

management system, and compared this with the balanced scorecard (BSC).
management systems were operationalised

Strategic

as the four Simons' levers of control.

The

finding was that beliefs control existed alongside the other three levers of control. The
belief control systems were reported to enhance a positive effect on a managers' values,
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leading to increasing focus on the firms strategic direction. A limitation of the study was
the lack of dimensionality

in the constructs

of study, thereby,

development that could applied to Kenyan sugar firms.
demonstrates the dimensionality

inhibiting

theory

The present research clearly

of the constructs of belief control systems and thir

applicationto the sugar firms in western Kenyan.

Tuomela (2005) conducted a four year retrospective longitudinal qualitative case study
involvingFinABB, a Finnish firm to investigate, inter alia, the outcome of the interplay
between strategic performance

measurement

diagnostically and interactively,

on belief and boundary control systems.

reported a direct longitudinal
system.

The researchers

(SPM) and different control levers used

relationship

The study

for beliefs system and interactive control

further asserted that "the functioning

of interactive

and

diagnosticcontrols depends on organizational belief and boundary systems".

In a web-based survey of 151 chief audit executives and internal audit consultants in the
United States of America, Anderson et al (2006) used the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway

Commossion

(COSO)

enterprise

risk management

framework and Simons levers of control to examine risk and control practices in
collaborative inter-organizational

alliances.

Consistent with Simons'

framework, the

results indicated equal moderate reliance (score of 3 on a 5-point Likert-type scale) on
belief control in association with the other three levers.
dimension of belief control
advancement for application

and, therefore,

The study did not disclose the

yields limited

in Kenyan sugar firms.

opportunity

for theory

The present study seeks to

overcome this limitation by clear a delineation of the construct of belief control systems.

In a case study based approach of four firms, Sheehan (2006) reported that belief controls
needed to be applied in concert with the other three levers for successfull
execution. A firm that had well-function
nevertheless experienced

diificulties

belief controls

strategy

and two other control,

in strategy execution due to neglect one lever.

Based on anecdotal narratives, the study lacked testable propositions and, thus, limited in
theory development that would be of use to Kenyan sugar firms. The present study seeks
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to employ a clearly defined belief control construct to facilitate testable propositions in
theKenyan sugar firms.

Widener (2007) in a quantitative research focusing on 122 chief financial officers of
medium-sized firms in the United States, used a four-item belief control construct and a
Likert-typescale anchored on a scale of 1 to 7 to assess the extent of use. The findings
indicateda mean of 4.618 suggesting above average prevalence.

In order to gauge the

the generalizability of such findings, the present study seeks to establish the extent of use
of belief control systems in sugar firms in Kenya.

Usinga mail survey in a pilot study of 30 top managers in Malaysian manufacturing and
service firm, Mohamed

et. al., (2008) examined the relationship

performance measurement

system

(SPMS)

and organisational

between strategic
capabilities.

The

independentvariable were the four levers of control (Simons, 1999) operationalised using
the instrument from Henri (2005) and Widener (2005).

In the study belief control

system featured four items and were reported to be prevalent to a great extent with a
mean of mean of 4.0 on a five-point scale.

The present study seeks to establish the

applicability of such findings by determining the extent of use of belief control sytems in
Kenyansugar firms

Peljhan and Tekavcic (2008) used an in-depth explanatory longitudinal
Trimo Trebnje, a large Slovenian manufacturing

case study of

company, during the period 1992 -

2004. Regarding belief control systems, the researchers reported a mean of 4.618 on a
scale of 1 to 7, indicating a greater than average use. The current study aims to determine
the applicability of such outcomes to Kenyan sugar firms.

Using a retrospective longitudinal single case study design of a high-growth start-up firm in
New Zealand for the period 2003-2007, Kober (2010), sought to examine the emergence
and utilisation of management control systems (MCS). The finding was that the high
growth firm did not introduce MCS in accordance with prior research or experiencebased models. Rather, during the start-up stage, belief systems were supported by other
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controlsused diagnostically.

But even with subsequent controls, regardless of manner of

use, management ensured that the new controls supported the original belief control
systems. This suggested that the directors viewed the belief systems as first order
controls,superior to the other three levers. The managerial implications of these findings
is that one way to become a high growth firm is to develop good belief systems at the firm's
inceptionand gradually design other controls around these beliefs control systems. In this
stand,the study results modify the mooted balanced control notion of Simons (1995). A
limitationof the study is the single case-study setting which by nature, yield results that are
limited in generalization to other contexts.

The present study seeks to overcome this

limitationby adapting a survey design and focusing on strategic control, strategic orientation
andorganizational performance.

2.3.2 Empirical Studies on Boundary Control Systems
Whereas there is lack of research on Simons' levers of control that centre on Kenyan
sugar firms, studies in western contexts have tended to dwell at least one, if not all the
levers. Some of the aforementioned

studies, therefore, also address boundary control

systems.

In the Khan (1999) retrospective

longitudinal study in Pakistan cited in the foregoing

section, boundary controls relating to strategic boundaries belatedly appeared
belief control systems after the first seven years of a firm's existence.

alongside

The present study,

in contrast, employs a survey design to establish the existence and extent of use of
boundarycontrols in sugar firms in Kenya.

While the Altinay and Altinay (2004) study in the UK failed to detect belief controls in
guiding the decision-making process, the results indicated that their existed active use of
strategic boundary systems to deter negative employee opportunity-seeking
Bruining et al (2004), for example,

found that boundaries

behavior.

were lacking before a

management buy-out but the top management gradually set standards as things settled
down. In the same vein, McCartney and Rouse (2004) reported lack of existence of
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boundarycontrol systems in one of the four firms, attributing this to its small size and the
factthat it was a start-up.

Tuomela (2005), cited in the foregoing section underpinned

the complementarity

of

leversof control by reporting that "the functioning of interactive and diagnostic controls
depends on organizational

belief and boundary systems" (Ahrens & Chapman, 2004,

p.278). Anderson et al., (2006) similarly indicated equal moderate reliance (score of3 on
a 5-point Likert-type scale) on boundary controls in association

with the other three

levers.In the Sheehan (2006) study cited in the foregoing section underscored the need
for boundary controls.

It was reported that one of the four firms that lacked boundary

controlsbut which all the other three levers well-functioning nonetheless suffered loss of
reputation and performance

decline when the company was sued for its employees

engagingin unethical industrial espionage.

Widener(2007) researcher used a four-item boundary control construct and a Likert-type
scale anchored on a scale of 1 to 7 to assess the extent of use. The findings indicated a
meanof 5.58 suggesting above average prevalence. In a similar finding, Mohamed et. al.,
(2008),cited above, featured four items for the boundary control construct and reported a
mean of 4.0 on a five-point scale.

According to Peljhan and Tekavcic (2008), in the

foregoing section, boundary control systems reported a mean of 4.66 on a scale of 1 to 7,
indicatinga greater than average use.

In a study that focused on all the four levers of control, Ferreira and Otley (2009) used
four case studies to observe MCS design and use.

The study found that all the four

companies revealed a profusion of boundary control elements though somewhat less
prevalent than belief controls.

It is evident that all the foregoing

research were

undertaken in contexts other than sugar firms in western Kenya, raising concerns
regarding the applicability

of the results.

Consequently,

the present study seeks to

establish the applicability of such findings by determining the extent of use of belief
control sytems in Kenyan sugar firms
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2.3.3 Empirical Studies on Diagnostic Control Systems
As has been stated earlier, the lack of published research on Simons' levers of control
that centre on sugar firms in western Kenya similarly besets the diagnostic control
systems.

It is therefore useful to turn to research in other contexts to attempt to

illuminatethe extent of use of diagnostic control systems and their possible applicability
to sugar firms in western Kenya. Studies on diagnostic control systems have largely dwelt
on comparing their manner of use in realtion to interactive control systems.

Abernethyand Brownell (1999) in a study of public hospitals in Australia operaionalised
diagnostic controls as style of budget use featuring four items.

The study did not,

however,disclose the extent of use. Another limitation of the study was that it used only
a single measure of the budgetary control process as a proxy for management control
systems whereas MCS comprise both accounting and non-accounting

based controls.

The present study is based a multi-item scale for diagnostic control and focuses on the
sugarfirms in western Kenya.

Khan (1999) in a retrospective

longitudinal

study in Pakistan found that diagnostic

control, though rudimentary in prevalence, were the only levers present the during the
first seven years of the company.
in the UK reported prevalent

Similarly, Altinay and Altinay (2004) in a study based
use of objective

setting and measurement

suggesting the prominent role of diagnostic control systems.

practices

While McCartney and

Rouse (2004), in the case study of four firms reported the prevalence

of diagnostic

controls alongside the other three levers, the researcher noted, however, that the controls
tendedto be less formal.

In a single case study of a small scale fast-growing firm based in Sweden, Thoren and
Brown (2004) reported that diagnostic control systems were initiated early in the firm's
history by owner-managers for enhancing motivation by establishing targets and rewards
to boost performance.

As managerial

attention changed from turnover to profit as

business expanded, the span of diagnostic controls was widened. Farther business growth
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led to employee dissatisfaction and increasing managerial workload, and this caused the
managersto institute a structural change involving introduction of a new middle manager
positionfor business unit integration with head office. With this change managers started
to use performance

measurement

employees' daily activities.

systems

interactively

for better

involvement

in

In a similar vein, Anderson et a!., (2006) indicated equal

moderatereliance (score of 3 on a 5-point Likert-type scale) on diagnostic controls in
association with the other three levers. Henri (2006a) used the resource-based

value

(RBV)perspective to survey a sample of 383 Canadian manufacturing firms which were
either independent companies or strategic business units (SBU) to examine, inter alia,
comparing whether MCS were used diagnostically

or interactively.

In tandem with

Simons' postulate, the results confirmed the balanced use ofMCS.

Basedon three European automotive manufacturers, Iwaarden et a!., (2006) employed an
explorative a case study approach to develop a methodology

to study the effects of

unpredictability, increasing variety of products and shortening product life cycles on
quality management systems. Interviews were held with the quality manager, supply
chain manager, logistics manager, production manager, and human resources manager.
Simons' four levers of control model were utilised to categorise and interpret the results
of the case studies.

The results indicated that diagnostic use of quality management

systemsdominated the first 5 years but these were over time supplemented by interactive
use.

These suggest the need to change control systems to cope with challenges

emanating from the increasing uncertainty in the automotive sector, caused by shortening
life cycles of car models and smaller batch sizes.

In the Sheehan (2006) study, cited in the foregoing section, it was found that in one of the
four firms that lacked effective diagnostic control systems, employees lacked direction,
company priorities were blurred

and strategy unclear.

Using the upper echelon

perspective, Naranjo-Gil and Hartmann (2006) surveyed 218 public hospitals in Spain to
investigate how top management

teams (TMT) use management

accounting

systems

(MAS) by focusing, inter alia, on the relationship between interactive controls systems
(lCS) and diagnostic

control

systems.

The researchers
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found

that the more the

professionalthe TMT, the greater the use ofMCS in an interactive way whereas the more
administrativethe TMT's orientation, the greater is the diagnostic use of MAS.

In the Widener (2007) the researcher used a eleven-item diagnostic control construct and
a Likert-type scale anchored on a scale of 1 to 7 to assess the extent of use. The findings
indicated a mean of 5.21 suggesting above average prevalence.

Comparable findings

wererepoted by Moulang (2007) who, in a survey of 114 middle-level managers in large
Australian manufacturing organizations, explored, among others, different styles of use
of performance measurement systems (PMS).

The study reported moderate use with a

meanof 4.3 on a scale of 1 to 7 for diagnostic controls.

Somestudies have resported a greater than average prevalence.

The study by Mohamed

et. al., (2008), cited above, featured four items for the diagnostic control construct and
reporteda mean 4.3 on a five-point scale. In the Peljhan and Tekavcic (2008) study cited
in the foregoing section, diagnostic control systems reported a mean of 4.658 on a scale
of 1 to 7, indicating a greater than average use. Another case-based research by Ferreira
and Otley (2009), using four case studies to observe MCS design and use, reported all
had diagnostic control systems featuring use of budgets, planning,

and reports on

operationalperformance.

In a mail census survey within a setting of New Public Management (NPM) and using the
upper echelons theoretical

perspective,

faculties with the aim of investigating

Bobe and Taylor (2010) studied university
the diagnostic

management control systems by top management.
chancellors, deans and faculty administrators

Themail

versus

interactive

uses of

census survey targeted vice

of all universities

in Australia and was

supplemented with semi-structured interviews with a similar sample of the business and
science faculties at a large Australian university.

The results revealed that faculty

administrators who have had a longer career in higher education tend to use MCSs more
interactively.

There was also evidence that as faculty administrators hold their current

position for longer periods, they tend to move from an early diagnostic use of MCSs to a
subsequent interactive use.
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It is evident that virtually all the preceding studies were undertaken in contexts other than
the sugar firms in western Kenya, casting doubt on the geralizability

of their results.

Consequently, the present study seeks to establish the applicability of such findings by
determiningthe extent of use of diagnosic control sytems in Kenyan sugar firms

2.3.4 Empirical Studies on Interactive Control Systems
Onceagain, apart from the lack of published research on Simons' levers of control that
centre on sugar firms in western Kenya, research on interactive control systems have
predominantly taken the approach of comparing their manner of use in realtion to
diagnostic control systems. Moreover, rather than reporting on extent of use per se,
researchers have concentrated

on their performance

effects or some other outcomes

variables,for example, innovativeness and creativity.

In a formative research of Simons' levers of control, Abernethy and Brownell (1999) in a
surveyof 63 Chief Executive Officers in large Australian public hospitals operating in a
changing business environment, found a high prevalence of interactive budget use. The
studyreported reported a mean of 21.87 on an absolute a scale of 4 to 28. According to
the retrospective longitudinal case study of a single family-based

firm in Pakistan by

Khan (1999), the use of interactive controls was preceded by the other levers and
emerged after seven years.

The interactive

controls

featured

inter-departmental

discussions by managers with the operations and management team focused instead on
major strategic uncertainties,

for example,

relating

to major

expansion

decisions.

However, the study's reports on the aspects of Simons levers of control were rather
fragmentary and did not wholistically cover the four levers of control.

The study by Altinay and Altinay (2004) in the UK, that considered the role of Simons'
levers of control in guiding

decision-making

process,

reported

mixed findings on

interactive systems. Whereas a great deal of formal and informal conferences took place
across management levels, suggesting awareness of strategic rationale, there was no
evidence of interactive use of profit planning systems and intelligence systems that would
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signalthreats or opportunities in the environment.

In contrast, in a longitudinal case

study context using cross-firm comparisons from four buy-out firms during 1998 and
1999,Bruining et al., (2004) found increased use of interactive control systems after buyout where corporate management of necessity had to delegate functions to the subsidiary
company,a situation necessitating removal of barriers between management and workers
to ensure that ensuing budgets reflected more commitment and reality across the ranks.
The study further concluded

that belief and interactive

control systems serve as a

valuable complement and extension to, but not replacement
diagnostic control systems.

The study of Simons'

of, the more traditional

levers of control were, however,

fragmentary. The present research provides a more detailed study of each of levers of
control.

In a single case study of a small scale fast-growing firm based in Sweden, Thoren and
Brown (2004) reported that manner of use of MCS changed with increasing business
expansion and complexity from diagnostic use to interactive use. An interesting finding
of the study was that

management

controls can be used interactively

also by firms

operating in fairly stable environments, suggesting that using interactive controls is more
general and not

restricted

to

prospector/entrepreneurial

strategies

in

dynamic

environments (Simons, 1987a, 1987b).

Tuomela (2005) conducted a four year retrospective longitudinal qualitative case study
involving FinABB,

a Finnish

performance measurement

firm to investigate

the interplay

between

strategic

(SPM) and different control levers used diagnostically

and

interactively. The study reported existence of a direct longitudinal relationship for beliefs
system and interactive

control

system.

Secondly,

the resercher

asserted that the

functioning of interactive and diagnostic controls depends on organizational

belief and

boundary systems. Thirdly, it concluded that a limitation of interactive control systems is
the requirment for considerable investment of both managerial time and costs.

As mentioned in the foregoing
performance measurement

section, Henri (2006a) reported

systems

(PMS)
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both

diagnostically

a balanced use of
and

interactively,

-----

--~~~~~

consistent Simons' assertions. A a divergent view, Iwaarden et al., (2006) using an
exploratorycase study employed an explorative a case study approach of three European
automotive manufacturers,

reported

that interactive

controls

supplanted

diagnostic

controlsafter 5 years, suggesting the pivotal need to redesign controls when uncertainties
increasein the operating environment.

Similar findings were reported by Sheehan (2006)

whoindicated that a belated attempt to introduce interactive controls led to performance
decline

As reported in the foregoing section, Naranjo-Gil & Hartmann (2006) found that top
management teams (TMT) extent of use of management

accounting

systems (MAS)

diagnostically or interactive depend on whether their operating mode is administrative or
professional. In their quantitative studies, Widener (2007) and Moulang (2007) found
moderate prevalence for interactive control systems were reported at a mean of 5.00,
(scaleof 1 to 7) and 3.96 (on a scale of 1 to 7), respectively.
Naranjo-Gil (2009) used the upper echelon perspective to, inter alia, analyze how nurse
managers in Spanish public hospitals used the balanced scorecard in an interactive or
diagnosticmanner. The study employed a mail survey to collect data collected from 114
nurse managers in Spanish public hospitals. Among other findings, it was reported that
that younger, more tenured, and clinically trained nurse managers would be more likely
to use the balanced scorecard in an interactive way. In contrast, older, less tenured, and
administratively trained managers used the balanced scorecard diagnostically.
Usinga retrospective longitudinal single case study design of a high-growth start-up firm in
New Zealand for the period 2003-2007, Kober (2010), sought to examine the emergence
and utilisation of management

control systems (MCS).

In a departure from Simons'

postulate of the need for balanced use of levers of control, the study reported that
interactive controls were initiated later than belief and boundary controls and even then,
they only supplemented and did not replace the original levers.

According to the Bobe

and Taylor (2010) study in a higher learning background, cited in the preceding section,
faculty executives with higher longevity of experience in prior academic management
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positionsand faculty executives based in a faculty with higher complexity tend to use
MeSs in a more interactive way.

Manifestedly,the cited research has been undertaken in predominantly
and, thus, raises concern about the relence of their results other.

western contexts,

For this reason, the

present research focuses on each establishi ng the extent of prevalece of interactive
controlspracices in the sugar firms in western Kenya ..

2.4

Empirical Studies on Strategic Orientation Systems

An objective of this study was to establish the strategic orientation of sugar firms in
westernKenya. This was necessitated by the fact that little is known about strategy types
existingin these firms. Sugar is a widely traded basic commodity internationally (Awino

et aI., 2011; Kenya Sugar Board, 2010) and, therefore, the Kenyan sugar firms would be
affected by such global practices.

In this regard, the study of Miles and Snow (1978)

typology in relation to contexts where extensive research has been undertaken becomes
important, at least to discern patterns of distribution in order to infer a priori elements in
the sugar firms in western Kenya.

Nevertheless,

the two known studies on strategic

orientationin kenya, so far, are first presented.

In a formative study, Anzaya (2007) researched on the applicability

of Miles & Snow

(1978) strategy typology in assessing training emphasis on various job categories.
study utilized a broad based survey of 48 Nairobi-based

The

Kenyan firms that had since

inception participated in the Company of the Year Awards (COYA) scheme.

Whereas

the researcher confirmed the use of the Miles and Snow (1978) typology in Kenya, the
study failed to report on the relative prevalence of individual firm orientation in the
sample. Furthermore,

the researcher ignored the reactor strategy type, thereby limiting

the generalizability of findings.

The present study seeks to report on both the existence

and relative prevalence of all the four strategic orientation types in sugar firms in western
Kenya.
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In the only known research, so far, on strategic orientation in sugar firms in western
Kenya, Awino et al., (2011) sought to establish the differentiation
challenges faced in implementing

strategies and the

the strategies by Mumias Sugar, the largest sugar

manufacturing company in the country. The researchers used a case study approach and
questionnaire to obtain empirical data from 30 managers in sales and marketing, human
resource and factory operations.

Levers of diferentiation

strategies and Performance

throughefficiency and effectiveness in sales were modeled as independent and dependent
variables,respectively.

It was found that differentiation strategy practices were limited

at the firm. A shortcoming of the research was the use of Porter (1985) generic strategies
model which has been criticized as deliberately void of environmental

characteristics

(Segev, 1989). However, there exists overlaps in Porters and Miles & Snow typologies
where, for example, the prospector

strategy type is similar to Porter's

strategy of

differentiation. Another limitation of the study was the the case-based research design
that inherently yields limited generalization

of results.

The researchers

report the performance effects of the differention strategies.
to redress this shortcomings

also failed to

The present research seeks

by utizing the Miles and Snow (1978) typology.

This

typologyhas been hailed as being sufficiently robust for analyzing strategy, structure and
processes of a firm, considered robust as it extends the strategic-choice
(Child, 1972) and best captures the business-level

paradigm of

strategic trade-off between external

and internal orientation (McKee et. aI., 1989). The present study will, in addition use a
survey and illuminate on strategic control, strategic orientation and their performance
effectson sugar firms in western Kenya.

Turningto research on strategic orientation elswhere in the world, conventional research
hasconcentrated on the defender, analyzers and prospectors, with the reactor type hardly
recieving attention. These studies have upheld the Miles and Snow (1978) proposition
that the most prevalent strategic orientation in any industry are defender, analyzers and
prospectors with reactors being the least infrequent (Snow & Hrebiniak, 1980; Conant et
aI., 1990; Garrigos-Simon

et aI., 2005; DeSarbo et aI., 2007).
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However,inconsistent with the Miles and Snow (1978) prediction, Hinson et. ai., (2009),
in a study based in Ghana, found the prospector strategy most prevalent (40%), followed
by the analyzer strategy (35%) and the defender strategy (25%).

In a comparative study

of Malaysia and Singapore, Teoh and Sim (2000) revealed a similar distribution.
96 Malaysian firms the distribution was: 36 (37.5 per cent) prospectors,
cent)as analyzers and 25 (26.0 per cent) defenders.

Out of

35 (36.5 per

In the 69 Singaporean firms were 26

(37.7per cent) Prospectors, 23 (33.3 per cent) analyzers and 20 (29.0 per cent) defenders.
In addition, the three strategy types occurred across the range of industries researched.
Furthermore, it was reported that the higher prevalence of prospector and analyzer types
in the two countries

depicted

the fast growing

business

necessitating prompt responses to market complexities.
difference in the national

distribution

environments

markets,

Lastly, there was no significant

of strategy types, indicating

similar strategic

responsesto development in their markets.

Appreciably, some researcher have included the study of the reactor strategy type. Slater

et. ai., (2006) studied 380 firms in manufacturing and service businesses operating in 20
different industries and found that prospectors were 125 (33.9%), analyzers 93 (24.5%)
and defenders 135 (35.5%), reactor 27 (7.1 %). Parnell et. ai., (2000) in the unique study,
incorporated an additional

classification

called 'balancer'

and featured the following

distribution for 137 businesses: prospectors 28 (20%) analyzers 32 (23%), defenders
(19%), balancers 17 (12%), and 34 (25%) reactors.

26

Likewise, in a study of 104 across

industries of firms producing industrial and consumer products in Thailand, Tamalee et.

ai., (2008) found that reactors (20%) were third in prevalence, beating analyzers (15%) to
fourthplace after prospector (35%) and defenders (31 %). Snow and Hrebiniak (1980), in
a study of 247 firms by industry also reported similar results.

Some researchers have omitted the study of reactors altogether (O'Regan & Ghobadian,
2005; Doty, Glick, & Huber, 1993; Shortell & Zajac, 1990; Miller et al, 1997; Golden,
1992). Such researchers claim that strategic types are necessarily enduring patterns of
strategic behavior to co-align the organization with the environment, an element missing
in the reactor type. According to Miles and Snow (1978) this deficiency reflects a failure
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on part of top management to articulate a clear strategic direction.
do not develop the distinctive competences, organizational

In other words, they

structures, and management

processesrequired by a particular strategy.

Scholars opposed to exclusion of reactors advance the view that they been found to
outperform the other three types in environments

characterised

by a low degree of

movementor change among their components and by the lack of connection among these
components (Zahra & Pearce, 1990; Snow & Hrebiniak,
claimed that reactors are not efficiency-oriented
defenders, indications

1980).

as prospectors

of a lack of focus arising

from

Rajagopalan

(1997)

nor as innovative as

failure

to develop

clear

competencies. Nevertheless, it would appear that a reactor strategy type is a transitory
state. This suggests that reactors can exhibit inconsistencies
while studying the veracity of the retrospective

in rankings.

technique

For example,

in strategic management

research,Golden (1992) reported that the prevalence of the reactor strategy changed from
lastto second last in ranking from period one to period two, respectively.

Interestingly, government protection for industry has been cited as a mitigating factor. In
such regulated industries, it is argued that the response to environmental
uncertainty is largely a matter of negotiation

between

organizations

change and
and relevant

regulatory agencies, and this obviates the need for active, aggressive strategies.

It is

further argued that in the ensuing scenario after deregulation in utility industries, some
firms may become reactors because of the dramatic environmental
previous response mechanisms inappropriate (Rajagopalan,

changes that make

1997). The situation can be

aggravatedwhere managers have little discretion or lack the administrative skills.

Contraryto expectations, some studies have found absence of the so-called regular types
but the presence of the reactor strategy type. For example, Rajagopalan and Finkelstein
(1992) in a study of 50 investor-owned

electric utility firms in the United States did not

find any analyzers but reported the presence of prospectors (28%), defenders (34%) and
reactors (34%).

Furthermore,

in a study of 75 firms across industries and 9 countries
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with 3 cultures Hoffman (2007) found that defenders (9.7%) and reactors (8.2%) were
leastprevalent whilst analyzers (47.7%) and prospectors (33.3%) were most prevalent.

Theforegoing mixed results from other extensively researched business contexts create a
rationale for studying the sugar firms in Western Kenya.

As mentioned earlier, sugar

firmsin western Kenya are inexorably part of the business global milieu.
the prevalence of the Miles & Snow (1978) strategy typologies

Establishing

is important

for

researchersand managers of sugar firms in Western Kenya to know whether the business
strategies are applicable and, therefore, use them to engage in global benchmarking
practices.

2.5

Empirical Studies on Organizational

Performance

in Sugar Firms in

Western Kenya
As part of the study objectives, the present study sought to establish organizational
performance of sugar firms in western Kenya.

Although published comparative studies

that focus specifically on organizational performance of sugar firms in western Kenya are
virtuallynon-existent. Apart from the Mumias sugar that is quoted on the Nairobi Stock
Exchange the other sugar firms in western Kenya do not publicise their organizational
performance statistics.

Nevertheless, Mumias sugar has consistently reported profitable

operations. Yet, apart from the mandatory company financial reports, there is paucity of
academic studies even on Mumias company.

For example, the Awino et. al., (2011)

studyon differentiation strategies at Mumias sugar failed to report on performance effects
despitedelineating this as the dependent variable.

Despite the absence of studies on organizational performance in sugar firms in western
Kenya, extant literature on operational benchmarks or assessment of performance based
on rates of change in consumption and sales, provide some insight into the performance
of sugar firms in western Kenya. But even these studies exhibit mixed results.

Odek et al., (2003) reported that the operational benchmarks in the sub-sector revealed
below competitive levels in terms of optimal factory capacity and milling efficiency.
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Obange(2008) analysed the performance of the Kenyan local sugar manufacturing firms,
based on rates of change in consumption and sales during the period 1996-2005 and
found that sugar production

fell below

local market

demand,

leading

to sugar

importations,thus worsening the performance of the local industry due to lack of product
uncompetitiveness.

Mulwaet. al., (2009) in a case study, examined efficiency level and productivity trend at
Mumias sugar factory for the period 1980-2000, with the aim of comparing efficiency
performance pre- and post-liberalization.

The findings indicate decline in efficiency

levelsfrom 1992, with 1998 featuring the lowest levels. However, from 1998 efficiency
levels began to increase, the positive impact being atttributed to the firm's successful
adjustment to the competitive

international

production

and marketing

standards.

Wanyande(2001) lamented worsening performance in sugar manufacturing firms despite
the involvement of factories in sugar-cane production through nucleaus farms, noting that
it was only in 1979 that the national goal of self-sufficiency

in sugar production was

achieved. He blamed poor management, corruption and vested political interest.

The situation is not any different elswhere in Africa.

Masuku & Kirsten (2003), in a

study of 124 smallholder cane growers in Swaziland found average performance results,
again attributed to lack of efficiency in the production process.

Besides production

inefficiencies, external factors have also been blamed, particularly

instability in world

prices,trade barriers to accessing the United States of America and European Union, wild
swings in free market sugar prices (Odek et. al., 2003).
and tariffs, concomittant

with market liberalization

Kenya for ushering in competition

The removal of price controls

has additionally

been blamed in

from low cost sugar producers within COMESA

(Odek e.t al., 2003).

Once again, due to the fact that sugar is a widely traded basic commodity globally, there
is need to establish the extent of organizational performance
both for enhancing academic body of knowledge
practices.
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in sugar firms in Kenya,

and for managerial

benchmarking

2.6

Review

of

Empirical

Studies

on

Strategic

Control

Practices

and

Organizational Performance
In the preceeding

sections,

this study elucidated

research in sugar firms in western Kenya.

on the gap in knowledge

relating to

This was achieved by a comprehensive

review

of extant studies in both contexts of sugar firms in western Kenya, and those drawn from
researchers in other contexts.
of variables as between

Inevitably,

individual

these gaps extend to the study of the interplay

levers of control and organixzational

This section will draw from the studies
specifically
organizational

focusing

on

relationships

performance.

This

presented

between

approach

relationships in the sugar firms in western

will

in the previous

individual
help

Kenya,

levers

shed

performance.
sections
of

light

while

control

and

on the variable

since sugar is a globally

traded

commodity.

2.6.1 Review of Empirical Studies on Belief Control Systems and Organizational
Performance
Scholars aver that belief systems can inspire employee
achieving organizational

goals, leading

commitment

to organizational

performance

1988). Despite this assertion. empirical studies are largely anecdotal,
revelations of quantitative

findings.

and effort towards

The more important

(Locke

et. al ..

with relatively few

studies are presented

in the

following section.

In a survey of 122 chief financial

officers of medium-sized

firms in the United States.

Widener (2007) reported that reliance on a belief control system is positively
with efficient use of management
higher levels of firm financial

atttention

(p< 0.01) which is in turn associated

performance

explicitly focused on organizational

performance

(p< 0.05).

performance

However.

the study neither

between belief control systems

in sugar firms in western Kenya.
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with

nor was based on sugar firms in western

Kenya. The present study will focus on the relationship
and organizational

associated

Mohamed et al., (2008) in their mail survey of 30 top managers

in Malaysian

manufacturing and service firms, found that beliefs control system had a significant
relationship with overall organisational

capabilities

(~= 0.446; p<0.006),

a critical

antecedentto organizational performance.

The generalizable of these findings are limited

sincethe study was not based on sugar firms in western Kenya. In addition, the study
lackedspecific focus on organizational performance.

The present study will centre on the

relationship belief control systems and organizational

performance

in sugar firms in

westernKenya.

In an in-depth explanatory longitudinal case study of Trimo Trebnje, a large Slovenian
manufacturingcompany, during the period 1992 - 2004, Peljhan and Tekavcic (2008) in
their findings, suggested that the combination

of performance-driven

behaviour and

regularuse of MeS, including belief control system, resulted in improved organizational
outcomes. Besides the differences in study context, other limitations of the study were
the absence of distinction between belief and boundary systems and also lack of a precise
definitionof organizational performance.

This study will focus on sugar firms in Kenya,

anddefine both belief control systems and organizational performance precisely.

2.6.2 Empirical Studies

on Boundary

Control

Systems and Organizational

Performance
Khan (1999), in a retrospective longitudinal case study of a single family-based firm in
Pakistan, suggested that by being relied upon from a firm's
boundary controls were deemed

pivotal to organizational

inception to maturity,

performance.

Somewhat

contradictory results were posited by Widener (2007), in a survey of 122 chief financial
officers of medium-sized firms in the United States.

According to the researcher, no

supportwas found for a positive relationship between boundary system and efficient use
of management attention,

suggesting

no positive

relationship

with organizational

performance.

Using a case study approach in a United Kingdom telecommunication

firm, Marginson

(2002) reported that the boundary system aspect of strategic boundaries could motivate
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employeesto search for new ideas or opportunities within the prescribed acceptable area.
It wasfurther reported that where well implemented, this system could avoid the potential
risksand, thereore led to improved organization performance.
Peljhanand Tekavcic (2008) in an in-depth explanatory longitudinal case study of a large
Slovenian manufacturing

company,

Trimo Trebnje during the period

1992 - 2004

reportedthat increased comprehensive use of all the levers of control, including boundary
controls,resulted in improved organizational outcomes.

A limitation of these studies is that their findings may not be generalizeable

to sugar

firmsin western Kenya. In addition, the studies do not investigate the direct relationship
betweenboundary controls and organizational performance.

The present study seeks to

remedythese shortcomings by focusing on the direct relationship.

2.6.3 Empirical Studies on Diagnostic Control Systems

and Organizational

Performance
In a study by Thoren and Brown (2004) based in a single case study of a small scale
Swedish fast-growing firm, it was found that diagnostic control systems were initiated
early in the firm's history by owner-managers

for enhancing motivation by establishing

targets and rewards to boost performance.

It was further found that as managerial

attention changed from turnover to profit as business expanded, the span of diagnostic
controls was widened.

The

single

case

setting

makes

the

findings

limited

in

generalization. The present study will employ a survey design in sugar firms in western
Kenya.

Using the resource-based value (RBV) perspective to survey a sample of 383 Canadian
manufacturing firms, Henri (2006a) reported some evidence of a positive influence of the
diagnostic use of a performance management system, albeit in a balanced fashion, on
capabilities and performance.

However, based in western contexts, the results of the

studyhave limited application to sugar firms in western Kenya.
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In the Widener (2007) study mentioned in preceding sections, the researcher found that
diagnosticcontrol systems can improve organizational

performance,

indirectly through managerial

In part, the study found that

diagnostic of performance

attention and learning.

measurement

efficient use of management

both directly and

system along with other levers facilitate the

attention which, in turn, led to the efficient use of

managementattention and higher levels of organizational learning associated with higher
levelsof firm performance (p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, repectively).

A limitation of the study

was the failure to study the direct relationship

diagnostic

between

controls

and

organizationalperformance.

2.6.4 Empirical Studies on Interactive Control Systems and Organizational
Performance
The link between interactive
extensively researched.

control systems and performance

In a new product

development

is arguably the most

context,

Davila

(2000)

investigatedthe relationship between the MCS design and project performance in Europe
and the United States. An analysis of 56 usable responses

from 11 firms revealed

evidence of a facilitating role for interactive control systems, suggesting that a more
intense use of MCS led to a positive effect on project performance and contributed to
reduction of uncertainty.

The study also reported that better cost control and design

informationrelated positively with performance.

The study, however, focused solely on

the interactive controls system, ignoring the other three dimensions.
significantlimitation in generalizing the finding to other contexts.

This constitutes a

The present study will

focuson all the four levers of control and this will enable a more wholistic investigation.

Henri (2006a) used the resource-based

value (RBV) perspective to survey a sample of

383 Canadian manufacturing firms to examine the relationships between the manner of
use of MCS, organisational capabilities and organisational performance.

Particular focus

was on the diagnostic and interactive uses of performance measurement systems (PMS).
The results, in part, provided some evidence supporting the positive influence of the
balanceduse of PMS in an interactive fashion on capabilities and performance.
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In the study by Widener (2007), reported in the preceding sections, it was found that
therewas use of interactive control systems to manage competitive

uncertainties and

operationalrisks but this use did enhance organizational

Nonetheless,

learning.

the

surveyheld that benefits of using interactive control systems outweighed the costs as they
positively contributed to organizational

performance.

In contrast, Mohamed

(2008)in their mail survey of 30 top managers in Malaysian manufacturing
firms, found that interactive

control had an insignificant

relationship

et aI.,

and service
with overall

organizationalcapabilities which is a critical antecedent to organizational performance. A
limitationof the study was that the researchers dwelt on fairly broad conceptualization

of

variablesand, in addition, the research is not based on the sugar firms in western Kenya.
Thepresent study seeks to remedy this failure by a clear conceptual variable definition of
theinteractive control and organizational performance variables.

Other studies that report a positive link between interactive control and organizational
performanceinclude Abernethy and Brownel (1999) who, in their study refer to elswhere
in this study, suggested that interactive control system can facilitate the organization
learningand, thereby, improve organization performance.

In the same vein, Bisbe and

Otley(2004), in a survey of 58 CEO's of medium sized, mature manufacturing

Spanish

firmsreported that high interactive use of management control systems led to improved
organizationalperformance.

2.7

The Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Relationship between
Strategic Control Practices and Organizational Performance

In the foregoing sections, it has been elucidated that there is a paucity of empirical
researchin sugar firms in western Kenya relating to strategic control, strategic orientation
and organizational performance.

It has also been shown that the lacuna extends to the

performance consequences of the levers of control.

It follows, therefore, that empirical

research that focus on the moderating role of strategic orientation on the relationship
betweenindividual levers of control and organizational performance are limited.
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2.7.1 Empirical Studies

on Belief Control

System, Strategic

Orientation

and

Organizational Performance
Marginson(2002), in a two year longitudinal research that focused on Telco, a UK
telecommunicationorganisation, explored the nature and extent of three groups of control
mechanisms on strategy

development

and implementation

at middle

and lower

management. The study had no explicit dependent or independent variables and also did
not operationalise strategy.

However, drawing from Simons (1990, 1991, 1994), the

researcher advanced that strategic outcomes are influenced
systems through managers and their activities.

by management

control

The results indicated that the belief

control system opened the door for new ideas, actions and initiatives

in acting as

mechanismsfor strategic change by influencing the ideas and initiatives that managers
will champion.

For example,

organizational levels

increases

the use of administrative
autonomous

innovations

controls
where

across multiple

managers

percerve

themselvesas entrepreneurs rather than enablers within the organization, while the use of
a range of performance measures enables managers to prioritize the achievement

of

innovation milestones by making trade offs between innovative efforts and other key
strategicactivities. The findings were, nonetheless, notable in that managers'
relatedefforts were influenced more by informal rather than formal Mes.

strategy-

The researcher

concludedthat different facets of control systems can be used to affect strategic change,
secure strategy implementation,

and ensure that performance

standards are met in key

areas of the strategy process. Further, Marginson argued that it is less the particular
design of a control mechanism

than how managers interpret its use strategically that

determinesthe influence of the control system. A significant finding of the study was the
absence of hierarchical

level distinction in the role played by managers

formulation. The implication is that borderline between management

in strategy

and operational

levels are beginning to dissolve, a similar position asserted by Nilsson & Rapp (1999).
The pivotal research implication is that a multi level model of control should be used
when investigating the study of the relationship
innovation.

Despite these apparent contributions,

between management

the. failure by the researcher to

explicate dependent or independent variables and lack of operationalisation
constitutelimitations.

controls and

of strategy

The present study will focus on the sugar firms in western Kenya

•
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andseeksto overcome this limitations by a clear delineation and operationalization

of the

beliefcontrol, strategic orientation and organizational performance variables.

In a web-based survey of 151 chief audit executives and internal audit consultants in the
UnitedStates of America, Anderson et. al., (2006) used the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway

Commossion

(COSO)

enterprise

risk management

framework and Simons levers of control to examine risk and control practices in
collaborative inter-organizational

alliances.

Consistent with Simons'

framework, the

resultsindicated equal moderate reliance on belief control in association with the other
three levers. Moreover, it was found that implementation
mitigateuncertainty by reducing opportunistic behavior.

of control systems help to

The study did not incorporate

strategyas a variable and failed to report on the performance effects, thus, yields limited
opportunity for theory advancement.

Focusing on sugar firms in western kenya, the

presentstudy seeks to overcome this limitation by incorporating strategic orientation as a
moderatingvariable and also reports on performance effects.

Inthe study presented in the previous section, Fauzi and Hussain (2008) incorporated five
itemsfor belief control system in the study that focused on the moderating role strategic
orientation, among others, on the relationship between management control system and
corporate financial performance.

Major shorcomings

of the study were the use of a

composite score for management

control system adoption of the discredited Porter; s

typologyfor strategy.

2.7.2 Empirical Studies on Boundary Control Systems, Strategic Orientation

and

Organizational Performance
In the study presented in the previous section, Fauzi and Hussain (2008) incorporated
eightitems for boundary control system in the study that focused on the moderating role
strategic orientation, among others, on the relationship
systemand corporate financial performance.

between management

control

There are no other known studies that dwell

on boundary control systems, strategic orientation and organizational

performance. The

presentstudy seeks to fil this gap by focusing on the sugar firms in western Kenya .

•
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2.7.3 Empirical Studies on Diagnostic Control Systems, Strategic Orientation and
Organizational Performance
Despitethe greater part of MCS studies having concentrated on contrasting the diagnostic
andinteractive use of control systems within Simons' framework, Berry et. al., (2009),
reportingof the results have tended to ignore diagnostic control systems. For example,
thetwo seminal studies (Abernethy & Brownell, Bisbe & Otley, 2004) omitted to report
onan analysis of the MCS systems that are used interactively in comparison to those used
diagnostically. In the same vein, whilst Fauzi and Hussain (2008) included six items to
depictdiagnostic control in their MCS scale, the researcher failed to report on the same,
preferringa composite measure.

The paucity of research on the contingent linkages among diagnostic control, strategic
orentation and organizational

performance

is surprising,

particularly

given

that

diagnositic controls are the feedback systems are designed to achieve predictable goal
performance and are the backbone of traditions management control systems (Simons,
1995).Nonetheless, the present research seeks to fill this gap by reporting on the cited
contingentrelationships in sugar firms in western Kenya.

2.7.4 Empirical Studies on Interactive Control Systems, Strategic Orientation and
Organizational Performance
Abernethy and Brownell

(1999) in a seminal research,

studied

whether MCS can

minimise the disruption caused by strategic change over time. Based on the premise of
accounting as a vehicle for interaction and learning, the study involved exploration of
how top management

in

organizations

undergoing

strategic

reorientation

use

management accounting control systems (MAS). The respondents were Chief Executive
Officers in 63 large

Australian

public

hospitals.

The dependent

variable

was

organisational performance whilst the independent variables were strategic change and
style of budget use. Strategy was operationalised as strategic change and defined as the
extent to which a firm is moving along the defender-prospector

continuum, (Shortell et.

aI., 1990; Miles & Snow, 1978). Performance was assessed using a self-developed multi57
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dimensionalconstruct, with six dimensions measured on a seven-point anchored Likert
type scale covering comparative
reputation of medical

costs with other hospitals; ability to win resources;

programs;

undergraduate

and

graduate

medical

or health

professionalteaching; research; quality of care. The MCS variable, style of budget was
operationalisedbased on Simons (1990,1991) description of four items for diagnostic MAS use
andsix items on interactive MAS developed to gauge "extent of agreement" relating to budget
behaviours
on a 7-point scale with anchors "strongly agree" and strongly disagree". The results
indicatethat the interactive use of budget control system positively and significantly
moderatedthe relationship

between strategic change and the performance

(~= 0.45,

P<.OOl)and r2 = 0.18). Furthermore performance was highest when interactive use and
strategic change were appropriately

matched, suggesting

budget use can mitigate the disruptive performance

that an interactive

style of

effects of the strategic change

process. The use of multiple dimensions to measure all constructs was acclaimed as
groundbreakingin the use of interactive control system in an emperical research (Harlez
& Ronge,2008).

Thestudy, however, ignored belief control, boundary control systems and did not report
onan analysis of the MCS systems that are used interactively in comparison to those used
diagnostically. Another limitation of the study was that it used only a single measure of
the budgetary control process as a proxy for management control systems whereas MCS
compriseboth accounting and non-accounting based controls. The present study is based
on all the four levers of control and, in addition, used a the robust multi-dimensional
Miles& Snow (1978) operationalization

of strategy.

Bisbe and Otley (2004), in a study comprising 58 CEO's of medium sized, mature
manufacturing Spanish firms, pursued the line seeking to determine the role that MCS
can play to bring intended
organizational performance,

strategies to realization.

The dependent

variable was

measured as the degree of goal attainment along several

dimensions,both financial and nonfinancial, using an adaptation of Govindarajan (1984).
Thethe independent variables were interactive use of MCS and innovation, both derived
from a multi-scale instrument based on the instruments
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suggested by Abernethy and

Brownell(1999) and Davila (2000). While the variable MCS was operationalied as use
of budgets, balanced

scorecards

and project

management

operationalisation of the strategy concept. The researchers

systems,

there was no

found that the effect of a

particulartype of strategy on performance was moderated by an interactive use of MCS,
suggestingsupport for the claim that MCS has a role in the implementation

of strategy.

Bisbeand Otley (2004) theoretical contribution is in explicitly considering MCS use as
distinctfrom MCS design. The study, nonetheless, found no support

for the hypothesis

thatan interactive use of MCS favours innovation, contrary to Simons' hypothesis.

The

studyhas several limitations. The study ignores an analysis of the MCS systems that are
used interactively in comparison

to those used diagnostically.

Moreover,

the study

ignoredall the other levers of control.

This constitutes a significant limitation of scope and

inhibitsthe generalization of findings.

The present study considers all the four levers of

control,operationalizes strategy using the robust Miles and Snow (1978) typology and
explicatesthe dimensions of organizational performance.

Peljhan and Tekavcic (2008) from a contingency

viewpoint,

and usmg an in-depth

explanatorylongitudinal case study of a large Slovenian manufacturing

company, Trimo

Trebnje during the period 1992 - 2004, sought to investigate the relationship among
Simons' four levers of control framework, strategy and organisational performance.

The

study focused on how the relationship between, change of strategy from defender to
prospector, and the use of comprehensive

MCS evolved during the researched period.

The study used Simons Levers of control framework to operationalise

MCS. Although

diagnostic control systems and interactive control systems were assessed separately,
beliefand boundary control systems were aggregated.
systematically used comprehensive

The findings indicated that Trimo

MCS information and practices.

An international

expansion triggered a major business change in 1998 heralding a complex

decision-

makingcontext for the top management team, a situation that called for top management
to redefine its goals and objectives, Abernethy and Brownell (1999).

It was reported that

as the firm moved to the prospector orientation, it increasingly strove to align all levers of
control to for strategic
organisational outcomes.

performance

management

and this resulted

in improved

This is a significant contribution in that it upgrade the existing
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theoryby not only establishing a relationship between strategy and management control
systems,but also delineating how this relationship

impacts on organisational

perfor-

mance.The finding that MCS influence the implementation and monitoring of strategies,
inprovidingfeedback for learning and information to be used interactively to formulate
strategyfurther, is a salutory academic contribution.

The limitations of the study was the

useof case study whose findings are generalizable to the specific setting and this may not
be applicable to sugar firms in western Kenya. In addition, not all the strategy types nor
the levers of control were used in study.

The present study seeks to ameliorate this

drawbacksby employing all the variables in Simons (1995) levers of control and Miles &
Snow(1978) strategy typology.

2.7.5 Empirical Studies on Composite Strategic Control Systems, Strategic
Orientation and Organizational Performance
Someresearchers have focused on moderating relationships but employed models other
thanSimons (1995) levers and the Miles and Snow (1978) strategic orientation typology.
Notablestudies in the group are Fiegener (1994) and Ittner and Larcker (1997).

In a

studythat adopted Porter's typology of strategic orientation, Fiegener (1994), used the
Schreyogg and Steinmann
contingent relationship

(1987) framework

control

to explore the

between strategic control design, business-level

controlsystem effectiveness or performance.
theindependent variable.

for strategic

strategy and

Strategic control design was modeled as

Using a field survey, the study drew a sample of 130 from the

twoindustries of computer software and life insurance.

Their findings suggest that firms

which achieve a greater fit between their strategic control systems and their business
strategywill attain superior 'organizational performance.

The study, however, had the

followinglimitations: firstly, the study relied on self-report measures for all constructs
andthis constrained validity. Secondly, the study considered only two of Porter's generic
strategies,whereas strategies, by nature are quite are complex phenomena that require
multi-dimensional measures.

Significantly, Porter's model has been discredited as being

deliberately devoid of environmental

characteristics

(Segev, 1989) and also as having

failedto prove its adequacy as a descriptive framework or move beyond its propositions
about the performance

consequences

of different
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strategic designs (Campbell-Hunt,

2000). All these render Porter's model limited for theory development.
studyresponds to Fiegener's

The present

suggestion that future studies use of multi-dimensional

measuresof strategic orientation and strategic control.

Ina comparative study employing data from a sample of 249 firms in the automotive and
computerindustries in Canada, the United States, Japan and Germany, Ittner and Larcker
(1997) examined the relationship

between strategic orientation

in regards to quality

strategy,strategic control system and organizational performance.

The strategic control

systemvariable was operationalised

with three elements of strategy implementation,

externalmonitoring, and internal monitoring.

Organizational performance was measured

usingreturn on assets and return on sales. Among others, the study hypothesized that the
extentto which an organization follows a quality-oriented strategy is positively related to
its use of formal quality-related

strategic control practices.

While partial support was

foundfor this hypothesis, it was, however, found that the relationship was stronger for
Americanand German firms and strong for Japanese firms, regardless of their strategic
orientation. There was no support for the second hypothesis that the association between
an organization's emphasis on quality in its strategic plan and its use of formal qualityrelatedstrategic control practices is greater in Japanese organizations than in German or
North American organizations.

Significantly.

it was found that Japanese firms use

strategiccontrol systems for monitoring quality strategies regardless of their competitive
strategy. There was mixed support for the third hypothesis proposing that organizational
performanceis an increasing function of the alignment between the organization's quality
strategyand its use of formal quality-related strategic practices.

Several practices indicated

negative

correlations

with performance,

formal strategic control systems can inhibit performance

suggesting

that

and that informal strategic

control systems may, therefore, be more appropriate in rapidly changing environments.
The study revealed that American and German companies place greater emphasis on
strategic control when pursuing a quality oriented strategy while Japanese firms use
strategiccontrol practices regardless of strategic orientation.
indicate that the effect of strategic control practices
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In other words, the findings

depend

on the environment.

Thoughthe study used objective measures of organizational performance, it had several
limitations.First, the study largely used the Schreyogg & Steinmann (1987) framework,
whichhas been discredited for lacking systematic proposition linkages to differences in
strategy(Fiegener, 1994). Secondly, the study focused on quality-related
withoutlinking these to extant strategic orientation typologies.

strategies

The present study seeks

toaddressboth limitations by employing robust frameworks for both strategic control and
strategicorientation and determining their performance consequences.

Amongthe noteworthy exceptions of moderator studies in the realm of Simons (1995)
leversof control is Fauzi and Hussain (2008). In a survey of 78 managers in hotels and
bankingindustry in Indonesia, Fauzi and Hussain (2008) studied the moderating role of
six contextual variables, including the moderating effect of strategic orientation on the
relationshipbetween management control system and corporate financial performance.
The construct for business

strategy had five items and was operationalised

Govindarajanand Fischer (1990) based on the typology by Porter (1980).

using

The variable

for management control system was adopted from Simons (1995) levers of control
framework. It included belief control system (5 items), boundary control system (8
items),diagnostic control system (6 items) and interactive control system (9 items). The
study,however, only reported a composite measure.

Corporate financial performance

wasa measured subjectively using return on investment (ROI), absolute sales profit and
growth. The results of moderated regression indicated that strategy played a positive arid
significant

m = 0.284,

p < 0.05) moderating role on the interaction between strategic

controland corporate financial performance.

Majorlimitations of the study were that only a composite score for management control
systemwas reported and the use of the discredited Porter's typology for strategy.

The

present study seeks to concentrate on the sugar firms in western Kenya and will use
Simons' (1995) levers of control and Miles and Snow (1978) to the moderating effect of
streategic orientation on the relationship between strategic control and organizational
performance. The next section will present the few known moderator studies that focus
on Simons (1995) levers.
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1.8

Summary

Theforegoingreview of literature has attempted to present a comprehensive
theoryand practice of strategic control, strategic orientation
performance consequences.

The review depicts

coverage of

and their organizational

gaps in approaches,

methods

and

objectivesthat this present study seeks to fill.

First,the literature reveals that research strategies have been predominantly

qualitative

casestudy-based. While this is desirable for theory building, it is necessary to progress
fromthese qualitative study designs to field surveys to assess the extent to which the
practicesare entrenched.

The present study adopts a cross-sectional

survey design in

pursuitof this objective.

Secondly,in respect of strategic control, it is evident that many early studies dealt with
disparate frameworks other than Simons (1995) levers of control framework.
frameworkswere premised on unidimensional

Such

constructs which failed to recognize the

underlying dynamism of the concepts. The use of Simons (1995) levers of control
frameworkis a relatively recent phenomenon.

Nevertheless,

the greater part of these

studieshave concentrated on interactive control systems and contrasting the diagnostic
and interactive use of control systems within Simons' framework.

Consequently,

studieshave addressed all the four of Simons Levers of Control in framework.

few

Ahrens

andChapman (2004) claimed that many MCS studies do not incorporate the belief and
boundary"levers of control"

because the two concepts

" ... have remained very general

in Simons' 1995 framework", (p. 278). As a consequence, empirical research in this area
has tended either to focus on global measures of control rather than the underlying
dimensions(e.g., Bisbe & Otley, 2004; Simons, 1990), or relied on single-item measures
ofa given dimension (e.g., Govindarajan, 1988).

Thirdly,even for an extensively researched lever search as interactive control systems,
controversyabounds in terms of variable dimensionsionality.

For example, in a study

that focused on all the four levers, Ferreira and Otley (2009) reported imbalance in
controllever use, contrary to Simons' (1995) framework,implying
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that different control

mechanismsmay be appropriate at different hierarchical

levels.

The researcher also

reportedan ambiguity in the definition of 'interactive controls' which, one hand, is meant
to describe the measurement

and monitoring

systems

that focus on assumptions

underlyingthe strategic plan, while on the hand, the term 'interactive'
denotethe manner in which senior managers use controls.
proposed two conceptual

refinements.

is also used to

The researchers helpfully

First, to confine

Simons'

use of the term

'interactive control' to denote the manner in which diagnostic controls are used and,
secondly,to introduce a new distinct label termed 'strategic validity control' to denote the
monitoringof strategic assumptions.

Fourth,some studies have emphasized an aggregate score of various dimensions (Fauzi
& Hussain, 2008). This study posits that this failure to adequately address the four levers
of control is largely to blame for lack of consensus over the underlying dimensionality of
a MCS construct which poses challenges for measurement efforts.
therefore incorporates all the four dimensions

The present study,

of Simons Levers of Control (LOC)

framework.

Fifth, the strategic orientation

research has been hampered by the

classification schemes to operationalize the construct.

use of different

Some of these schemes emanate

from strategic management (Porter, 1985; Miles & Snow, 1978) while others originate
from strategic marketing research streams (Narver & Slater, 1990; Aragon-Sanchez
Sanchez-Marin,2005).

&

While the underlying dimensions are reconcileable, the diversity

beencited as a chief reason in the difficulty to analyze and reconcile the findings of the
relationship between business strategy and management

control systems.

studies utizing the Miles and Snow (1978) typology have predeominantly

Moreover,
dwelt on the

prospectorand defender orientations, virtually reactors

Sixth,researchers have called for sustained effort on studies focusing on the contingent
relationship (Chapman, 2005).

The notion that strategy may playa

moderating role is

derivedfrom resource-based perspective which posits that a resource will be valuable if it
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enablesthe firm to exploit market opportunities
However,the literature reveals a hesitancy

better than rivals (Barney,

on the part of researchers

performanceeffects of the strategic control and organizational performance.

1991).

to focus on
Moreover,

theunderutilization of strategic controls by practitioners may be partly explained by the
inherentdifficulty in developing appropriate measures of strategic performance (Goold &
Quinn,1990; Lorange & Murphy, 1984). This study sought to research organizational
performanceeffects of strategic control systems.

Finally,the contingency-based

studies of the strategic control-strategic

orienatation-

organizationalperformance relationships, have not been helped by the research bias in
favorof the logically sound and intuitively appealing premise that MCS are explicitly
tailoredto support business strategy in order to support superior performance (LangfieldSmith,2007).

Nonetheless, some researchers have proposed the three sub-streams for

furtherstudy: (1) strategy determines MCS, (2) MCS determine strategy, and (3) a bidirectionalrelationship where both MCS and strategy impact each other.

It has even

beensuggested that the relationship beween MCS and strategic orientation is cyclical,
meaning that cross-sectional

survey results depict temporary

(Chenhall, 2003; Marginson

2002).

states of equilibrium

Yet, despite calls for research

focusing

alternativemodeling of the relationship, there has been little focus on this area.
preseentresearch focuses on the contingent relationship encompassing

on
The

strategic control,

strategicorienation and organizational performance.

Taken together, the foregoing research gaps suggest the reasons for the widespread
equivocalresults in the research on the link between strategic control and organizational
performanceresearch. This has to concerns that practicing managers have little in terms
of guidelinesby which to design and manage their strategic controls.

Clearly,further research was needed to resolve the gaps and advance strategic control
theory. In tandem with previous calls to research contextual

variables surrounding

strategiccontrol, this study investigated the moderating effect of strategic orientation on
the relationship between strategic control practices and organizational
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performance.

In

this way, this study, therefore,

sought to enhance a sound theoretical

basis for a

consolidationof a theory of strategic control. The study posited that the Simons (1995)
incorporateall the major tenets of a strategic control system and is ideal for theory
developmentand practice.

The framework's

parsimony

includes

a wider range of

controls,embracing both informal and formal types (Rogers et. aI., 1999). Additionally,
the study sought to utilize the robust Conant et. al., (1990) multi-item

scale to

operationalizeMiles and Snow (1978) typology and measure strategic orientation.

An industry that could greatly benefit from strategic control theory development is the
Kenyansugar industry, which, in spite of its importance in improving the livelihood of up
to 20 percent of the Kenyan population, and also having adopted strategic management,
hasnonetheless featured perennial sub-optimal performance.

Apart from some limited

researchon Miles and Snow (1978) in Kenya and Africa, there has been no research of
SimonsLevers of control.

It was hoped, therefore, that the study would contribute to

documentation of strategic control practices and strategic orientation

in Kenya, and

therebymake contribution towards calls for research in strategic management practices in
emergingeconomies (Hoskisson et. aI., 2001).
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1Introduction
Thischapter describes the methods and procedures used to address the research problem
relatingto the tenuous link between strategic control and organizational performance.

In

thisregard, the overall objective of the study which was to examine how strategic control
practicesand strategic orientation affect organizational performance in the sugar firms in
westernKenya. The specific objectives of the study were to: - (1) establish the strategic
controlpractices, strategic orientation and organizational

performance

determine the relationship

between

practices

performance (3) determine

the moderating

strategic

control

of the firms, (2)

and organizational

effect of strategic

orientation

relationship between strategic control practices and organizational

on the

performance.

The

researchmethods and procedures to attain the research objectives of the study, therefore,
encompassthe research design, the study area, the target population,

sampling frame,

typeof data, data collection instrument, data collection procedures, operationalization

of

keyvariables, reliability and validity tests and analytical techniques used in the study.

3.2Research Design
Severalframeworks have been used in strategic management research.
paradigms among these frameworks

include

The dominant

the work of the following

scholars:

(Chandler, 1962; Pettigrew, 1977; Mintzberg, 1981; Chafee, 1984; Julian, 2001; Ansoff
1965;Stacey, 2003 Grandy & Mills, 2004). These researchers have generally fallen into
the four paradigms which Burrell and Morgan (1979) label as, functionalism,

radical

humanism,radical structuralism, and interpretative. It is posited that these paradigms can
be analyzed on

four

dimensions:

ontology,

human

nature,

methodology. The scholars readily concede that the framework

epistemology

and

is not rigid but a

heuristicschema. Nonetheless, the prevalent paradigms in the strategic management are
the Interpretative and the Functionalist.

In this regard the literature identifies two

extremepoints of view in the research methodology, that is, quantitative and qualitative
(Burell & Morgan, 1979).

Researchers favoring the quantitative
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approach assert that

thereis a similarity between social and natural phenomena and that , therefore, similar
methodscan be used to study both phenomena. Due to this orientation, they favor the
positivistic quantitative

methodology

in social

science

research.

A qualitative

philosophy,on the other hand, assert that reality is dependent on the mind, a social
construction,and is, therefore

subjective (Hussey & Hussey,

1997).

paradigmfor a qualitative philosophy would thus be interpretivist.

The research

An interpretivist

paradigmviews artefacts such as management control contexts as complex and invariably
company-specific(Norreklit et. al., 2006).

Researchmethodology literature indicates that in order to test the hypotheses and meet
the objectives that were advanced in chapter one of this study a survey design was
appropriate.Survey design is posited as most appropriate where the aim of study is to
determineexistence and extent of a problem (Nachmias & Nachmias, 2008; Cooper &
Schindler,2001).

In this regard, the methodology

positivistparadigm to scientific inquiry.
Hussey (1997), positivism

is founded

independentof what individuals perceive.

used in this study adopted the

According to Creswell (1994), Hussey and
on the belief that objective

reality

That is, the positivist seeks facts or causes of

socialphenomena with little regard for the subjective states of individuals.
apply logical reasoning to research so that precision, objectivity
hunches, experience

and intuition

exists

as a means of investigating

It seeks to

and rigour replaces
research

problem.

Consequently,high regard is placed on identifying causal relationships among variables.
This positivist view encompasses

the following: - (a) The observation

of real world

phenomena or facts, (b) the formulation of explanations for such phenomena or facts
usingdeductive processes, (c) the generation of predictions about real world phenomena
usingthe previously formulated explanations and deductive processes, (d) the attempted
verification of these predictions

through

systematic,

controlled

experimentation

or

observation.

A major tenet of the positivist paradigm is formulation and testing of hypotheses.

In light

of the foregoing, this study used a cross-sectional survey design to acquire relevant data
in order to engage a correlational and analytical approach.
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This approach facilitated the

developmentof a broad industry-based understanding, rather than a study of individual
firms, of the moderating

influence

of strategic orientation

on the strategic control

practices-organizational performance relationship.

3.3 Study Area
This study focused on the firms in the sugar industry value-chain

involved in the

productionand marketing of sugar and sugar by-products in western Kenya, comprising

the administrative provinces of Nyanza, Western and part of Rift Valley. This common
involvementin the value- chain makes all the players exposed to common business
environment and management

challenges.

The map of study area is indicated in

AppendixA.

3.4 Target Population
Theunit of analysis is the firm. The target population was all the sugar firms in the sugar
industryvalue-chain involved in the production and marketing of sugar and sugar byproductsin western Kenya. The firms listed as registered by the Kenya Sugar Board as at
l" January 2008 are indicated in Appendix B. These firms were chosen because their
commoninvolvement in the value- chain makes all the players exposed to a common
business environment

and management

challenges.

Such a feature

enabled

the

developmentof a broad industry-based understanding for studying the hitherto enigmatic
problemsof the Kenyan sugar industry.

The study population comprised a total of 9

sugarmanufacturing firms, 2 molasses processing firms, 10 outgrower companies and 24,
jaggerieseach of which has a fixed crushing capacity of at least 20 tonnes of cane per day
(TeD). Seven firms were eliminated from the study because, though they were listed as
registeredby the Kenya Sugar Board, there were no operational activities evident on the
. ground. A summary of the study population is indicated in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1
SllItUnaryof Study Population
Operational

Total

Non-operational

9

Sugarmanufacturer

9

Outgrowercompany

10

2

12

Fixedcrusher jiggery

24

5

29

Molassesprocessor

2

2
52

7

45

Total
Source:Survey data (2008)

The45 firms were studied as a census, since the units of study are not too many, are
concentratedin Western Kenya and, therefore, accessible, and not prohibitive in terms of
cost,time and other resources (Saunders et. a!., 2007; Sekaran, 2000). Furthermore, a
censussurvey is suited to the research objectives of establishing the hitherto enigmatic
strategiccontrol-performance relationship in an industry perenially beset with challenges
hasbeen problematic, suggesting failure by researchers to consider contingent variables.
Such a methodology

enhances

validity of the collected

data by including

certain

information-richcases for study (Carmines & Zeller, 1988; Patton, 1990).

3.5Data Collection
3.5.1 Sources of Data
Primarydata was collected using a self-administered questionnaire on the firms' strategic
controlpractices, strategic orientation and organizational performance.

Published reports

from the Kenya Sugar Board and the business press were also reviewed to extract
secondarydata. Data collection phase spanned a six month period from November 2008
to May 2009. With such a protracted period, the checking of non-response

bias by

comparingearly with late respondents was not possible (Moulang, 2007).

3.5.2 Data Collection Procedure
Thequestionnaire was administered following the total design method (Dillman, 2000),
generally with pre-notification

correspondence
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and a personal hand-delivered

survey

instrumentwith the help of three research assistants.
accompanied the survey

instrument,

included

A cover introductory

as Appendix

respectively.Following the delivery of the survey instrument,

letter

C and Appendix

D,

the interviewer sought

appointmentswith respondents through telephone with little success. In order to enhance
responserate and response quality, the researcher and research assistants then personally
madevisits to the firms. This procedure was preferred due to the geographical dispersion
of the units of study, being scattered throughout western Kenya.

The approach also

helpedin securing appointments for return visits because in most cases the respondents
wereeither busy or away from office. It was indeed rare to find all three respondents on
site. In order to ensure that the respondents were familiar with the research issues, the
respondentswere purposively sampled.

Theliterature has long maintained that the chief executive officer (CEO) should be the
singlerespondent in such studies as they are considered to possess the most overall
understanding and knowledge

of the firm's strategy and performance,

(for example,

Byars,1984; Elbana & Child, 2007). Bowman and Ambrosini (1997) and other critics,
nevertheless,assert that reliance on single respondents
commonmethod variance.

can increase the possibility of

Consistent with such researchers' suggestions to use multiple

respondents,and to limit measurement error, this study targeted top management team
membersconsidered key informants in matters of strategy: the chief executive officers,
the chief financial officers and the chief marketing officers.
echelonstheory posits that an organization's
and opinions of key informants

Furthermore

the upper

strategy is largely shaped by the perceptions

and also that such key informants

are the most

knowledgeable regarding overall strategies and planning systems (Hambrick & Mason,
1984). The participants were assured of confidentiality and anonymity of responses and
were,in addition, promised a copy of the research report as an incentive.

Since the data

analysiswas at firm level, the responses were aggregated to provide a more accurate
representationof the firm. A total of 156 copies of the questionnaire were delivered. Out
of this, 109 were succesfully administered representing a response rate of 69.9 percent.
This is well above the 25 percent reported in strategy research in emerging economy
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contexts(Hoskisson et. al., 2000). A summary of study respondents is indicated in Table

3.2.

Tule 3.2
S""""ary of Study Respondents
Response Rate (%)

Targeted

Responding

Managers

Managers

Chiefexecutive officer

52

42

80.8

Financemanager

52

33

63.5

Marketingmanager

52

25

48.1

Other
Total

9

156

109

69.9

Source:Survey data (2008)

3.5.3 Instrument for Data Collection
In an effort to improve content validity and improve response rates, the survey was
formulatedand implemented with guidleines adopted from Dillman (2000). First, scales
weredrawn from in-depth literature from which the indicators for. each construct, with
modificationsto suit the study context.

This allowed the generation of a pool of items

whichreflected the distinctive characteristics of each dimension and which were suitable
foruse in a self-administered questionnaire.

For strategic control the dimensions were

pervasive,organization-wide use and extent of personal involvement by management in
beliefcontrol, boundary control, diagnostic control and interactive control systems.

Thekey dimensions of strategic orientation were: a firm's adaptation to entrepreneurial
problemor the need to manage the firm's market share, the engineering problem that
relatesto the way a firm seeks to coordinate and implement

its strategies, and, the

administrativeproblem which is concerned with how to structure to manage the resultant
processes. The critical underlying variable is the organization's
products or markets.

rate of change in its

Finally, the key dimensions of the organizational

performance

constructwere represented by financial position, growth and competitive position. These
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wererepresented by: return on total assets, return on total sales, sales growth, overall firm
performance,and success competitive position

According to Bailey et. aI., (2000) this

approachof surveying literature to identify underlying constructs fortifies the research
with a framework built on dimensions

of constructs that are prominent

within the

literatureand also makes it possible to inform questionnaire design by reference to much
richer,fine-grained studies emanating from in-depth, contextual qualitative case studies.

Secondly,the pool of items were submitted for evaluation
academicsand managers.

by an expert panel of

In this regard, a team of five content expert academics and five

sugarindustry managers went through the draft questionnaire items.

The questionnaire

wasthen pilot-tested on five managers at one of the sugar manufacturing

firms. These

middlemanager in the pilot study were excluded from the final survey.

Extensive use

wasmade of the Likert scale, preferred because they have been found to communicate
intervalproperties to respondents, and therefore produce data that can be assumed to be
intervallyscaled (Madsen, 1989). A five-point scale was used since reliability does not
improvefurther with higher-resolution

scales (Forker et al., 1997). The final instrument

consistedof four parts, capturing the four dimensions named above.

The following is a

moredetailed description of each part of the final questionnaire for data collection.

3.5.3.1Part I:Demographic

Data and Company Profile Dimension

Thispart focused on the company profile and demographic data and included: nature
business, year of establishment,

major shareholding,

production,

market

of

coverage,

numberof employees, company planning horizon, job title and duration of service of the
respondents.

3.5.3.2Part II: Strategic Control Practices Dimension
Part II of the questionnaire

dwelt on strategic control practices based on an in-depth

specialistliterature review (Simons 1990, 1991, 1995b, 1999,2000; Widener, 2005; Bisbe
& Otley, 2004).

Nineteen items were included in the strategic control instrument, the

itemsbeing rated on a five-point Likert scale anchored by "1" not at all to "5" very great
extent.
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3.5.3.3Part III: Strategic Orientation Dimension
InPart III of the questionnaire strategic orientation was measured using an instrument
adaptedfrom a study by Conant et. al, (1990) that operationalised

(1978).

Using the "majority-rule

Miles and Snow

decision structure", the firms in this study were

classifiedby strategic type, that is, prospector, analyzer, defender, or reactor.

In this

regard,the Conant et al., (1990) scale is the first multi-item scale to operationalize the
reactorstrategy type.

The instrument was, however, modified to suit the objectives of

thisstudy. This modification entailed converting the resulting strategic classifications to

an interval-type scale as developed by Shortell and Zajac (1990), who subsumed the
Milesand Snow strategy types into a continuum of low vs. high orientation toward
change.Hoffman (2007) further refined this approach to provide a measure of the firm's
strategicorientation (1

=

Reactor, 3 = Defender, 5

=

Analyzer, and 7

=

Prospector).

3.5.3.4Part IV: Organization Performance Dimension
PartIV used an adopted instrument from Dess & Robinson (1984), and used successfully
in previous studies (Allen & Kilmann, 2001; Allen & Helms, 2002, 2006; Allen et al.,

2004) that asked the respondents to rate the performance of their organization's relative
performanceon a five-point Likert-scale,

anchored by "1" Lowest 20% to "5" Top 20%.

Thetime frame for the items was the average over the past three years. The scores were
summedup to yield a single composite performance measure.

The higher the number,

thehigherthe organizational performance.

Subjectiveperformance

measures were selected over objective measures for several

reasons.First, the use of perceptual measures is prevalent in situations where objective
dataare either not available or difficult to obtain (Acquaah & Eshun,2010; Tang & Peng

2003; Fiorto & LaForge, 1986). This study also covered small firms comprising the
jaggeriesand outgrower firms who are reported to be reluctant to provide financial data.
Second,objective financial data on the majority of the bigger sugar manufacturing and
molassessprocessing firms were not publicly available.
financial data are reported

for small firms, dificulties
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Further, even where accurate
are still experienced

with

interpretation(Covin & Covin, 1990; Phillips & Calantone, 1994).
thatactual and perceived measures of performance

Thirdly, it is reported

are strongly correlated based on

empiricaldata (Pearce et al., 1987; Wall et. al., 2004). Fouthly, there are precedents for
use of perceptual measures

of performance

in strategy-related

studies in emerging

economieslike Kenya (Park & Luo, 2001; 2000; Hoskisson et. al., 2000).

Finally, the

useof a perceived success measurement scales are seen to provide a major advantage
overstandardized measures of performance across firms, industries and other cultures by
capturingthe perceptions that underlie respondents' decision making processes. Such an
approachenables the comparison

of organizations

that differ in size, industry, time

horizon,and objectives (Dyer & Song, 1997). In a recent study, Morgan et. al., (2004)
found a strong correlation

between

objective

performance

data

and

subjective

assessmentsof performance by key informants.

3.5.4 Reliability Tests for Data Collection Instrument
Reliabilityrefers to the extent to which an experiment, test, or any measuring procedure
yieldsthe same results on repeated trials.

Reliability of a measure thus indicates its

stabilityand consistency (Sekaran, 2000). Instrument stability is usually assessed using
the test-retest procedure whilst the most prevalent method for measuring reliability of
self-administeredsurvey questionnaires involves estimating internal consistency.

In the

caseof a test-retest procedure, a test is administered twice to the same respondents with
sometime lag in between.

If repeated administration of the instrument show consistence

results,the instrument is deemed reliable. (Carmines & Zeller, 1979).

Forthis study, stability was not assessed since it was not feasible to administer a second
instrumentto the same study respondents.

Previous research cites difficulty in assessing

stabilityusing the test-retest procedure when targeting a respondent pool consisting of
CEOsand other senior managers (Buckho, 1994).

An alternative stability assessment

was,however, obtained by administering the instrument to a total of 5 middle managers
ina sugar manufacturing firm. The results of this alternative procedure indicated that the
overalltest and re-test reliability coefficients, administered to 5 managers, for the entire

35 multiple-option questions ranged from 0.51 to 0.91, with a mean reliability of 0.71.
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Thisvalue parallels the minimum 0.70 level recommended

by Nunnally

(1978) for

measurement
instruments, and thus indicates good stability.

Whenthe instrument consistency is assessed the focus is on inter-item correlation or
internalconsistency. The fundamental assumption underlying internal consistency is that
itemsare all slightly different measures of the same concept (Nunnally,

1978) and,

therefore,the inter-correlation between items would be high. In this regard, Cronbach's
coefficientalpha is commonly used as a measure of internal consistency.

The value of

coefficientalpha ranges from zero (no internal consistency) to one (complete internal
consistency).The Cronbach alpha coefficient threshold level is regarded as 0.6, Hair et
al.,(1998). Moreover, Carmines and Zellner (1979) indicate that Cronbach's alpha is a
superiormeasure of internal consistency than test-retest
the current study the Cronbach
organizationalperformance.

alpha

or split-halves approaches.

was computed

for strategic

control

In
and

Strategic control scale was indicated belief control (0.83),

boundarycontrol (0.85), diagnostic control (0.91) and interactive contol (0.95), all well
abovethe recommended threshold of 0.70, (Pallant, 2007). This compares favorably with
priorstudies, for example, Widener (2005) strategic control scale exhibited a Cronbach
alphafor belief control (0.91), boundary control
interactivecontol (0.84).

(0.87), diagnostic control (0.96) and

The organizational performance

scale indicated a Cronbach

alphaof 0.94, again well above the threshold and comparable with similar research using
thesamescale (Allen & Kilmann, 2001; Allen & Helms, 2002; Allen et. al., 2004) which
obtained 0.93 and Allen and Helms (2006), which featured
orientation, the Conant et. al., (1990) ll-item

0.95.

For strategic

scale was adopted for this study.

This

scaleoperationalizes the classic Miles and Snow (1978) strategy typology which has been
foundto have considerable criterion-related validity (James & Hatten, 1995). The use of
the Conant et aI., (1990) multi-item measurement enhances reliability.

According to Di

Benedettoand Song (2003), the Conant et. al., (1990) strategic orientation exhibited good
internalconsistency, using the test-retest procedure, with a mean reliability score of 0.85.
This instrument was, however, modified to suit the objectives

of this study.

This

involvedconverting the strategic classifications to an interval-type scale as developed by
Shortelland Zajac (1990), who subsumed the Miles and Snow strategy types into a
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continuumof low vs. high orientation toward change.

Hoffman (2007) further refined

thisapproachto provide a measure of the firm's strategic orientation (1

=

Reactor, 3

=

Defender,5 = Analyzer, and 7 = Prospector).

As a general effort to enhance reliability, this study has utilized multi-item scales, which
aremore reliable than single-item scales (Palacios-Marquesee

Garrigos-Simon,

2003).

Further,efforts were made to reduce bias in manager's true perceptions of the construct
bywordingand order of presentation of questions.

3.5.5 Validity Tests for Data Collection Instrument
The validity of a measure is defined as the extent to which a construct or a set of
measurescorrectly represents the concept of study, and the degree to which it is free from
anysystematic or non-random error (Nunally, 1978). It is widely held that establishing
thereliability of a measurement scale should precede an assessment of its dimensionality
becausethe presence of unreliable measurement items enhances a scale's lack of unidimensionality (Cortina,

1993).

In this regard reliability is, therefore,

condition for validity (Peter, 1981; Peter & Churchill,

a necessary

1986; Rungtusanatham

et.a!.,

1999). The foregoing section has reported the positive results of reliability analysis.
Researchersalso assert that no single statistic offers a general index of validity of the
measurements made. Consequently,

three basic types of validity have been proposed

(Sekaran,2000): content validity (does the measure adequately measure the concept"),
construct validity (does the instrument tap the concept as theorized?)

and convergent

validity(do two instruments measuring the concept correlate highly?)

3.5.5.1Content Validity
A measure has content validity if there is a general agreement among the subjects and
researchers that the instrument

has measurement

items that cover all aspects of the

variablebeing measured. This form of validity, also known as face validity, subjectively
assessesthe correspondence between the individual items and the concept through ratings
by expert judges.

The objective of the content validity is to ensure that the selection of
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construct items extends

past empirical

Issues to include

theoretical

and practical

considerations(Robinson et al., 1991).

Forthe strategic control construct, the literature depicts a vast corpus propositioning
conceptualframeworks.

The pool of items generated from this exercise that were

deemedto represent the underlying dimensions of the strategic control variable were
given to an expert panel of five academics
management,organizational theory and marketing.

drawn

from the fields of strategic

These experts expressed their degree

of agreement/disagreement with the use of the different items on a Likert scale of five
points. This process yielded 19 items to represent the strategic control scale.

Regardingthe strategic orientation construct, the literature review revealed that empirical
researchis dominated by the Miles and Snow (1978) typology.

The measurement scale

usedin this study to operationalise strategic orientation is the Conant et al. (1990) scale,
preferredin the literature because of its multi-item nature which is deemed to adequately
coverthe underlying theoretical dimensions.

Lastly,the literature revealed that organizational performance is best measured by multiitemscales. The instrument used in this scale is adopted from adopted from Dess and
Robinson (1984), which has been used successfully

in previous

studies (Allen &

Kilmann,2001; Allen & Helms, 2002; Allen et al., 2004).

In summary, the process produced an instrument: 19 items for measuring strategic control
system; l l-item scale for measuring strategic orientation
organizational performance.
questionsand response-options

and 6 items for measuring

In an iterative manner, the expert panel revised the
until all evaluators concurred that each question and each

response option fairly reflected accurately the requisite underlying dimension for each
construct.Moreover, the pretest subjects indicated that the content of each construct was
wellrepresented by the measurement items employed.
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3.5.5.2Construct Validity
Constructvalidity generally refers to the degree to which a measurement
the theoretical construct it purports to assess (Nunally, 1978).

Support of construct

validitycan be gleaned from several sources of different methodological
(Cronbach& Meehl, 1955; Singleton et al., 1993).

constructvalidity.

approaches

Since this research sought to

operationalizethe study constructs as multi-item measurement
the dimensionality of the measurement

scale assesses

scales, an assessment of

scales should, therefore, indicate evidence of

It is widely held that the application of factor analysis is crucial in

providingevidence of the dimensionality of multi-item measurement scales (Carmines &
Zeller,1979; DeVellis, 1991; Nunnally, 1978). Factor analysis seeks to summarize the
informationcontained in a number of original variables into a smaller set of compact
dimensionsor constructs with minimum loss of information on original variables (Hair et
al.,2006).

Thetwo prevalent forms of factor analysis are the exploratory factor analysis (EF A) and
confirmatoryfactor analysis (CF A). EFA seeks to uncover the underlying structure of a
relatively large set of variables, and to establish links when the observed and latent
variablesare unknown or uncertain, (Byrne, 1998). It is also the most common form of
factoranalysis and is used when there is no prior theory.

In this procedure the factor

loadingsare used to intuit the factor structure of the data and, in this manner, assists to
determineunidimensionality

of constructs is assessed.

CF A, on the other hand, is used

totest or confirm the relationship between the factors and the latent variables on the basis
ofpre-established theory.

With strategic control posited to be at embryonic stage,

CF A is not appropriate for

developingthis constructs (Ahire et al., 1996) and, therefore, EF A is better suited for
constructvalidation.

Moreover, two basic models of EF A exist: principal components

analysis (PCA) and principal factor analysis (PF A), Hair et al., (2006). Of these two
models,PCA is widely applied for summarizing and analyzing total variance which is the
combination of common variance and unique variance.
an iterative manner, seeks a linear combination
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In order to achieve this, PCA in

of variables such that the maximum

varianceis extracted from the variables.

This extracted variance is then removed and the

procedureseeks a second linear combination that explains the maximum proportion of
theremainingvariance. The procedure is repeated until a parsimonious set is derived. In
contrastthe PFA, also called principal axis factoring is used primarily

to identify

underlyingfactors or dimensions that reflect what the variables share in common. While

PFA seeks the least number of factors which can account for the common variance
(correlation)of a set of variables, PCA seeks the set of factors which can account for all
thecommon and unique variance in a set of variables.

The wider focus to uncover

specificand error related factors make PCA a parsimonious technique for factor analysis.

Inthisstudy, EFA was performed using PCA to identify constructs, and subsequently for
eachconstruct separately.

According to Hair et. al., (2006), factor loadings greater than

0.30 are considered to meet the minimal level; loadings of 0.40 are considered more
important;if the loadings are 0.50 or greater, then they are considered highly significant.
A factorloading of 0.50 was used as the cut-off point in this study.

Hairet al., (2006) explains three techniques for factor extraction: the use of latent root
criterion,popularly referred to as eigenvalue; percentage of variance and the scree test.
Priorresearch has tended to prefer the latent root criterion or eigenvalue

for factor

extraction. In such a scheme, factors having eigenvalues greater than one are considered
significant and all other factors

with eigenvalues

less than

one are considered

insignificant. Some researchers, for example, Zhang et al., (2000).contend that the other
twotechniques, namely, percentage of variance and scree test are too subjective

In this

study,the method of Principal Components Analysis (PCA) using SPSS Version 12 was
appliedto the same data used in the assessment of internal consistency reliability.

The

useof principal components factor analysis with orthogonal rotation also allowed for the
factors to be treated as uncorrelated

variables

in order to satisfy multicollinearity

assumptions(Punj & Stewart, 1983).

Inorder to conclude that a measurement scale is uni-dimensional,

the factor loadings on

the first extracted principal components factor should be greater than the rule-of-thumb
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minimumof 0.30 for samples with less than 100 observations

(Hair et. al., 1998

Rungtusanathamet. al., 1999). This approach also requires that the eigenvalue for the

first extractedprincipal components factor should generally explain more than 50 percent
of the variance among the measurement

items while the eigenvalues

for subsequent

extractedprincipal components factors should be less than 1.00. An ideal scenario would
beto factor analyze all measurement items across the all measurement scales. However,
thisstrategy was not feasible, given the relatively small sample in this study.
objectivesof this study, an alternative strategy in line with Rungtusanatham
was,therefore, adopted.

et.al., (1999)

This entailed applying principal components factor analysis to

evaluatethe dimensionality
scale"by "measurement

Due the

of the relevant measurement

scales on a "measurement

scale" basis. In this procedure, for each measurement scale, if

thenumberof extracted factors exceeds one, then the measurement scale would be not be
uni-dimensional,and hence, not possess high construct validity.

First,the appropriateness

of construct for factor analysis was assessed.

The study

involvedthe three constructs of strategic control, strategic orientation and organizational
performance. This assessment was not necessary for strategic orientation since the items
werealready reduced to a parsimonious scale and, therefore not subject to factor analysis.
Theassessment of suitability for strategic control and organizational performance items
forfactor analysis was established through an examination of the correlation matrix and
communalities,plotting of latent roots (i.e. scree plots), Bartlett's test of sphericity (1950,
1951),and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin

(KMO) measure of sampling adequacy, MSA (Kaiser,

1970).The 19 strategic control system items were treated as separate scales composed of
the following: Belief control

system, 5 items, Boundary

control

system, 5 items,

Diagnosticcontrol system, 3 items, and Interactive systems, 6 items.

An examination of the correlation matrix revealed that, for all the constructs, no items
featuredcorrelations that were less than 0.31 An inspection of the communalities showed
moderateto high communalities: Belief control system (0534 to 0.685); Boundary control
system (0.564 to 0.684);

Diagnostic

Interactivesystems (0.772 to 0.849).

control

These communalities
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system items (0.832 to 0.862); and
indicated that the data was

appropriatefor factor analysis. For all the constructs, the Bartlett's test of sphericity was
significantat a stringent alpha level (p < .001) which showed that there was sufficient
correlationbetween the variables (Meyers et al, 2006). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin

(KMO)

Measureof Sampling Adequacy (MSA) established that for all the constructs, the items
couldbe categorized on the basis of underlying various dimensions (Hair, Anderson &
Tatham,1987). The KMO statistic for the constructs was Belief control system (0.750);
Boundary control

system

(0.751);

Diagnostic

control

system

items

(0.753),

and

Interactivesystems (0.888). Finally, for each set of items, the plot of latent roots (scree
plot)revealed a sharp break in the region of one factor.

In other words, the scree plot

indicatedthat that after the first component increases in eigen values declined, giving a
totalsolution of 1. The scree plot together with the eigenvalues for each set of items was
in support of the conclusion that the sets of variables could each be reduced to one
component with an eigenvalue of more than one.
unidimensionality for the constructs.

This was a demonstration

of

the

The total variance accounted for by each of the first

factorsfor the variables were: Belief control system is 59.60 %, (a = 0.58); Boundary
controlsystem 62.9 % ,(a = 0.63) ; Diagnostic control system items 84.2 %, (a = 0.84);,
and Interactive systems 81.1 % , (a

=

0.79). All these are well above the threshold of

50%. Also, the Alpha coefficient for this constructs
internal consistency.

indicates adequate reliability and

Moreover, the since the unit of analysis in the research is the

organization and that as far as possible multiple respondents were used to ensure that
responsesclosely represented organizational viewpoints, the above process yields factors
representingvalid constructs, (Lumpkin & Covin, 1997).

3.5.5.3 Convergent and Discriminant Validity
Convergence means that evidence from different sources corroborate
construct, whereas discriminability

means that one can empirically

construct from other constructs that may be similar (Kerlinger,
Fiske (1959) suggested

the multitrait-multimethod

matrix

meanmg of a
differentiate

1996).

technique,

the

Campbell and
essentially

correlation of matrices, to assess the dual concepts of convergent-discriminant

a

validity.

Inthis method, those correlation coefficients among scores for a given property measured

by different instruments should be higher than correlation coefficients among scores for
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differentproperties measured by similar instruments.
additional evidence of construct

dimensionality.

The multi trait matrix provides

In order to demonstrate

that the

dimensionsare distinct, the correlation coefficients within a column should be less than
thecoefficient alphas found in the diagonal (Churchill, 1979). In this study the internal
reliabilityis much higher than the inter-item reliability.

The correlation coefficients

rangeup to 0.58 and many of the pairs of variables are significantly

correlated. The

Cronbach'salphas range between 0.62 and 0.96. This analysis shows strong evidence of
discriminantvalidity since the Cronbach's alphas exceed the inter-item correlations in all
cases. Based on the results of both the exploratory factor analyses and the multitrait
matrixthere is strong empirical support for discriminant validity.

In addition, the Conant et al. (1990) multi-item scale, being a relatively new attempt to
operationalize measures of the Miles and Snow typology, was subjected to validation
usingthe procedure proposed. by Di Benedetto and Song (2003).
independent assessment

of

strategic

type

made

by

experts

This invovlved an
who

were

knowledgeable about the sugar industry and the Miles and Snow typology.

highly
In this

procedure,a reliability score of 1 was assigned to organizations that were classified the
sameway using by both the Conant et. al., (1990) scale and the top experts panel, wheras
a scoreof 0 was given where they were at variance. The results of the Di Benedetto and
Song (2003) procedure indicated that about 87 percent of the firms were classified
correctlyby the Conant et al instrument, a strong evidence of discriminant validity. For
this study, the mean reliability score for each of the eleven individual items was also
calculated and this ranged from 0.73 to 0.87, indicating that responses given on each
individualscale item were consistent with the expert scores about 80 percent of the time.
Theresults parallel those of Di Benedetto and Song (2003) who attempted the very first
validation of the Conant et. al.,(1990) scale by experts and also the first validation in a
Chinesebusiness environment.

This study's salutary contribution is the validation of the

Conant et al., (1990) scale in an emerging economy context in an African and Kenyan
businessenvironment.
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3.5.6 Testing the Assumptions
This study used regression

for Linear Regression Analyses

analysis in analysis of data.

The need to identify any

violationsof the underlying assumptions oflinear is emphasized in reasearch Hair et. ai.,
(1998).The following assumptions are considered necessary if conclusions can be drawn
abouta population on the basis of a regression analysis done on sampled data (Field,
2000). These assumptions

relate to type of variables,

homoskedasticity,

linearity,

normalityof residuals and multicollinearity.

3.5.6.1Types of Variables
As recommended by Field (2000), this study has used variables that are scalar.
additionorganizational performance,

In

the dependent variable, is unbounded.

3.5.6.2Linearity and Homoskedasticity
Thisis a condition found in a type of scatter graph; also known as constant variance or
homogeneity of variance.
betweendistributions.

It is characterized by variances which do not differ greatly

Homoscedasticity

requires that the dependent variable exhibit

equallevels of variance across a range of predictor variables.
hold the accuracy of the b coefficient

If the assumption does not

is open to question.

Serious violations

homoscedasticity: that is, assuming a distribution of data is homoscedastic

when

III
III

actualityit is heteroscedastic, results in overestimating the goodness of fit as measured by
the Pearson coefficient.

A plot of standardized differences between the observed data

and the values predicted by the regression model (ZRESID) against the standardized
predicted values of the dependent variable (ZPRED) was used to assess whether the
assumptionof random error and homoscedasticity

had been satisfied.

This was done for

the composite measure organization performance, the dependent variable.

This was the

aggregateof the dimensions are: after-tax return on assets, after-tax return on sales, total
sales growth over last five years, overall firm performance
companycompetitiveness.

and success and overall

The normal P-P plots and scatter plots, depicting satisfaction

oflinearity and homoscedasticity

conditions, respectively is indicated below.
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As evident in Figure 3J the points are more or less randomly and evenly spread in the
scatter plot

In addition the shape of the normal scatter P-P plot of regression-

standardizedresiduals satisfied the general requirements for rectangularity necessary for
linearity and homoscedasticity,

Further, there is no curvilinear

pattern,

and the

assumptionof linearity is reinforced (Field, 2000; Hair et al., 1998)_ In summary, Mertler
and Vannatta (2005) suggested that "when the assumptions of linearity, normality, and
homoscedasticity are met, residuals will create an approximate

rectangular distribution

with a concentration of scores along the center" (p.SS). The scatterplots indicate this
pattern.

3.5.6.3 Testing for the Normality of Residuals
The assumption of normality of residuals signifies the generalisability
assess the normality of residuals, it is recommended

of findings. To

to look at the residuals and the

normal probability plot (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). When this assumption is met, the
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dataof an individual variable corresponds to the normal distribution.

In this study,

noramiltywas diagnosed through a histogram of regression of standardized residuals and
a normal probability plot (P-P plot) of regression standardized residuals.
donefor the composite organizational performance.

These were

The results for the histograms of

regressionof standardized residuals and normal probability plot (P-P plot) are included in
the linearity and homoscesdacity
distribution for the composite

diagnostics

organizational

sections.
performance.

Both

indicate

a normal

These suggest that the

assumptionof normality is met by the data.

3.5.6.4Testing for Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity occurs when two or more items measure the same entity and are
thereforeidentical (Ahire et al., 1996). Highly collinear items can distort the results
substantiallyor make them unstable and not generalizable (Hair et al., 1998) and harmful
to multiple regression.

This study assessed the multicollinearity

of the independent

variablesby means of tolerance and variance inflation factor (VIF). A tolerance of below
0.01 or a VIF greater than 10 is regarded as indicative of serious multicollinearity
problems(Pallant, 2007; Mertler & Vannata, 2005, Hair et. al., 1998).

Table 3.3:
Collinearity Statistics
Independentvariable

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
Variance Inflation Factor
Beliefcontrol
0.516
1.937
Boundarycontrol
0.278
3.594
Diagnosticcontrol
0.208
4.819
Interactivecontrol
0.280
3.574
Strategicorientation
0.792
1.263
Dependent variable= Organizational performance
Source:Field pre-survey (2010)
As indicated in Table 3.3 the tolerance statistics were all well above 0.10 and the VIF
valueswere all well below ten (Mason & Perreault 1991; Field, 2000). It can, therefore,
besafely concluded that there is no multicollinearity within the data.
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3.6 Methods of Data Analysis
Dataanalysis involved correlation and regression analysis. Pearson correlation analysis
wasconducted to determine the direction, strength, and significance
relationship between

strategic

control

practices

and

organizational

of the bivariate
performance.

Moderatedregression analysis was used to determine the moderating effect of strategic
orientation (Sharma,

Durand

& Gur-Arie,

1981).

Researchers

have posited that

moderatedregression analysis is the most general and conservative method for testing
contingencyhypothesis in which interaction exists (Aguinis, 2004; Aiken & West, 1991;
Cohen& Cohen, 1983; Jaccard et. al., 1990; Dowling & Me Gee, 1994, Covin & Slevin,
1989). This procedure involves the regression of the dependent variable (organizational
performance)on the independent variable (strategic control), the potential moderating
variable(strategic orientation), and the cross- product interaction term of the independent
variableand the potential moderating variable.

If the cross-product

interaction term

producesa significant change in the R-square value (that is, significantly increases the
amountof variance accounted for in the criterion variable), then the moderating variable
is identified as having a significant effect on the nature of the relationship

between

strategiccontrol and the criterion variable.

3.7 Model Specification
Themoderated regression analysis used to test data is mathematically presented below:

y= a + b.X} e (1)...

3.1

Y= a + b.X + b2Z+ e (2) ...

3.2

Y= a + b.X + b2Z + b3XZ+ e (3) ...

3.3

WhereY is the dependent variable (organizational performance),

X is the theoretically-

defmedindependent variable (strategic control practices), Z is the theoretically-defined
moderatorvariable (strategic orientation), and XZ is the interaction term, while bi are the
regression coefficients.

The error terms for equation (1),. equation (2) and equation (3)

aree (I), e (2) and e (3), respectively.
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Asdepictedin the regression equations, the interaction term, XZ, is entered last to ensure
thatthe coefficient is not confounded with variance arising from the main effects of the
variables. In addition, Z can be considered as a moderator variable only if the change in
R2 forequation (3) compared to equation (2) is statistically significant.

Moderatedregression analyses (MRA) include multiplicative terms that might be highly
correlatedwith their constituents, a situation that is prone to problems of multicollinearity
in the estimation of regression coefficients (Cohen & Cohen, 1983).

To alleviate this

problem,mean centering of all the variables was done before calculating interaction
terms, a procedure that has been demonstrated

to reduce such multicollinearity

in

multiplicativeregression models (Aiken & West 1991; Bagozzi et. aI., 1992; Cohen &
Cohen,1983; Yi, 1989; Chung & Fischer, 1999; Howell, 2007).

As Yi (1989, p. 135)

opines,mean centering "yields the same R2 as the current practice, while producing such
desirable properties

as

scale

interpretation of main effects".

independence,

low

multicollinearity,

and

a clear

In addition, researchers contend that larger firms may

havemore resources to devote to production and operations in comparison with smaller
firms (Chang & Huang,

2005;

Shuman

& Seegar,

1986) and in this manner

systematically impact managerial practices (Yasai-Ardekani

& Haug, 1997). The study

controlledfor firm size, measured as the number of employees, since this can be highly
correlatedwith sales growth, a key aspect of organizational performance.

The natural

logarithm of number of employees was used to represent the impact of firm size on
organizationalperformance (Vorhies et al., (2009).

One-tailed tests were used to assess the significance of the independent

variable and

moderator variable, since the hypotheses were directional

in the model (Pindyck &

Rubinfeld, 1991). The control variable was non-directional;

therefore, a two-tailed test

wasused to test its significance.

The significance level was set at 95 percent confidence

interval. Significance of test results are reported in chapter 4 in the three-tier dimensions
suggestedby Coolican (1990). Additionally, Cohen (1988) guidelines are used to assess
the effect size: small size effect, d= 0.20 or r= O.l 0; medium size effect, d= 0.50 or r=
0.30; large-size effect, d= 0.80 or r=0.50.
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In summary, this chapter discussed the research methodology

including the research

design,the study area, the target population, sampling frame, type of data, data collection
instrument,data collection

procedures,

reliability

and validity

tests and analytical

techniquesused in the study. All these were used to address the research hypotheses in
orderto meet the research objectives.

Chapter five presents the findings and discussion

ofresults.

3.8

Research Ethics

Thestudy required the participation of human respondents. As such the research process
duly observed ethical issues in order to ensure privacy and safety of respondents.
Pennissonwas obtained from the National Council for Science and Technology and also

from the management of the organizations targeted. This involved explaining the aim and
purpose of the study together

with envisaged

contribution

to the industry.

Once

permissionwas obtained, the targeted respondents were assured that participation was
voluntary.Once again, the details of the study and its benefits to the management of the
industrywere explained.

The assurance was given that no disclosure of name was

requiredand this ensured confidentiality for the information given in the questionnaires.
Therespondents were further assured that oonly requisite details that assisted in shedding
lighton the research questions were included.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Introduction

Thischapter presents the results of the statistical analysis carried out on the variables
discussedin the foregoing chapters. The first section will present results on characteristics
of sugar firms in western Kenya, strategic control practices, strategic orientation and
organizationalperformance.

Thereafter, the results of tests of the hypotheses will be

presented,beginning with the main effects and ending with moderating effects of the
associatedvariables. The next section presents descriptive results in the following order:
firmcharacteristics; strategic control practices of the firms; strategic orientation of the
firmsand the organizational performance of the firms

4.2

Characteristics of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

Outof the 135 expected respondents for the 45 surveyed firms, 109 questionnaires were
completed,a response rate of 82%. A summary of the respondents who participated in
thecross-sectional survey is presented in Table 4.1. Most of the responding executives
hadworked for their firms for more than 5 years (46.8%); 31.2% had worked for less
than3 years whereas 22% had worked for between 3 and five years.

Out of the total

respondents38.5% were chief executives; 30.2% were finance managers; 22.9% were
marketingmanagers while 8.2% were other managers.

Table4.1
Tenure of respondents by title

Chiefexecutive officer
Financemanager
Marketingmanager
Other
Total
Percent
Source:Survey data (2008)

3-5 years

Less
than 3
years
12
9
12
1
34
31.2

9
10
5
0
24
22.0

91
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More
than 5
years
21
14
8
8
51
46.8

Total

Percent

42
33
25
9
109
100.0

38.5
30.2
22.9
8.2
100.0

Thecharacteristics of the firms surveyed are shown in Table 4.2 the majority of the firms
(53.3%)were Fixed crusher jaggeries,

followed by Outgrower

firms (22.3%), Sugar

manufacturers(20.0%) and Molasses processors (4.4%).

Table 4.2
Distributionof sugar firms by nature of operation
Sugarmanufacturer
Outgrowercompany
Fixedcrusher jiggery
Molassesprocessor

Total

Frequency
9

Percentage

10
24
2

20.0
22.3
53.3
4.4

45

100.0

Source:Survey data (2008)

Theage distribution of sugar firms is shown in Table 4.3. Most of the firms had been in
existencefor at least 11 years (80 %), 15.6 % were aged between 5 and 10 years old
whereas4.4 % were less than 5 years old.

Table 4.3
Distribution of sugar firms by age
Frequency

Percentage

Lessthan 5 years

2

4.4

5-10

7

15.6

II or more

36

80.0

45

100.0

Total
Source:Survey data (2008)

Thecapital structure of firms in the sugar industry in Kenya is shown in Table 4.4. The
majorityof the firms were privately owned (71.1%) with 28.9 % having mixed state and
privateshareholding.
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Table 4.4
Distributionof sugar firms by shareholding
Private
Privateand Government

Frequency

Percentage

32
13

71.1
28.9

45

100.0

Source:Survey data (2008)

Theproduction of the sugar firms is shown in Table 4.5. Approximately

60% of the

firmswere small-scale operators, with production at less than 100 tonnes per day. About
20%of the firms produce over 2,501 tonnes per day with the rest of the firms featuring
dailyproduction at 101-500 tonnes (2.2%), 501-1,000 tonnes (4.4%), 1,001-1,500 tonnes
(2.2%),1,501-2,000 tonnes (2.2%), and 2,001-2,500 (8.9%).

Table 4.5
Distribution of sugar firms by production
0-100
101-500
501-1000
1001-1500
1501-2000
2001-2500
2501or more

Frequency

Percentage

27
2
1
1
4
9

60.0
2.2
4.5
2.2
2.2
8.9
20.0

45

100.0

1

Total
Source:Survey data (2008)

Thedistribution of firms by number of employees is shown in Table 4.6. Majority of the
firms were small-scale

(82.2%) employing

employedabout 8.9 employees;

500 or less persons.

Large-scale

firms

1501-2000 (6.7%), 2000 or more (2.2%), whereas the

medium-scale firms also employed 8.9 %, 1001-1500 employees
employees(2.2%).
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(6.7%); 1001-1500

Table4.6
Distributionof sugar firms by number of employees
Frequency

Percentage

0-500
501-1000
1001-1500
1501-2000
2000or more

37

Total

45

82.2
6.7
2.2
6.7
2.2
100.0

3
1

3
1

Source:Survey data (2008)

Themarket coverage of the sugar firms is shown in Table 4.7.

Most of the surveyed

firmshad limited market coverage with 57.8% focused in western Kenya.

Firms

targetingboth western and the rest of Kenya were 22.2% whereas 11.1 % of the firms
additionallyfocused on western Kenya, the rest of Kenya and the East African regional
market. A small proportion of 8.9 % focused on the overseas market in addition to the
domesticmarket.

Table 4.7
Distributionof sugar firms by market coverage
WesternKenya
Western& Rest of Kenya
WesternKenya, Rest of Kenya & Regional
WesternKenya, Rest of Kenya & Regional &
Overseas

Total

Frequency

Percentage

26
10
5
4

57.8
22.2
11.1
8.9

45

100.0

Source:Survey data (2008)

Theplanning horizon of the sugar firms is shown in Table 4.8. Over half of the firms
(51.1%) had a planning horizon of more than 3 years, whereas 31.1 % made 1 year plans,

6.7% planned for 2 years and 11.1 % planned for 3 years.
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Table 4.8
Distributionof firms by planning horizon
1year
2years
3year
Morethan 3 years
Total
Source:Survey data (2008)

4.3

Percentage
31.1
6.7
11.1
51.1
100.0

Frequency
14
3
5
23

45

Strategic Control Practices of the Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

In this study belief control

systems, boundary

control

systems,

diagnostic

control

systems,and interactive control systems were used as a measure of strategic control
practices.

4.3.1Belief Control Systems
The descriptive measures of belief control system dimensions are found in Table 4.9.
Respondents were asked to consider to what extent the contents of firm mission and
vision statements clearly communicate

the firm's core values to the workforce; top

managersare involved in the communication of core values; the workforce is aware of
thefirm's core values; the mission and vision statements inspire our employees; and, top
managementand operating managers periodically meet to debate and reaffirm importance
of core values. The responses were on a 5-point scale and revealed an overall mean of

2.96 of suggesting that belief control systems are moderately prevalent in firms in the
sugarindustry.
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Table 4.9
Measures of belief control system
1

2

Response scale
3
4

5

Min

Max

Mean

Std N
Dev
0.99 45

6.7% 24.4% 44.4% 17.8% 6.7% 1
Mission
and
2.93
5
vision
statements
clearly
communicate
thefirm'score
values
Topmanagers 2.2% 24.4% 57.8% 15.6% 0%
4
2.87
0.69 45
I
areinvolvedin
the
communication
ofcorevalues
31.1% 51.1% 11.1% 6.7% 2
Workforceis
0%
5
2.93
0.84 45
awareof core
values
Missionand
2.2% 24.4% 48.9% 22.3% 2.2% 1.0
3.0
0.81 45
5.0
vision
statements
inspire
Top
2.2% 20.0% 46.7% 26.7% 4.4% 1.0
5.0
3.1
0.86 45
management
andoperating
managers
debatecore
values
OverallMean
1.60 4.60 2.96 0.65 45
Scale:I-Not at all, 2- To a little extent, 3- To a moderate extent, 4- To a great extent, 5- To
a verygreat extent
Source:Survey data (2008)

4.3.2Boundary Control Systems

The descriptive measures of boundary control system dimensions are found in Table
4.10. Respondents were asked to consider to what extent their firm relies on a code of
conductto define appropriate behavior, whether the code of business conduct informs on
behaviorsthat are off-limits, whether the firm has a formal system to communicate risks
to be avoided, whether the workforce is aware of the code of business and if meetings
discuss code of conduct and ethics and feedback used to adjust plans.

The responses

were on a 5-point scale and revealed that most of the variables measuring boundary
96
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controlsystem have mean values close to the mean point of three. Based on the overall
meanof 2.93 it appears that sugar firms moderately use boundary control systems to
regulateemployee business conduct.

Table 4.10
Measures of boundary control system
Response scale
1
2
4.4%
24.4%
Firmrelies on a
codeof conduct to
defineappropriate
behavior
2.2%
22.2%
Codeof business
conductinforms on
behaviors that are
off-limits
4.4%
24.4%
Firmhas formal
systemto
communicate risks
to be avoided.
Workforce is
6.7%
26.7%
awareof the code
ofbusiness
conduct
Meetings discuss
2.2%
17.8%
codeof conduct
andethics and
feedback used to
adjustplans
Overall mean
Scale:l-Not at all, 2- To a little extent,
extent
Source:Survey data (2008)

3
51.1%

4

5

20.1%

0%

Min
1.00

Max
4.00

Mean
2.87

Std Dev
0.79

N
45

40.0%

33.3%

2.3%

1.00

5.00

3.11

0.86

45

51.1%

15.6%

4.5%

1.00

5.00

2.91

0.87

45

44.4%

22.2%

0.0%

1.00

4.00

2.82

0.86

45

66.7%

8.9%

4.4%

1.00

5.00

2.96

0.73

45

1.80

4.40

2.93

0.65

45

3- To a moderate extent, 4- To a great extent, 5- To a very great

4.3.3Diagnostic Control Systems
Table 4.11 illustrates the responses

to the measures

of diagnostic

control system.

Respondentswere asked to consider to what extent the budget system and profit plans
werelinked to operations and strategic plan, to what extent top managers use the budget
systemsand profit plans to review performance

and to what extent management use

feedbackprocesses across management levels in the budget process. The responses were
ona 5-point scale and revealed that all the variables measuring diagnostic control system
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havemean values slightly below the mean point of three.

The overall mean of 2.84

suggestsdiagnostic control system is moderately used in sugar firms in western Kenya.

Table 4.11
Measures of diagnostic control system
Response scale

1

2

Thebudget
4.4%
33.3%
systemand
profitplans
tied
operations
andstrategic
plan
Topmanagers 6.7%
28.9%
usethe budget
systemsand
profitplans to
review
performance
Thereis
6.7%
28.9%
pervasive
feedback
processes
across
management
levelsin the
budget
process
Overallmean
Scale:l-Not at all, 2- To a little
a verygreat extent
Source:Survey data (2008)

3

4

5

Min

Max

Mean

40.0%

17.8%

4.5%

1.00

5.00

40.0%

22.2%

2.2%

1.00

44.4%

13.3%

6.7%

1.00

N

2.84

Std
Dev
0.93

5.00

2.84

0.93

45

5.00

2.84

0.96

45

45

1.33 4.67 2.84
0.87 45
extent, 3- To a moderate extent, 4- To a great extent, 5- To

4.3.4 Interactive Control Systems
The survey responses for interactive control system dimensions

are depicted in Table

4.12. Respondents were asked to consider the extent to which the budget is used to
debateongoing company decisions and action plans, to what extent the budget is used in
face-to-face meetings between operational and top managers, to what extent there exists
interaction between top management and departmental and line managers in the budget
preparation process, to what extent the budget system generates information for recurring
98

agendain discussions between operational and top managers, to what extent the budget
processis used to discuss emerging company issues with line managers, and, to what
extentthe budget system is used as a means of questioning

and debating company

performancerelative to competition. The responses were on a 5-point scale and revealed
that all the variables measuring interactive control system have mean values slightly
belowthe mean point of three. The overall mean of 2.86 suggest that interactive control
systemare moderately practiced in sugar firms in western Kenya.

Table4.12
Measures of interactive control system

Budgetused to
ILl %
debate ongoing
decisions and
action plans
Budget used in
6.7%
face-to-face
meetings between
operational and top
managers.
Lotsof interaction
4.4%
between top
management and
departmental/line
managers in the
budget process
The budget system
4.4%
generates
information for
recurring agenda in
discussions
between
operational and top
managers
The budget process
4.4%
is used to discuss
with line managers
emerging issues in
the company
The budget system
2.2%
is used as a means
of questioning and
debating company
performance
relative to
competition
Overallmean
Scale:J-Not at all, 2- To a little

Response scale
4
5

2

3

Min

Max

Mean

N

2.82

Std
Dev
1.05

24.4%

423%

15.6%

6.7%

1.00

5.00

22.2%

48.9%

15.6%

6.7%

1.00

5.00

2.93

0.96

45

35.6%

37.8%

17.8%

4.4%

1.00

5.00

2.82

0.94

45

26.7%

46.7%

17.8%

4.4%

1.00

5.00

2.91

0.90

45

3l.l %

44.4%

20.1%

0.0%

1.00

4.00

2.80

0.82

45

33.3%

44.4%

15.6%

4.5%

1.00

5.00

2.87

0.87

45

45

1.33
4.67
2.86
0.83
45
extent, 3- To a moderate extent, 4- To a great extent, 5- To a very great extent

Source: Survey data (2008)
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Onthe whole, it is evident that although the prevalent view among the respondents was
thatstrategic control systems exist in the surveyed sugar firms, they are only moderately
practicedas all the responses for specific dimensions on a 5-point scale and reveal that all
thevariableshave mean values around or slightly below the mean point of three. Indeed
themean composite strategic control system measure was 2.90 (standard deviation =

0.66, minimum 1.67, maximum 4.40, skewness= 0,35, kurtosis= -0.38)

4.4

Strategic Orientation

of the Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

Inthisstudy strategic orientation was measured by classifying the firms by strategic type.
Respondentswere asked to score the firms on II-dimensions
decision structure".

The

scores

classifications to an interval-type
orientationtoward change.

were

modified

by

using the "majority-rule

converting

scale to yield a continuum

these

strategic

of low versus high

This procedure provided the following measure of a firm's

strategicorientation: 1 = Reactor, 3 = Defender, 5 = Analyzer, and 7 = Prospector.

Most

of the firms were found to be reactors (60%), followed by defenders (24.4), analyzers

(6.7%) and prospectors (8.9%).

Table 4.13 indicates strategic orientation by type of

sugarfirm.

Table4.13
Distributionoffirm type by strategic orientation

Jaggery
Sugar
manufacturer
Outgrower
Molasses
processor

Total

Reactor

Defender

Analyzer

Prospector

Total

15
5

7
1

2
1

0
2

24
9

Percent
%
53.3%
20%

6
1

3
0

0
0

1
1

10
2

22.2%
4.5%

3
6.7%

4
8.9%

45
100%

100%

27
11
Percent (%) 60%
24.4%
Source:Survey data (2008)

The survey responses indicate that most of the firms in the sugar industry in western
Kenya (60%) are reactors, 24.4% of the firms are defenders;

100

6.7% of the firms are

analyzerswhilst the least prevalent are prospectors (8.9%).

This trend was discernible

acrossfirms. Jaggeries with reactor orientation were 62.5%, defenders 29.2%, analyzers

8.3% with no prospectors.

Similarly, sugar manufacturers were predominantly

reactors

(55.5%), with defender and analyzer being 11.1% each whilst prospector orientation was
22.2%. The survey further found that sugar outgrower firms to be 60% reactors, 30%
defenders,10% prospectors and no analyzers. Molasses processors were 50% reactor and

50% prospector.

Theseresults suggest that, as is characteristic of reactors, most firms in the sugar industry
donot follow a particular strategy.

4.5

Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

Inorderto measure organizational performance of the sugar firms, the respondents were
askedto rate the performance of their organization's relative performance on a five-point
Likert-scale , anchored by "1" Lowest 20%
responsesare in Table 4.14.

to "5" Top 20%.

The results of the

Most of the respondents perceived their organizations to be

performingmoderately well as indicated by the overall mean of2.99.

Table 4.14
Measures of organizational performance

After-tax return
ontotal assets
After-tax return
ontotal sales
Firm total sales
growth
over
past5 years
Overall
firm
performance
andsuccess
Ourcompetitive
position

Response scale
4
5

2

3

4.4%

35.6%

44.4%

8.9%

0.0%

26.7%

42.2%

0.0%

28.9%

6.7%

0.0%

Min

Max

Mean

6.7%

1.00

5.00

24.4%

6.7%

2.00

48.9%

13.3%

8.9%

20.0%

53.3%

11.1%

26.7%

46.7%

20.0%

N

2.78

Std
Dev
0.93

5.00

3.11

0.89

45

2.00

5.00

3.02

0.89

45

8.9%

1.00

5.00

2.96

0.98

45

6.6%

2.00

5.00

3.07

0.86

45

2.99

0.81

45

Overallmean
1.60
5.00
Scale:l-Lowest 20%, 2-Lower 20%,3- Middle 20% ,4- Next 20%, 5- Top 20%

Source:Survey data (2008)
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4.6Testing of Research Hypotheses
Thissection conducts the hypotheses tests in two parts. Firstly, the main effects of the
proposedmodel posited in hypotheses HIA, HIB, HIe, and HID were tested by means of
bivariateregression analysis.

This involved controlling for possible confounding effects

of firm size. Secondly, the moderating effects of the model posited in hypotheses H2A,
H2B,H2c and H2D were tested using moderated regression analysis (MRA).

4.6.1Test of Hypothesis

1

Hypothesisone was covered by five specific hypotheses relating to HIA, HIB, HIe, HID
and HIE to determine the relationship between dimensions of strategic control practices
andorganizational performance.

This was addressed using simple bivariate regression

analysis. The first step was to produce a correlation matrix of all variables.
depicted in Table 4.15, including

the means, standard

deviations

This is

and correlations

amongstthe constructs.

Table 4.15
Testingfor main effects
Variable
1
2
I. Beliefcontrol systems
1.00
2. Boundarycontrol systems
.67**
1.00
3. Diagnosticcontrol systems
.61 **
.77**
4. Interactivecontrol systems
.57**.70**
5. Strategicorientation
.08
-.14
6. Organizationalperformance
.46**
.47**
"Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

3

1.00
.84**
.15
.52**

4

1.00
.11
.55**

5

1.00
.25

6

10.00

Mean
2.96
2.93
2.84
2.86
2.29
2.99

Source:Survey data (2008)

From the correlation matrix it can be seen that as predicted, strategic control practices
was significantly and positively correlated with organizational performance as measured
by:belief control system (r= 0.46, p< 0.01); boundary control system (r= 0.47, p< 0.01);
diagnosticcontrol system (r= (.52), p< 0.01); and interactive control system(r= 0.55, p<

0.01).

On the contrary, organizational

strategic orientation (r= 0.25).

performance

was not significantly

Moreover, strategic orientation

related to

was not significantly

related to strategic control practices as measured by: belief control system (r=0.08);
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S.D

.65
.65
.87
.83
1.93
.81

boundarycontrol system (r=-0.14); diagnostic control system (r=0.15); and interactive
controlsystem (r= 0.11).

4.6.1.1Belief Control System and Organizational Performance
Inorderto test

RIA,

regarding the effect of belief control on organizational performance,

simplebivariate linear regression was carried out.

The regression results are reported in

Table4.16. To remove possible confounding effects, the control variable (firm size) was
first entered in the regression
organizationalperformance.

equation.

This explained

a variance

of 24.7% on

The main effect of belief control was then entered in Model

2. Theresults indicate that the finding is significant with the total variance explained by
themodel as a whole being 31.1% (R2=0.311, Adjusted R2= 0.278, F (2,42) = 9.487, p<

0.001).

That is, belief control

explained

an additional

6.4 % of organizational

performance,after controlling for firm size, Change in R2 = 0.064, F change (1,42) = 3.892,
p<0.05. In support of

RIA,

belief control system was positively and significantly related

toorganizational performance (B = 0.361, P < 0.05). The results indicate that 31.1% of
thevariance in organizational performance was explained by the model.
Cohen(1988), this is a large effect.
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According to

Table 4.16
TheEffect of Belief Control System on Organizational Performance
Variables

Constant

Model 1

Model 2

B

B

-0.575

0.953

0.615

0.164

-0.656

0.924

0.445 b

0.181

0.359

0.361 b

0.183

0.288

Step I
Finn size

0.497d

Step2
MainEffect
Belief
control
system
R2

0.247d

0.311 b

Adjusted R2

0.230 d

0.278 b

d

0.247

Change in

0.064 b

R2

14.133d

Fchange
(ANOVA)

(1,43)

Df

(2,42)

(ANOVA)
3.892 b

F value for
model
Df(Model

(1,43)

(1,42)

summary)
The significance levels shown are one-tailed

for hypothesis

testing and two tailed for control

variable testing
'p<O.I;bp<0.05; cp< 0.01; dp< 0.001

Source:Survey data (2008)

4.6.1.2Boundary Control System and Organizational

Performance

To test HIB, the main effect of boundary control system was entered in Model 2 after
controlling for firm size.

This is shown in Table 4.17 which indicates that the total

varianceexplained by the model as a whole was 36.7 %, adjusted R2= 0.337, F (2,42)

12.166, p< 0.001.

=

Boundary control explained an additional 11.9 % of organizational

performance, after controlling for firm size, R2change
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=

0.119, F change (1,42)

=

7.924,

p< 0.01. In support of H1B, boundary control system was positively and significantly
relatedto organizational performance (B

=

0.452, P < 0.01). The results indicate that

36.7%of the variance in organizational performance was explained by the model which,

accordingto Cohen (1988) is a large effect.

Table 4.17
TheEffect of Boundary Control System on Organizational Performance
Variables

Constant

Modell

Model 2

B

SEb

-0.575

0.953

0.615

0.164

B

~

-1.073

0.902

0.472

0.160

0.382c

0.452 C

0.161

0.364

Step 1
Finn size

0.497d

Step2
Main Effect
Boundary
control
system
R2

0.247d

0.367C

Adjusted R2

0.230d

0.337c

Cbange in

0.247d

0.119c

R2
14.133d

F change
(ANOVA)
Of

(1,43)

(2,42)

(ANOVA)
1.4133

F value for

7.924C

d

model
Of (Model

(1,43)

(1,42)

summary)
The significance levels shown are one-tailed

for hypothesis

testing and two tailed for control

variabIe testing
~<O.l; bp<0.05; cp< 0.01; dp< 0.001

Source:Survey data (2008)
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4.6.1.3Diagnostic Control System and Organizational

In orderto test

HIC,

Performance

the main effect of diagnostic control system was entered in Model 2

shownin Table 4.18. After entry of diagnostic control system scale at step 2, the total
varianceexplained by the model as a whole was 33.9 %, Adjusted R2= 0.308, F (2,42) =
10.781,p< 0.001.

Diagnostic control explained an additional 9.2 % of the variance in

organizationalperformance, after controlling for firm size, R squared change = 0.092, F
change (1,42)

=

5.839, p< 0.01.

In support of

diagnostic

HIC,

control system was

positivelyand significantly related to organizational performance (B
The results indicate that 33.9% of the variance in organizational

=

0.335, p < 0.01).
performance

was

explainedby the model. According to Cohen (1988), this is a large effect.

Table 4.18
The Effect of Diagnostic Control System on Organizational Performance
Variables

Modell

Constant

Model 2

B

SEb

-0.575

0.953

0.615

0.164

~

B

SEb

-0.164

0.920

0.380

0.183

0.307b

0.139

0.358

~

StepI
Finn size

0.497d

Step2
MainEffect
0.335

Diagnostic control

b

system

R2

0.247d

0.339C

AdjustedR2

0.230d

0.308

C

Changein R2

0.247d

0.092

C

d

F change (ANOV A)

14.133

10.781d

Df(ANOVA)

(1,43)

(2,42)

F value for model

1.4133

Df(Model summary)

(1,43)

d

5.839c
(1,42)

Thesignificance levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
'p< 0.1; bp<0.05;

< 0.01; dp< 0.001

cp

Source:Survey data (2008)
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4.6.1.4Interactive

Control System and Organizational

Performance

In orderto test HID, the main effect of interactive control system was entered in Model 2
shownin Table 4.19. After entry of interactive control system scale at step 2, the total
varianceexplained by the model as a whole was 35.7 %, Adjusted R2= 0.327, F (2,42) =
11.675,p< 0.001. Interactive control explained an additional 11.0 % of the variance in
organizationalperformance, after controlling for firm size, R squared change
change(1,42) = 7.185, p< 0.01.

In support of HID, interactive

positivelyand significantly related to organizational performance (B

=

0.110, F

control system was
0.383, P < 0.01).

=

The results indicate that 35.7% of the variance in organizational

performance

was

explainedby the model. According to Cohen (1988), this is a large effect.

Table 4.19
The Effect of Interactive Control System on Organizational Performance
Variables

Constant

Modell

Model 2

B

B

SEb

P

-0.575

0.953

0.164

0.920

0.615

0.164

0.380

0.183

0.307b

0.139

0.393

Step I
Finn size
Step 2
MainEffect
0.383

Interactive Control system

C

R2

0.247d

0.357C

AdjustedR2

0.230d

0.327c

Changein R2

0.247d

o.uo-

Fchange (ANOV A)

14.133d

1O.781d

Df(ANOVA)

(1,43)

(2,42)

F value for model

1.4133

Df(Model summary)

(1,43)

d

Thesignificance levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
'p< 0.1; bp<0.05; cp< 0.01; dp< 0.001

Source:Survey data (2008)
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5.839c
(1,42)

4.6.1.5Composite Strategic Control System and Organizational Performance

In orderto test HIE, the main effect of composite strategic control system was entered in
Model2 shown in Table 4.20. After entry of composite strategic control system scale at
step2, the total variance explained by the model as a whole was 38.0 %, Adjusted R2=

0.351, F (2,42)

=

12.896, p< 0.001. Composite strategic control explained an additional

13.3 % of the variance organizational performance, after controlling for firm size, R
squaredchange

=

0.133, F change (1,42)

strategic control system
performance (B

=

=

was positively

0.531, P < 0.01).

9.023, p< 0.01. In support ofHlE, composite
and significantly

related

to organizational

The results indicate that 38.0% of the variance in

organizational performance was explained by the model.

According to Cohen (1988),

thisis a large effect.

Table 4.20
The Effect of Composite Strategic Control System on Organizational Performance
Variables

Modell

Model 2

B

Constant

-0.575

0.953

-

-0.446

0.876

0.615

0.164

0.497d

0.327

0.178

0.254

0.177

0.433

Step I
Firm size
Step2
MainEffect
0.531

Composite Strategic

C

ControlSystem

R2

0.247d

0.380

Adjusted R2

0.230d

0.351

Change in R2

0.247 d

0.133c

F change (ANOV A)

14.133d

12.896d

Df(ANOVA)

(1,43)

(2,42)

F value for model

1.4.33 d

9.023c

Df(Model summary)

(1,43)

(1,42)

C

The significance levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
'p< 0.1;hp<0.05; cp< 0.01; dp< 0.001

Source: Survey data (2008)
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4.6.2 Testing for Hypothesis 2
Having examined the main effects of strategic control practices

on organizational

performance,the next step was to test whether the relationship between strategic control
practicesand organizational

performance

involvedtesting the hypotheses

is moderated by strategic orientation.

that the relationship

This

between each strategic control

dimensionand organizational performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
interactioneffects were tested using moderated regression analysis (MRA).

Such

The intent

was to examine whether strategic control practices would be contingent on strategic
orientation. This is based on research that indicates that performance can be improved
when key variables are correctly aligned.

Furthermore,

Luft and Shields (2003), for

example, stated that a weak relationship between two variables may be remedied to
exposeeffect by incorporation of appropriate intervening or moderation variable.

Previous research adopted

the testing of contingent

independentvariable separately.

effects of each dimension

of

In this regard, the contingent hypotheses relating to the

moderation of strategic orientation on strategic control practices were tested separately
for belief control system, boundary
interactive control system.

control system, diagnostic

control system and

Finally, the contingent effects of strategic orientation on

composite strategic control practices were also tested.

The purpose of the moderated

analyses is to determine if adding the interactive term increases the explanation of the
sharedvariance (R2) significantly.

That is, the change in R2 from the restricted regression

model(without moderator variable) to the full regression model (with moderator) should
be statistically significant.

In order to examine the significance

of the interaction

effects of strategic control

practices and its moderator, strategic orientation, moderated regression analysis was used.
The following procedure was adopted.

The first step involved regressing the control

variable, firm size, on organizational performance.

In the second step, each dimension of

independent variable (belief control system, boundary control system, diagnostic control
system, interactive

control

system

and composite
109

control

system)

and strategic

orientationwas jointly entered as a set. This procedure eliminated the main effects of
eachof the variables prior to examining the potential interaction effects. In the third and
final step, the cross-product

of each dimension

of strategic

control with strategic

orientationwas entered as a set. The procedure yielded the following cross-products:
beliefcontrol system by strategic orientation,

boundary

control system by strategic

orientation,diagnostic control system by strategic orientation, interactive control system
by strategic orientation

and composite

strategic

control

by strategic

orientation.

Evidenceof moderating effects would be shown if interaction terms of the respective
variableswere found to be statistically significant.

and the change in R2 from the restricted

indicated if the F-value was significant
regression model (without
moderator) is statistically

moderator

Such interaction effects would be

variable)

to the full regression

significant. Because moderated regression

model (with

analyses include

multiplicativeterms that might be highly correlated with their constituents, the likelihood
ofproblems of multicollinearity

exists in the estimation of regression coefficients (Cohen

& Cohen, 1983). In such a situation mean centering is recommended and, therefore, each
construct measure was mean centered before calculating
West, 1991).

This procedure

interaction terms (Aiken &

has been shown to reduce such multicollinearity

in

multiplicativeregression models (Bagozzi et. al., 1992; Cohen & Cohen, 1983; Yi, 1989;
Chung& Fischer, 1999). According to Yi (1989), mean centering does not alter R2 and
producesdesirable properties such as scale independence,

low multicollinearity,

and a.

clearinterpretation of main effects.

The contingency effects of strategic orientation on the relationship

between strategic

controlpractices involved for subsets of H2 as below:

H2A:

The relationship between belief control system and organizational performance is
moderated by strategic orientation.

H2B: The relationship between boundary control system and organizational performance
is moderated by strategic orientation.
H2C: The relationship between diagnostic control system and organizational performance
is moderated by strategic orientation.
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H2D:

The relationship between interactive control system and organizational performance
is moderated by strategic orientation.

H2E: The relationship between composite control practices and organizational
performance is moderated by strategic orientation.

Inother words, in order to test for the moderating effect of including strategic orientation,
the full model and the restricted

models were compared,

for each of the above

hypothesized contingent relationships, to show whether the inclusion of the interaction
termsresulted in a significant increase in R2, that is, variance explained.

The full model

includes the firm size as control variable, the independent variable which is a particular
dimension of strategic control practice, the moderator of strategic orientation and the
interaction effects.

The reduced model includes only the control variable, independent

variableand moderators.

4.6.2.1 Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Belief Control System-

Organizational Performance Relationship

H2A

hypothesizes

that the positive

organizational performance

relationship

between

belief control system and

is moderated by strategic orientation.

As shown in Table

4.21, the full model that includes the firm size as control variable, the independent
variable of belief

control

system, the moderator

of strategic

orientation

and the

interaction effects is significant at (R2= 0.360, Adjusted R2 = 0.296, F (4,40) = 2.335, Fchange (4,40) = 5.614, p < 0.05).
includes the control variable,

Compared with the reduced model, which only

predictors

and moderators

(step 2), the addition of

interaction terms in the full model significantly increases the R2 (increase in R2 =0.112, p
< 0.05).

The moderating

effect of strategic orientation

goodness of fit appears statistically

evident.

The hypothesized

explains 36% of the variance in organizational performance.
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that improves the model's
contingency

model

T_ble4.21

Moderating

effect of strategic

Variables

Constant

orientation

on the belief control

Model I

systent-organlzational

per:Forrnance reladonshlp

Model 2

Model 3

B

SEb

~

B

SEb

2.987

0.106

-

2.987

0.104

0.615

0.164

0.497d

0.389

0.208

0.379

0.035

B

f3

B

SEb

2.972

0.102

0.315

0.269

0.216

0.218

0.187

0.303b

0.425

0.186

0.339

0.063

0.082

O.oz5

0.062

0.060

0.151

0.092

0.230

Step I
Finn size
Step 2
Belief control

b

system
Strategic
orientation
Step 3
Belief control
system x
o

strategic
orientation
R2

0.247d

0.316

0.360b

d

0.266

0.296b

0.069

0.112

Adjusted R'

0.230

Change inR2

0.247d

F change

b

d

14.133

6.323

5.614

1.4133

2.067

2.335b

d

(ANOYA)
F value for
model
The significance
'p< 0.1; bp<0.05;

levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
cp<

0.01;

dp<

0.001

Source: Survey data (2008)
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4.6.2.2Moderating

Effect of Strategic Orientation

Organizational

H2B

Performance

on the Boundary

Control System-

Relationship

hypothesizes that the positive relationship between boundary control system and

organizational performance

is moderated by strategic orientation.

As shown in Table

4.22, the full model that includes the firm size as control variable, the independent
variable of boundary

control system, the moderator

of strategic orientation

and the

interactioneffects is significant at (R2= 0.496, Adjusted R2 = 0.446 , F (4,40) = 6.594, Fchange= 9.857, p < 0.001). Compared with the reduced model, which only includes the
controlvariable, predictors and moderators (step 2), the addition of interaction terms in
the full model significantly increases the R2 (increase in R2 =0.249, P < 0.001).
moderating effect of strategic orientation, therefore, seems statististically
evident.

The hypothesized

contingency

model explains

organizational performance.
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The

significantly

49.6% of the variance in

·.61.4.Z.2

effecr ofslraleglc

~ode'allng

Variables

orlenladon

on the boundary

cOlU,ol systelft-O'Ilanlzalional

Model 1

Constant

peqo,.",.nce

relallolUhlp

Model 2

Model 3

B

SEb

13

B

SEb

2.987

0.106

-

2.987

0.098

0.615

0.164

0.497d

0.346

0.189

0.524

0.077

B

B

SEb

2.972

0.102

0.279b

0.261

0.176

0.211

0.170

0.422c

0.573

0.157

0.462d

0.062

0.182

0.073

0.057

0.173

0.252c

0.087

0.334

13

Step I
Firm size
Step 2
Boundary
control system
Strategic
orientation
Step 3
Boundary
0

control system
x strategic
orientation
0.247d

0.624c

0.496d

0.230d

0.345c

0.446d

Change in R

0.247d

O.l43c

0.249d

F change

14.133d

8.735d

9.857d

1.4133d

4.791c

6.594d

R2
Adjusted R2
2

(ANOVA)
F value for
model
The significance

levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing

'p< 0.1; bp<0.05; cp< 0.01; dp< 0.001

Source: Survey data (2008)
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4.6.2.3 Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Diagnostic Control
System-Organizational Performance Relationship
H2C proposed that the positive relationship
organizational performance

between diagnostic

control system and

is moderated by strategic orientation.

As shown in Table

4.23, the full model that includes the firm size as control variable, the independent
variable of diagnostic control system, the moderator of strategic orientation and the
interaction effects is significant at (R2= 0.402, Adjusted R2

=

0.342 , F(4,40)

=

3.438, F-

change = 6.713, p < 0.001). Compared with the reduced model, which only includes the
controlvariable, predictors and moderators (step 2), the addition of interaction terms in
the full model significantly increases the R2 (increase in R2

=

0.154, p < 0.001).

The

moderating effect of strategic orientation seems statististically significantly evident. The
hypothesized contingency

model explains 40.2% of the variance

performance.
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in organizational

Moderating

~ffect

Variables

of strategic

orientation

on the dlOJpJO$l/ccontrol syste",-organl.%allonal

Modell

Constant

Model 2

B

SEb

2.987

0.106

0.615

0.164

13

Model 3

B

SEb

2.987

0.101

0.332

0.208

0.344

0.031

B

13

B

SEb

2.960

0.099

0.268

0.264

0.204

0.214

0.141

0.367b

0.340

0.136

0.363b

0.061

0.072

0.001

0.061

0.002

0.109b

0.055

0.265

Step 1
Firm size

0.497d

Step 2
Diagnostic
control system
Strategic
orientation
Step 3
Diagnostic
control system
0

x strategic
orientation
0.247d

0.343b

0.402b

0.230d

0.295b

0.342b

Change in R

0.247d

0.096

b

0.154b

F change

14.133d

7.144d

6.713d

1.4133d

2.994c

3.438d

R2
Adjusted R2
2

(ANOVA)
F value for
model
The significance
.p< 0.1; bp<0.05;

levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
cp<

O.oJ; dp<O.OOI

Source: Survey data (2008)
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4.6.2.4 Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Interactive Control
System-Organizational Performance Relationship
H2D

proposed that the positive relationship

organizational performance

between interactive

control system and

is moderated by strategic orientation.

As shown in Table

4.24,the full model that includes the firm size as control variable, interactive control
system as the independent

variable, strategic orientation

as the moderator,

and the

interactioneffects. This model is significant at (R2= 0.374, Adjusted R2= 0.311, F(4,40)
=

2.687, F- change = 5.964, P < 0.05). Compared with the reduced model, which only

includes the control variable,

predictors

and moderators

(step 2), the addition of

interactionterms in the full model significantly increases the R2 (increase in R2 =0.126, p
< 0.05). The moderating effect of strategic orientation is statistically significant.

Thus,

the hypothesized contingency model explains 37.4% of the variance in organizational
performance.
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Jt,#od~rallng ~ffed

Variables

ofSlralegic

orlenlaILon on

Ih~

Inleracllve conlrOl

Modell

Constant

SYSI~n.-orgGnIZAllonGl perf"o~nce

,elG'IIo,..hlp

Model 2

Model 3

B

SEb

P

B

SEb

2.987

0.106

-

2.987

0.100

0.615

0.164

0.497

0.284

0.208

0 ..403b

0.043

P

B

SEb

2.980

0.101

0.229

0.249

0.215

0.201

0.146

0.413b

0.397

0.147

0.407b

0.060

0.102

0.034

0.062

0.081

0.042

0.057

0.102

P

Step I
Firm size
Step 2
Interactive
control system
Strategic
orientation
Step 3
Interactive
0

control system
x strategic
orientation
0.247d

0.365b

0.374b

0.230d

0.319b

0.311

Change in R

0.247d

0.118b

0.126

F change

14.133d

7.861d

5.964d

1.433d

3.804b

2.687b

R2
2

Adjusted R

2

b
b

(ANOVA)
F value for
model
The significance
'p< 0.1; bp<0.05;

levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
cp<

0.01; dp< 0.001

Source: Survey data (2008)
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4.6.2.5 Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Composite Strategic
Control System-Organizational Performance Relationship
H2Eproposed that the positive relationship between composite strategic control system
andorganizational performance is moderated by strategic orientation.

As shown in Table

4.25, the full model that includes the firm size as control variable, the independent
variableof composite strategic control system, the moderator of strategic orientation and
theinteraction effects is significant at (R2= 0.438, Adjusted R2 = 0.382, F(4,40) = 4.526,
F- change = 5.964, p < 0.01).

Compared with the reduced model, which only includes

the control variable, predictors and moderators (step 2), the addition of interaction terms
in the full model significantly increases the R2 (increase in R2
moderating effect

of strategic: orientation

seems

=

significant.

0.191, p < 0.05). The
The

hypothesized

contingency model explains 43.8% of the variance in organizational performance.
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Alod~rldlng

effect

Variables

Constant

of.,rwueglcorlenuulon on 'he con.po61,e 6'rGlegic COI'droI.y#tI!,......,rg~o,.aI
Modell

per.FOI7nGftCte

Model 2

,.,....,..Idp
Model 3

B

SEb

II

B

SEb

2.987

0.106

-

2.987

0.097

0.615

0.164

0.497b

0.227

0.207

0.573

0.057

II

II

B

SE.

2.976

0.095

0.184

0.149

0.206

0.121

0.182

0.467c

0.569

0.178

0.464c

0.060

0.135

0.038

0.059

0.089

0.130b

0.073

0.230

Step I
Finn size
Step 2
Composite
control system
Strategic
orientation
Step 3
Composite
control system
0

x strategic
orientation
R2

0.247d

0.394b

0.438c

Adjusted R'

0.230d

0.350b

0.382c

Change in R2

0.247d

0.147b

0.191c

14.133

8.885

d

7.797d

1.4133d

4.960b

4.526c

d

F change

(AN OVA)
F value for
model
The significance
'p< 0.1; bp<0.05;

levels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
cp<

0.01; dp< 0.001

Source: Survey data (2008)
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4.6.2.6Summary of the Hypothesized

Empirical

Framework

and Results

Hypothesis1 entailed the testing of main effects which comprised of five sub-hypotheses
relatingto HIA, HIB, HIe, HlO and HIE to determine the relationship between dimensions
of strategic control
diagnostic control

practices
systems

(belief
and

control

interactive

systems,
control

boundary
systems)

control
and

systems,

organizational

performance.
Hypothesis 2 tested whether the relationship between strategic control practices and
organizational performance

was moderated by strategic orientation.

involved the testing of moderating

effect of strategic orientation

Once again, this
on the relationship

betweeneach strategic control dimension and organizational performance.

The results suggest that strategic control practices positively
performance and that the relationship

between

strategic

influence organizational

control and organizational

performance does vary with strategic orientation found in the sugar companies surveyed.
In the latter case, while the relationship

for the both boundary control systems and

diagnostic control are significant, this is not the case for belief control systems and
interactivecontrol systems.

Table 4.26 gives a summary of hypotheses testing, both for

maineffects and interactive effects.
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Table 4.26
Summary of the Hypothesized

Empirical

Framework

and Results

Hypotheses

Expected
sign

Regression
Coefficient

Statement

There is a positive relationship between use of Belief control
practices and organizational performance.

+

0.361

Significant

There is a positive relationship between use of Boundary control
practices and organizational performance.
Diagnostic control practices will be positively related to
organizational performance.
There is a positive relationship between use of Interactive control
practices and organizational performance.
There is a positive relationship between composite strategic
control practices and organizational performance.

+

0.452c

Significant

+

0.335b

Significant

+

0.383c

Significant

+

0.531c

Significant

0.151
The relationship between belief control system and
+
organizational performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
0.252c
The relationship between boundary control system and
+
HlB
organizational performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
0.109b
The relationship between diagnostic control system and
+
organizational performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
0.042
The relationship between interactive control system and
+
organizational performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
The relationship between composite control practices and
+
organizational performance is moderated by strategic orientation.
The significancelevels shown are one-tailed for hypothesis testing and two tailed for control variable testing
'p<O.I; bp<O.05; cp< 0.01; dp< 0.001
.

Not
significant
Significant

MaiDeffect of
Jlntegic control

•IIpnizational
performance
RIA

HID

b

Moderating
effects of
strategic
orientation
IIu

Significant
Not
significant
Significant

Source:Survey data (2008)

4.7

Discussion of Findings

Theoverall objective of this study was to examine how strategic control practices affect
organizational performance in the sugar firms in western Kenya. The specific objectives
ofthe study were to: establish the strategic control practices and the strategic orientation
of the firms; to determine

how dimensions

of strategic

control

systems

affect

organizational performance and also explore the moderating effect of strategic orientation
on the relationship between strategic control practices and organizational

performance.

Basedon extant concepts from the literature on strategic control and strategic orientation,
a conceptual framework was developed and used to investigate these variables.
extensiveliterature review, nine (9) hypotheses were developed.
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After an

Allthe hypotheses of the study were supported, though the results indicated varying
levelsof significance.

For the hypotheses regarding the main effects of belief control,

boundarycontrol, diagnostic control and interactive control systems on organizational
performance,all the results are significant indicating support for hypotheses.

All the

resultsindicated large effect sizes for individual strategic control levers. The contingent
hypothesesregarding the moderating effect of strategic orientation on the relationship
betweenstrategic control practices and organizational performance
resultsfor boundary control systems and diagnostic systems.

indicate significant

The contingent hypotheses

forbelief control and interactive control systems, though supported did not, however,
indicatesignificant results.

Lastly, the contingent hypothesis regarding the moderating

effectof strategic orientation on the relationship between composite strategic control and
organizational performance was supported with significant results. This section discuss
theeresults of study, including the analysis of the hypotheses, in detail.

Objectiveone sought to determine the strategic control practices, strategic orientation and
organizational performance of firms in the sugar industry.

These results were presented

inSections 4.3, 4.4. and 4.5 are discussed below in Sections 4.7.1, 4.7.2 and 4.7.3.

4.7.1. Strategic Control Practices of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
Theresults presented in Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4, indicated that belief control
systems, boundary control, diagnostic control and interactive control systems, though
existing in firms in the sugar industry, are at best only moderately

practiced.

The

findings were that on a 5-point scale most of the reponses on belief control, boundary
control, diagnostic control and interactive control systems had values close to the mean
pointof three.

Beforediscussing these findings in light of literature, it is expedient to point out several
issues. First, most studies on Simons levers of control have been based on longitudinal
case study designs, with comparatively relatively few survey-based

studies.

Secondly,

most of the studies, both survey and case- study based have predominantly

addressed

contrast between design and use of diagnostic control systems and interactive control
123

systemsand therefore, neglected belief control systems and boundary control systems,
Berryet al. (2009).

Thirdly, notable studies dwell on all the four levers of control are

(Khan,1999; Altinay & Altinay, 2004; Bruining et. al., 2004; McCartney& Rouse, 2004;
Ferreira& Otley, 2005, Tuomela, 2005; Anderson et. aI., 2006; Iwaarden et al., 2006;
Widener,2007; Peljhan & Tekavcic, 2008; Mohamed et. al., 2008; Kober, 2010).

Of

theseonly three (Anderson et. al., 2006; Widener, 2007 and Mohamed et. al., 2008) are
basedon field survey quantitative research, with the rest being case-based and mostly
longitudinalqualitative designs.

Several studies are based on quantitative surveys and

addresspartial components of the levers of control (Abernethy & Brownell, 1999; Bisbe
& Otley, 2004; Henri 2006a; Naranjo-Gil & Hartmann, 2006; Moulang, 2007; NaranjoGil& Hartmann, 2009; Bobe & Taylor, 2010; Tucker & Thome, 2010).

The next section will discuss the extent of specific dimensions

of strategic control

practices.

4.7.1.1Extent of Practice of Belief Control Systems
In section 4.3.1 this study reported an overall mean 2.96 suggest that belief control
systemsare moderately prevalent in firms in the sugar industry in western Kenya. Belief
controls systems have attracted wide attention among scholars, mostly due to prevalent
usein an organization to communicate core values in order search for new opportunities
toaddress customers' needs (Simons, 2000). Such core values are engendered in mission
and vision statements and are used by senior managers to communicate

formally and

systematically reinforce basic values, purpose and direction for the business (Bart &
Baetz, 1998).

The findings are consistent

with previous

studies. Anderson

et. aI., (2006) found

moderate score of3 on a 5-point Likert-type scale, indicating moderate extent of usage of
each control system.

Mohamed et. aI., (2008) found strong dominance of belief control

systems at a great extent (mean of 4.0 on a five-point scale).

Anderson et. aI., (2006)

found also found moderate score of 3 on a 5-point Likert-type scale, indicating moderate
extent of usage of each control system. Some studies have, however, found greater extent
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ofuse. Peljhan and Tekavcic (2008) on a scale of 1 to 7 found a mean of 4.618 whilst
Widener(2007) with a similar scale reported a mean value of 4.74. Case-based research
similarlyprovide support for use of belief control systems in enhancing a positive effect
on a managers' values to lead to increasing
(McCartney & Rouse,

2004; Marginson,

focus on a firms strategic direction,

2002).

In contrast,

Khan (1999) in a

retrospectivelongitudinal study reported that belief control systems only appeared after
thefirst seven years of a firm's existence, suggesting absence of the same at formative
stagesof the company.

Prior studies which have found belief control systems to be critical in orgnizations
seeking to maintain coherence

in complex and uncertain

Tekavcic,2008; Bartlett & Ghoshal 1993; Simons 1995b).

environments

(Peljhan &

In such situations, belief

controlsystems have been used to overcome inertia (Bruining et al., 2004). Some studies
havefailed to detect existence of belief control systems (Altinay & Altinay, 2004). The
conflicting findings could be attributed to the fact that the sugar firms in Kenya,
alongside other African

companies,

have embraced

relativelymore recently (Elbana, 2008).

strategic management

practices

According to Wanyande (2001), the Kenyan

sugarindustry operates with considerable political patron-clientele

relationships due to

significant state holdings and such an environment may not be conducive to use belief
controlsystems to inspire employees to create new opportunities and value for business.
It could also be that due to the increasing complexity in sugar industry environment
occasioned by deregulation

and competition,

modem business

euphemisms

such as

downsizing, right-sizing, outsourcing, reengineering may have destroyed core values held
inbusinesses. The result may be a breakdown in employee trust.

More than ever before, sugar firms need to use belief control systems to inspire
employees to create new opportunities and value for business.

This will lead to better

customer values. A related fact that may underscore the inconsistent

findings is that

almost 50% of the firms in the sugar industry in Kenya have a planning horizon of 3
years or less (section 4.2.1), which may work against deepening
practices.
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strategic control

Accordingto Lorange and Murphy (1984) another contributory

factor towards the

moderateprevalence could be the existence of barriers to implementation
controlsystems.

of strategic

The researchers identify theses barriers as systemic, behavioral and

political.Systemic barriers emanate from deficiencies in the strategic control systems or
fromthe organization's

inertia to manage newly installed systems. Behavioral barriers

arisefrom a manager's cognitive limits or intellectual capacity.

Political barriers relate

thevarious groups in an organizational with diverse interest. The strategic control process
mayherald changes in the corporate strategic agenda that may threaten the various power
coalitionsinternal or external to the firm.
inherent integrative

nature

of strategic

Such threats may cause resistance.

control

systems

The

could pose complexity

to

managers,further exacerbating resistance.

4.7.1.2Extent of Practice of Boundary Control Systems
In section 4.3.2 this study reported an overall mean 2.93 suggest that boundary control
systemsare moderately prevalent in firms in the sugar industry in western Kenya.
finding is likely due the prevalent use of the two instruments
businessconduct and strategic boundaries.

This

of boundary control;

Business conduct boundaries entail the use of

behaviorcontrols such as the code of conduct that define acceptable and unacceptable
business behavior by employees

in relation to customers,

suppliers and competitors

(Sheehan,2006).

Because of their unique appreciation of corporate risks, senior managers define these
boundarysystems without which creative opportunity behavior and experimentation
waste resources, Mohamed et. aI., (2008).

can

Such risks can emanate from operations,

impairment of assets and competition (Simons, 2000). Peljhan & Tekavcic (2008) found
greateruse of boundary control systems, reporting a mean of 4.658 on a scale of 1 to 7.
Similargreater than average use was reported by Widener (2007) with a score of 5.58 in
a scale of 1 to 7, with Mohamed et. al., (2008) providing further support.
Rouse (2004), however,

reported limted use of boundary

McCartney &

control systems.

These

differences could be explained by specific strategic actions that a firm may be pursuing at
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Bruining et. al., (2004), for example, found that boundaries were

a particular time.

lackingbefore a management buy-out but the top management gradually set standards as
thingssettled down.

Theneed for greater use of boundary controls has been reported as necessary to safeguard
a firm's reputation, which can be a key competitive

asset, built on trust.

Boundary

controlsystems also serve as a countervailing influence on possible excesses arising from
thepositive influences of belief controls that can lead to dysfunctional employee behavior
in opportunity seeking.

With dwindling profit margins, the clamour for novelty can

easilyerode business gains and, therefore, the need for "organizational

brakes".

For

example,sugar manufacturing firms depend on sugarcane farmers to supply the key raw
material (Masuku & Kirsten, 2003).

Such are achieved through codes of business

conduct,strategic planning systems, asset acquisition systems and operational guidelines
(Simon, 2000).

Indeed, the global scandals exemplified

by Enron and Andersen

(Solomon,2007) have served to reinforce a firm's reputation as the most important asset
andunderscore the code of ethics in business organizations (Locke, 2006). Lorange and
Murphy(1984) advocate that management needs to surmount the system, behavioral and
politicalbarriers that may inhibit installation of boundary control systems.

4.7.1.3Extent of Practice of Diagnostic Control Systems
In section 4.3.3 this study reported an overall mean 2.84 suggesting a somewhat less than
moderate use of diagnostic control systems in firms in the sugar industry in western
Kenya. This finding of modest use is not consistent with the literature since diagnostic
control systems tend to be the most prevalent,

being the backbone

management control systems (Iwaarden, et. a!., 2006).
used by managers to monitor critical performance
financial. Together
employees.

with incentive

schemes,

of traditional

Diagnostic control systems are

variables, both financial and non-

such targets

motivate

managers

and

Because of this, they are popular for tracking strategy implementation

(Widener, 2007), and therefore, are single-loop learning systems.
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Themoderate level of use of diagnostic systems could indicate the presence of systemic,
behavioraland political barriers that may constrain implementation

of diagnostic control

systems,Lorange and Murphy (1984).

In contrast to the finding of moderate use of diagnostic control systems in this study,
otherstudies report a greater extent. For example, Mohamed et. al., (2008) report mean
of4.3 on a five-point scale, Widener (2007) reports a mean of 5.21 on a scale of 1 to 7.
Casestudy findings also report prevalence of use of diagnostic control systems (Altinay
& Altinay, 2004; Bruining et. aI., 2004 and McCartney & Rouse. 2004; Anderson et al.,
2006;Peljhan & Tekavcic, 2008).

The findings of this depicting moderate prevalence,

however, have some support from (Moulang, 2007) who reported moderate use with a
meanof 4.3 on a scale of 1 to 7. Bobe and Taylor (2010) reported similar findings in a
higher education setting.

In an interesting finding, Thoren and Brown (2004) reported

that diagnostic systems were initiated early in the firm's history and widened as the
business grew but their use reduced when in favour of interactive control systems when
businesscomplexities increased with growth.

The finding of moderate prevalence in this study could be attributed to concerns raised
regarding the applicability of western strategic control concepts to contexts in emerging
economies particularly

given the diffirence in cultural, political and socio-economic

spheres(Hoskisson et. al., 2001). This study, being focused in Kenya which constitutes a
novel context, can be affected by problems

of contextualizing

particularly with regard

realm,

to the ontological

concept definitions,

and this may affect construct

measurement (Hopper e.t aI., (2004).

4.7.1.4 Extent of Practice of Interactive

Control Systems

In section 4.3.4 this study reported an overall mean 2.86 suggesting that interactive
control systems are somewhat moderately prevalent in firms in the sugar industry in
western Kenya.

Interactive control systems are the controls top management

follow up with organization-wide

dialogue about threats that can jeopardize

strategy, thereby managing the strategic uncertainties
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use to
current

of the firm, (Quinn, 1996). The

"

distinguishingadvantage of interactive control is its support for double-loop learning
(Tuomela,2005).

Thefinding of less than moderate prevalence is not consistent with the literature that has
generallyreported greater use of interactive control systems. Moulang (2007) found a
meanof 3.96 (on a scale of 1 to 7), Mohamed et. al., (2008) found a mean of 3.9 on a
five-pointscale, Widener (2007) reported a mean of 5.00, (scale of 1 to 7) while
Abernethyand Brownell (1999) on an absolute a scale of 4 to 28, reported a mean of

21.87, revealing a high extent of prevalence of interactive budget use.

In a higher

learninginstitution setting, Bobe & Taylor (2010) reported that faculty executives with
higher longevity of experience

in prior academic management

positions and faculty

executives based in a faculty with higher complexity tend to use Mess

in a more

interactiveway. Thoren and Brown (2004) reported that as the business grew, there was
increasing use of employee-driven

integrating meetings serving as interactive control

systems. These were associated with a range of business
organizational development

and increased motivation.

growth effects such as

Bruining et. al., (2004) found

increaseduse of interactive control systems after buy-out where corporate management
ofnecessity had to delegate functions to the subsidiary company, a situation necessitating
removal of barriers between management and workers to ensure that ensuing budgets
reflectedmore commitment and reality across the ranks.

Thesomewhat inconsistent findings of this study could be due to conflicting views about
the dimensionality of the interactive control system construct.

Various scholars have

examined slightly different subsets of the interactive control systems construct domain,
resulting inconsistencies and contradictory findings (Bisbe e.t al., 2005). This has led to
suggestions that the interactive control system construct is multidimensional

(Bisbe et. al,

2007; de Harlez & de Ronge, 2009). Implementaion of interactive systems may also be
hampered by systemic, behavioral and political barriers (Lorange & Murphy, 1984).
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4.7.2 Strategic Orientation of Sugar Firms h; Western Kenya
Thisstudy in section 4.4 reported that most of the firms in the sugar industry in western
Kenyaadopt the reactor strategic orientation

(60%), followed

by defenders

(24%);

prospectors(9%), with the least prevalent being analyzers (7%). Strategic orientation is
definedas "how an organization

uses strategy to adapt and/or change aspects of its

environmentfor a more favorable alignment" (Manu & Siram, 1996, p. 79). The critical
underlyingvariable in the Miles and Snow (1978) strategic orientation typology is the
organization's rate of change in its products or markets (Di Benedetto & Song, 2003).
Milesand Snow (1978) opined that organizations develop relatively enduring patterns of
strategicbehavior to co-align the organization with the environment.
as prospector, analyzer and defender.

These are classified

In this scheme, reactors are deemed to lack any

coherentplan for competing and do not exhibit the mechanisms or processes for adapting
tothe marketplace.

The results of this study suggest that, as is characteristic of reactors,

most firms in the sugar industry in western Kenya do not have a discernible strategy.
This finding is inconsistent

with the literature regarding the distribution

orientation types in a typical competitive environment.

of strategic

The literature has long held the

Miles and Snow (1978) proposition that the most prevalent strategic orientation in any
industry are defender, analyzers and prospectors with reactors being the least infrequent
(Snow& Hrebiniak, 1980; Conant et. al., 1990; 2009; Slater & Olson, 2000; McDaniel &
Kolari, 1987; Shortell & Zajac, 1990; O'Regan & Ghobadian ,2005; DeSarbo et. al.,
2007;James & Hatten, 1995; Hinson et. al., 2009; Di Beneddetto & Song, 2003).

Inconsistent with the Miles and Snow (1978) prediction, Hinson et. al., (2009), in a study
based in Ghana, found

the prospector strategy most prevalent (40%), followed by the

analyzer strategy (35%) and the defender strategy (25%).

A comparative

Malaysia and Singapore, Teoh and Sim (200e) revealed a similar distribution.

study of
Out of 96

Malaysian firms the distribution was: 36 (37.5 per cent) prospectors, 35 (36.5 per cent) as
analyzers and 25 (26.0 per cent) defenders. In the 69 Singaporean firms were 26 (37.7 per
cent) prospectors,

23 (33.3 per cent) analyzers and 20 (29.0 per cent) defenders. In

addition, the three strategy types occurred across the range of industries researched.
Furthermore, it was reported that the higher prevalence of prospector and analyzer types
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in the two countries

depicted

the fast growing

business

necessitatingprompt responses to market complexities.
difference in the national distribution

environments

markets,

Lastly, there was no significant

of strategy types, indicating

similar strategic

responsesto development in their markets.

Someresearchers have omitted the study of reactors altogether (O'Regan & Ghobadian,
2005; Doty, Glick, & Huber, 1993; Shortell & Zajac, 1990; Miller et. ai, 1997; Golden,

1992). Anzaya (2007), while confirming the existence of the Miles and Snow (1978)
typologyin Kenya , omitted the reactor strategy and also failed to report on the relative
prevalence of the other three types.

Few studies have explicitly reported on reactor

strategy. Slater et. ai., (2006) studied 380 firms in manufacturing and service businesses
operating in 20 different

industries and found that prospectors

were 125 (33.9%),

analyzers 93 (24.5%) and defenders 135 (35.5%), reactor 27 (7.1%) .. Parnell et. al.,
(2000) in the unique study, incorporated an additional classification called 'balancer' and
featuredthe following distribution for 137 businesses: prospectors 28 (20%) analyzers 32
(23%), defenders

26 (19%), balancers 17 (12%), and 34 (25%) reactors.

Likewise, in a

study of 104 across industries of firms producing industrial and consumer products in
Thailand, Tamalee et. ai., (2008) found that reactors (20%) were third in prevalence,
beating analyzers (15%) to fourth place after prospector (35%)

and defenders (31%).

Snow and Hrebiniak (1980), in a study of 247 firms by industry also reported similar
results. Some studies have even found absence of the so-called regular types but the
presence of reactor.

For example, Rajagopalan and Finkelstein (1992) in a study of 50

investor-owned electric utility firms in the US did not find any analyzers but reported
prospectors (28%), defenders (34%) and reactors (34%).

In a study of 75 firms across

industries and 9 countries with 3 cultures Hoffman (2007) found that defenders (9.7%)
and reactors (8.2%) were least prevalent whilst analyzers

(47.7%) and prospectors

(33.3%) were most prevalent.

Scholars opposed to exclusion of reactors advance the view that they been found to
outperform the other three types in environments

characterised

by a low degree of

movement or change among their components and by the lack of connection among these
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components (Zahra & Pearce, 1990; Snow & Hrebiniak,
claimed that reactors are not efficiency-oriented
defenders, indications

1980).

as prospectors

of a lack of focus arising

from

Rajagopalan

(1997)

nor as innovative as

failure

to develop

clear

competencies. According to Miles and Snow (1978) the reactor strategy is not viable in
thelong run due to failure or unwillingness of top managers to articulate a clear strategic
direction.

In other

words,

they

do not

develop

the

distinctive

competences,

organizational structures, and management processes required by a particular strategy.
Such inconsistencies

can be exhibited in rankings.

For example, while studying the

veracityof the retrospective technique in strategic management research, Golden (1992)
reported that the prevalence of the reactor strategy changed from last to second last in
rankingfrom period one to period two, respectively.

Interestingly, government protection for industry has been cited as a mitigating factor. In
suchregulated industries the response to environmental change and uncertainty is largely
a matter of negotiation between organizations and relevant regulatory agencies, and this
obviates the need for active, aggressive strategies.

It is even argued that in the ensuing

scenario after deregulation in utility industries, some firms may become reactors because
of the dramatic

environmental

inappropriate (Rajagopalan,

changes

1997).

that make previous

response

mechanisms

The situation can be aggravated where managers

have little discretion or lack the administrative skills. Those who argue for exclusion of
reactors claim that the prevalence of reactor organizations may at best be transient.

The

inconsistent results of this study, featuring reactor strategy as most prevalent,

can,

therefore, be seen in light of the foregoing discussion.

For example, in section 4.2.1,

there is a significant state holding in the industry with 28.9 % of the firms having mixed
state and private shareholding.

Coupled with the fact that the Kenya Sugar Board (KSB)

is largely a state organ, it is evident that firms in the sugar industry are heavily regulated.
Furthermore, with nearly 50% of the firms in the sugar industry in Kenya having a
planning horizon of not more than 3 years (section 4.2.1), it possible that this relatively
short span can explain the prevalence of the reactor strategy.
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Otherresearchers depict the reactor orientation as a transient situation where is industry
is moving towards

deregulation

and a more

commercial

business

environment

(Rajagopalan& Finkelstein, 1992; Ferreira & Otley, 2005).

4.7.3 Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
Insection 4.5 this study reported an overall mean 2.99 suggesting that most firms in the
sugarindustry in western Kenya are in the middle 20%, that is, average performers.

This

findingis viable due to the considerable challenges faced in production and marketing of
sugarand sugar related products being experienced in the industry.

Although published

comparative

studies that focus

specifically

on organizational

performance of firms in the sugar industry in Kenya are virtually non-existent,
literature on operational benchmarks or assessment of performance
change in consumption and sales, provide some insight.

extant

based on rates of

But even these studies exhibit

mixedresults. Odek, et. al., (2003) reported that the operational benchmarks in the subsectorrevealed below competitive levels in terms of optimal factory capacity and milling
efficiency. Obange

(2008)

analysed

the performance

of the Kenyan

local sugar

manufacturing firms, based on rates of change in consumption and sales during the period
1996-2005 and found that sugar production fell below local market demand, leading to
sugar importations, thus worsening the performance of the local industry due to lack of
product uncompetitiveness.

Mulwa et. al., (2009) in a case study, examined efficiency

level and productivity trend at Mumias sugar factory for the period 1980-2000, with the
aim of comparing efficiency performance

pre- and post-liberalization.

The findings

indicate decline in efficiency levels from 1992, with 1998 featuring the lowest levels.
However, from 1998 efficiency levels began to increase, the positive impact being
atttributed to the firm's successful adjustment to the competitive international production
and marketing standards.

Wanyande

(2001) lamented worsening performance in sugar

manufacturing firms despite the involvement

of factories

in sugar-cane

production

through nucleaus farms, noting that it was only in 1979· that the national goal of selfsufficiency in sugar production was achieved.
and vested political interest.
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He blamed poor management, corruption

Thesituation is not any different elswhere in Africa.

Masuku and Kirsten (2003), in a

studyof 124 smallholder cane growers in Swaziland found average performance results,
again attributed to lack of efficiency in the production process.

Besides production

inefficiencies, external factors have also been blamed, particularly instability in world
prices,trade barriers to accessing the United States of America and European Union, wild
swingsin free market sugar prices (Odek et. aI., 2003).
and tariffs, concomittant

with market liberalization

Kenya for ushering in competition

The removal of price controls

has additionally

been blamed in

from low cost sugar producers within COMESA

(Odeket. aI., 2003).

..
4.7.4The Relationship Between Belief Control Practices and Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya.
In section 4.6.1.1 this study reported, in support of H1A, that belief control system was
positively and significantly related to organizational performance (B = 0.361, p < 0.05).
Thisfinding is justifiable due to the generally held view that belief systems can inspire
employee commitment

and effort towards achieving organizational

goals, leading to

organizational performance (Locke et. aI, 1988).

The findings compare favorably with previous studies. For example, Mohamed et al.
(2008) found that beliefs control system had a significant

relationship

with overall .

organisational capabilities (~= 0.446; p<0.006), a critical antecedent to organizational
performance.

Widener (2007) reported that reliance on a belief control system is

positively associated with efficient use of management atttention (p<0.01) which is in
turn associated with higher levels of firm financial performance

(p < 0.05).

Farther

partial support is recieved from Peljhan and Tekavcic (2008) who, though not distinguish
between belief and boundary

systems, however

suggested

that the combination

of

performance-driven behaviour and regular use of MCS, including belief control system,
resulted in improved

organizational

outcomes.

Furthermore,

suggested that beliefs system had a positive effect on manager's

Marginson

values and lead to

increasing strategic focus, while Merchant (1982) reported that implementation
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(2002)

of good

.,

controlsystems led to good performance.

In addition, Goold and Quinn (1993), using

case-basedresearch found that organization with strategic control systems have benefited
froma number of advantages: greater clarity and realism in planning.

Theimportance of belief systems is also underscored by Masuku and Kirsten (2003), who
in a study of

124 smallholder cane growers in Swaziland reported that lack of trust

betweenthe sugar firms and the sugar cane farmers, an element of effective belief control
systems and boundary

control systems, led to average performance

results.

These

findingsare similar to results of Milford (2002) who studied the state of the value chain
inthe Australian Sugar Industry.

In sum, empirical evidence supports that increased use

ofbelief control systems may lead to improved organizational performance.

4.7.5The Relationship between Boundary Control Practices and Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya ..
In support of HIB, boundary control system was reported

III

section 4.6.1.2 to be

positivelyand significantly related to organizational performance (B = 0.452, P < 0.01).
Thisfinding may reflect the fact that the uncertain environment in which is sugar firms
operate in Kenya makes it susceptible for managers to seek to manipulate profits and
therefore, necessitating

business

conduct

boundaries

to avoid

risk

and enhance

performance. This result, however, receive limited support in prior studies. Mohamed et

al., (2008) who found that boundary control had a relationship, though insignificant, with
overall organizational

capabilities, a critical antecedent to organizational

performance.

Furthermore, Widener (2007) found no support for a positive relationship
boundary system and efficient use of management
relationship with organizational

performance.

attention,

between

suggesting no positive

Supporting arguments are provided by

Khan(1999) who found that boundary control were relied on both at firm initiation and
throghout its lifespan,

while Peljhan and Tekavcic

(2008) reported

that increased

comprehensive use of all the levers of control, including boundary controls, resulted in
improved organizational
based study.

Additional

outcomes.

Sheehan (2006) provides similar results in a case-

support is suggested by worldwide trend towards increased

reliance on code of ethics and other ethical guidelines in the wake of global scandal of
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Enron and Andersen (Locke, 2006; Fleishman & Funnel, 2007; Rogers et al., (2005).
Theseare crucial to define employee responsibilities to each other, to clients and to the
widercommunity (Widener, 2007).

4.7.6

The Relationship

between Diagnostic Control Practices and Organizational

Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya.
In support of HIc, diagnostic

control system was found, In section 4.6.1.3, to be

positively and significantly related to organizational performance (B

=

0.335, p < 0.01).

This finding is likely due to popularity of diagnostic control systems that focus on key
performance indicators in tracking progress in implementation

of strategy.

They are

similarlyused to conserve managerial attention through management by exception.
practices engender organizational

Such

learning and enhance chances for better performance

(Tippins & Soha, 2003).

The finding of this study is consistent with Simons (1995b, 2000) and also Widener

(2007) who found

that

diagnostic

control

systems

can

performance, both directly and indirectly through managerial

improve

organizational

attention and learning.

Moreover, case-based research provide some support that concerted use of all levers will
leadto improved performance (Peljhan & Tekavcic, 2008; Sheehan, 2006). Furthermore,
Thoren and Brown (2004) reported that owner-managers started using diagnostic copntrol
system early in a firm's history, and broadened them to enhance performance and at
latter stage extended attention to cover quality aspects like the delivery processes.

a

On the

contrary, Moulang ( 2007) reported that the diagnostic use of performance measurement
systems (PMS) is expected to negatively influence feelings associated with psychological
empowerment and individual
decision making activity.

creativity, due to lack of involvement

In such situations, individual

in goal-setting,

would be reluctant to take

responsibility for their actions (Amabile, 1998).

The potential of diagnostic control systems to inhibit innovation and opportunity seeking
has been highlighted

by other scholars (Simons, 1995; Davila, 2000).

Whereas the

literature depicts diagnostic control as inhibiting creativity and innovation and individual
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performance, some studies report that in situations where there occurs both diagnostic
andinteractive use occur in combination, a beneficial dynamic tension arises (English,
2001; Henri, 2006; Lewis, 2000; Moulang, 2007) and this is expected to positively
impact feelings associated with psychological

empowerment,

creativity and, thereby,

resultin improved performance.

4.7.7 The Relationship between Interactive Control Practices and Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya ..
Section4.6.1.4 revealed support for HlD, indicating that interactive control system was
positivelyand significantly related to organizational performance (B

=

0.383, P < 0.01).

Thisfinding is likely due to role of interactive control systems to create discussion and
commitment. When controls are used interactively, individuals are associated in decision
making, thereby having

opportunity

to communicate

their concerns,

thoughts

and

suggestions. Such an approach improves individual creatively and innovation (West and
Anderson, 1996), an environment
improved organizational

conducive double loop learning that can lead to

performance.

As organizations

grow, contact between leaders

andemployees across the organization may become infrequent and impersonal, limiting
thesharing of emergent information that would undergird creativity to spur new products
_ andmarkets. Interactive control systems enable managers to involve themselves in the
regularroutines and decisions of their subordinates.

This approach facilitates focus on

organizational attention and learning involving key strategic uncertainties.

Therole of interactive control system in improving organizational effectiveness has been
widelyresearched.

The study findings receive support from Bisbe and Otley (2004) who

in a survey large Spanish manufacturing

firms reported that high interactive use of

management control systems led to improved organizational

performance.

(2007) in a survey of middle managers of large Australian manufacturing
reported that the extensive

interactions

between

Moulang

organizations

middle and senior managers

lead

individuals to feel more positive about their roles and positions and this lead to creativity
and innovation.

Tuomela (2005) in case study findings at a Finnish subsidiary reported
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II,

bothbenefits and costs in interactive use of strategic scorecard.

On the benefits side

improvedmanagerial commitment to firm targets and decision-making

quality are listed.

Costswere reported as resistance to new techniques and the burden in managerial time
required.In the United States, Widener (2007) reported use of interactive control systems
to manage competitive

uncertainties

and operational

risks but this use did enhance

organizational learning.

Nonetheless, the survey held that benefits of using interactive

control systems outweighed the costs as they positively contributed
performance. Partial support is also gleaned from Simon's
interactive use will stimulate
performance.

organisational

learning

to organizational

(1999) who asserts that

and improves

organizational

De Harlez and De Ronge (2008) similarly asserts that interactive control

systems also aim to foster organizational

innovation

and performance

accordingly.

Sheehan(2006) provides case-based support for the study findings that concerted use of
all levers, including interactive control
findings are, however,
interactive control

will lead to improved performance.

at variance with Mohamed

had

an insignificant

This study

et. aI., (2008) who found that

relationship

with

overall

organizational

capabilities which is a critical antecedent to organizational performance. This difference
could be due to the fact that Mohamed

et. al., (2008) did not examine the direct

relationship between interactive control and organizational performance.

4.7.8 The relationship between composite strategic control practices and
organizational performance.
In support of HIE, composite strategic control system was positively and significantly
relatedto organizational performance (B = 0.531, P < 0.01). This finding is plausible due
to the complimentarity

of the four levers of control. That is, " The power of the control

levers does not lie in how each is used alone but rather in how they complement each
other when used together" (Simons, 1995, p.153).

For example, the broadly positive

inspirational belief control systems are balanced with
acceptable domain for search for opportunities
gaming behavior

in budget

formulation,

boundary controls to define the

whilst boundary

an aspect

controls also deter

of diagnostic

control

system.

Interactive control systems ensure, that while all these are going on, the organization's
stretegy does not become irrelevant and this is achieved through monitoring strrategic
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uncertainties. This creative tension between innovation and predictable goal movement
engenders organizational

learning and the alignment is, therefore,

expected to boost

organizational performance.

Thefindings have limited support due to the dearth of quantitative field surveys focusing
on all the four levers of control and organizational performance.
situation, Ahrens

and Chapman

(2004) claimed

that many

Trying to justify this
MCS

studies do not

incorporate the belief and boundary control levers "because the two concepts

" ... have

remained very general in Simons' 1995 framework", (p. 278). Even so, the few studies
focusing on all the four levers of control have used qualitative

case study designs

(Marginson 2002; Bruining et. at, 2004; McCartney & Rouse, 2004; Ferreira & Otley,
2009; Tuomela, 2005; Iwaarden et al., 2006; Sheehan, 2006; Fauzi & Hussain, 2008;
Peljhan & Tekavcic, 2008; Kober, 2010). Most of these generally report that concerted
use of all levers will lead to improved performance.

The few notable quantitative field

surveys (Anderson et. al., 2006; Widener, 2007; Mohamed et. al., 2008) report the levers
of control separately

without

a composite

asssesment,

performance effects of the levers of control separately.

preferring

to delineate the

Anderson et. al., (2006), for

example, indicates equal reliance on each of the four types of control systems but does
not report on performance
(2008) who found

effects.

Partial support is received from Mohamed et. at.

that beliefs, boundary, diagnostic and interactive

positively and significantly

correlated with overall organisational

control system

capabilities. Further

partial support is given by the fairly extensive literature that report on frameworks other
than LaC and organizatiional performance or organizational effectiveness (Govindarajan
1988; Fiegener, 1994, 1997; Ittner & Larcker, 1997; Goold & Quinn, 1993; Baines &
Langfield-Smith, 2003; Davila, 2005; Sandino, 2007; Kober, Ng & Paul, 2003).

4.7.9

The Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Relationship between
Strategic Control Practices and Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms
in Western Kenya

Mixed results were found for the moderating

role of strategic

orientation

relationship between the various levers of control and organizational
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on the

performance.

However,the proposition of a moderating role of strategic orientation on the relationship
betweencomposite strategic control and organizational performance was supported.

4.7.9.1 The Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Relationship between
Belief Control Practices and Organizational Performance
In sections 4.6.2.1, although strategic orientation was found to moderate the relationship
between belief control system and organizational

H2A, (B = 0.151) the

performance,

relationships was, however, not significant. This suggests that belief control systems are
'higher order' levers that operate independent of alignment to strategic control or any
other contextual variable for that matter. Some insight can be derived from previous
studies. For instance, the findings of Widener (2007) support the hypothesis that belief
control systems influences

the interactive

control systems,

with Marginson

concurring that belief control systems, through their potential
strategic climate, are pivotal to strategy formulation.

(2002)

impact on the firm's

Case-based research provide some

support for apparent superiority of belief control systems in enhancing a positive effect
on a managers'

values

that lead to increasing

focus on a firms strategic

(McCartney& Rouse, 2004; Marginson, 2002), particularly

intent

in complex and uncertain

environments (Peljhan & Tekavcic, 2008; Bartlett & Ghoshal1993;

Simons 1995b).

4.7.9.2 The Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Relationship between
Boundary Control Practices and Organizational Performance
In support of

H2B

in section 4.6.2.2, it was found that the positive relationship between

strategic control system and organizational performance was significantly moderated by
strategic orientation for boundary control systems (B = 0.252' p < 0.01). Scholars suggest
that this may not be surprising because boundary controls are invariable stated in the
negative to limit employee opportunity seeking behavior to the firm's strategic domain.
According to KACC (2010), this phenomena particular plagues sugar firms in western
Kenya. In the contemporary sge of employee empowerment and in order to counteract
negative employ attitude towards such controls, top management need to undertake extra
care in design of boundary controls. This is achieved by top management setting out
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limitsof what employees should abstain from and then relying on individual creative
searchfor value within the limits.

4.7.9.3 The Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Relationship between
Diagnostic Control Practices and Organizational Performance
Supportfor H2c was reported in section 4.6.2.3 that strategic orientation was found to
significantly moderate the positive relationship between diagnostic control system and
organizational performance (B = 0.109, P < 0.05). The literature depicts diagnostic
controlsas management-by-exception

(MBE) tools that top management use to

implement strategies successfully and to conserve management attention and time
(Simons, 1995, 2000). Top management will, therefore, be inclined to align boundary
controlto strategic orientation to achieve improved organizational performance.

4.7.9.4 The Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Relationship between
Interactive Control Practices and Organizational Performance
In sections 4.6.2.4, while it was established that strategic orientation

moderated the

relationship between interactive control system and organizational performance, H2O, (B
=

0.042) the relationships

was, nonetheless,

not significant.

Similar to belief, the

implications is this interactive controls are 'higher order' levers, that operate independent
of contextual variables.

Scholars

single out interactive

controls

management focus on to follow up with organization-wide
uncertainties and, thereby,

engender

double-loop

as those that top

dialogue about strategic

learning (Quinn,

1996; Tuomela,

2005). They have been hailed as pivotal in new product development
strategic renewal (Davila, 2000).

and, hence,

Simon (1995) postulates that different MCS designs

would have varying effects on the organizational

innovation

and performance

due

concern for firm-specific strategic uncertainties. Studies have reported that interactive use
ofMCS can ameliorate disruptive performance during change of strategy (Bruining et al.,
2004, Davila, 2000).

In the same vein Bisbe and Otley (2004), in their research on

whether the effect of innovation on performance is moderated by the style use of MCS,
established that the relationship is significantly stronger when MCS are used interactively
than otherwise.
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Dueto their special requirements for top management attention, interactive use of control
is costly in time consuming

(Simons, 1995). A consequence

of an interactive use of

control,for example, performance management system, is that by increasing the visibility
ofactions it may trigger resistance to change (Tuomela, 2005).

4.7.9.5 The Moderating Effect of Strategic Orientation on the Relationship between
Composite Strategic Control Practices and Organizational Performance
Theproposition of a moderating role of strategic orientation on the relationship between
composite strategic

control

and organizational

performance

supported and found to be positive and significant.

(H2E) was, however,

This suggests that aligning strategic

control systems with strategic orientation will lead to improved performance.
that strategy may playa
posits that a resource

The notion

moderating role is derived from resource based view which
will be valuable

if it enables the firm to exploit market

opportunities better than rivals (Barney, 1991).

This competitive

edge can, however,

dissipate if context of application is inappropriate (Wood & Michalisin, 2010). Among
other contextual
competitive

variables,

advantage

a fit between

and

strategy

strategic

would

control,

enhance

a possible

organizational

source of
performance

".
1~
I',

(Langfield-Smith, 1997).

ffi

Prior studies that have considered the moderating role of strategic orientation on the
relationship between

strategic

control and organizational

Fiegener (1994), for example, studied the effectiveness
different strategy contexts.

performance

are limited.

of strategic control design in

It was found that firms demonstrating cost-leader tendencies

tend to have more effective strategic control systems when their controls are tighter in
terms of degree of formalization

and upper management involvement.

found that firms demonstrating

differentiator

The study also

strategies have more effective strategic

control systems when they design loose controls.

Studies that focus on the moderating

role of strategic orientation on the relationship between individual levers of control and
organizational

performance

are rare

and the

following

discussion

is somewhat

speculative. A notable exception is, however, Fauzi and Hussain (2008) who reported
that strategy played a positive and significant (~ = 0.284, P < 0.05) moderating role on the
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interaction between strategic control and corporate financial performance.

He, however,

didnot report on individual levers of control. Surprising and contrary to widely reported
& Gupta, 1981; Govindarajan & Fisher, 1990; Shin and Yong;

findings (Govindarajan

2001; Marginson, 2002; Kober et. al., 2007; Chenhall, 2003; Fauzi & Hussain, 2008)
foundthat business strategy does not affect management control design.

The findings of the present study on the moderating role of strategic orientation underpin
the notion that a match between strategy and MCS is crucial in order to support
organizational performance

(Langfield-Smith,

2007).

Business strategy is viewed as a

general direction of the firm's response based on the filtered or distilled environmental
information (Miles & Snow 1978; Jennings & Zandbergen
that implementing

a particular

strategy

adaptation to the business environment

is essentially

1995).

The central logic is

a process

of organizational

(Miles & Snow 1978).

In this adaptation,

strategic control systems should playa fundamental role.

The findings of this study are umque in that previous

studies have modeled other

variables, besides strategic orientation, as moderating the relationship between strategic
control and organizational performance.
significant relationship

between

For example, Seaman (2006) found a positive

management

control

performance moderated by perceived environmental

system

and

uncertainty (PEU).

organizational
Segev (1987)

also found support for the hypothesis that a match between strategy-making
strategic orientation

would

produce

superior

performance.

orientation is a more refined construct, that incorporates,
management's perceived

environment.

Nonetheless,

articulates,

mode and
strategic

and reflects on

The resulting clarity facilitates communication

and implementation of the direction and focus of the response, or strategic orientation, by
setting specific performance goals, criteria, and actions (Chandler 1962).

Other studies have featured strategic orientation as moderating variable in relationships
other than the relationship between strategic control and organizational performance.

For

example, Matsuno and Mentzer (2000) found support for the moderating 'effects of
strategic orientation on the strength of the relationship between market orientation and
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business performance.

Wood and Michalisin

(2010) also found evidence that the

relationship between top management team entrepreneurial

drive and superior industry

performance is moderated by their choice of strategic orienation. Kumar et al., (2002)
found that strategic orientation

significantly

and positively

between market orientation and organizational pewrformance.

affected the relationship
Slater et. al., (2006) found

that strategic orientation moderates the realationship between different elements of the
strategy formation capability and organizational performance.

The lack of studies that model strategic orientation
between strategic

control

and organizational

controversy or uncertainty

as moderating

performance

the relationship

can be traced

back to

of the direction of causation: whether change in strategy

causes change in design and use of strategic control or vice versa.

While the former

research strand has been researched considerably, studies on the latter are fairly recent
and as yet enigmatic.

Commenting on the overall picture, Henri (2008) opines that

modelling of the relationship between MCS and strategy has followed the logically sound
and intuitively appealing premise that MCS are designed to implement business strategy
for superior performance

(Langfield-Smith,

2007).

nevertheless, asserts that the moderation approach is more flexibe: it gives allowance that
the influence of the independent variable, which can be either MCS or strategy,

on the

is contingent on the level of the moderator variable,

again, either MCS or strategy. The author recommends that either approach advances the
notion of a match between

strategy and MCS in order to support organizational

performance, in tandem with emergent literature that postulates that strategic control
systems are both affected by and affect the strategy process itself (Langfield-Smith,

1997;

Simons, 1995b).

Overall, the study findings find general support that better organizational outcomes such
as strategy

implementation

and performance

results

from

the

matching

of an

organization's environment, strategy and internal structures and systems (Miles & Snow,
1978; Ittner and Larcker,1997;

Abernethy & Brownell,
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While noting that empirical studies

identify both the moderation and the mediation approaches in this relationship, Henri,

dependent variable (performance)

.j

1999; Davila, 2000; Bisbe &

I

\1

I,

11

Otley, 2004; Marginson, 2002; Bruining et al., 2004; Henri, 2006a).

In conclusion, the

studyfindings are that strategic orientation does positively and significantly moderate the
relationship between strategic control and organizational performance.

ot
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS

5.1

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This chapter presents summary, conclusions and recommendations of the study. The
problem of this study was to examine the hitherto tenuous relationship between strategic
control practices and organizational performance, a situation which has impeded the
implementation of strategic plans and organizational performance. Research relating to
studying the direct relationship has hitherto yielded low statistical power due
inappropriate modeling of the relationship between these constructs.

Such previous

studies have only focused on correlating contingency or contextual variable with design
of strategic control systems with few attempts to relate the interaction effect of strategic
control and the contextual variable directly to organizational performance. The result has
been theory impoverishment exemplified by lack of consensus over the conceptualization
and dimensionality of the key constructs of strategic control system, strategic orientation
leading to use of crude measurement instruments with low reliability power to
operationalize constructs.

This study sought to resolve this problem by focusing on a modeling of the relationship
that depicts strategic orientation as a contextual variable, and thereby unmask the linkage.
The study, therefore, sought to: establish the strategic control practices, strategic
orientation and organizational performance; determine the relationship between strategic
control practices and organizational performance, and; determine the moderating effect of
strategic orientation on the relationship between strategic control practices and
organizational performance.

Using an adaptation of Simons' Levers of Control (1995) framework to operationalise the
concept of strategic control and an adaptation of the Miles and Snow (1978) strategic
orientation typology, relationships between both individual and composite levers of
control, strategic orientation and organizational performance were explored.
robust approach was desirable to 'tease out' the hitherto tenuous relationship.
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Such a

The census study surveyed 45 firms in the sugar industry value-chain comprising 9 sugar
manufacturing firms, 2 molasses processing firms, 10 outgrower companies and 24
jaggeries. A structured questionnaire was used to collect data from a total of 109 senior
managers comprising 42 chief executive officers, 33 chief financial officers, 25 sales and
marketing managers and 9 other managers. The comprehensive analysis undertaken
during this study resulted in various findings: some arise from the literature surveyed,
some are due to the study methodologies adopted whereas other results emanate from
data analysis. The purpose of this chapter is to elucidate the summary, conclusions and
recommendations of this study, as well as implications for theory, policy and practice. A
discussion on the limitations of the study and suggestions for future research concludes
the chapter.
II

II

5.2

t;

Summary of Findings

j.

In respect of strategic control, the study found that the extent of practice of belief,
boundary, diagnostic and interactive control systems are at best moderately prevalent in
firms in the sugar industry in western Kenya. The fact that all components of strategic
control are moderately practiced leads to the conclusion that, though used

III

a

complementary fashion, the levers of control are not entrenched in sugar firms.

With regards to strategic orientation, it was found that most of the firms in the sugar
industry in western Kenya adopt the reactor strategic orientation, followed by defenders;
prospectors, with the least prevalent being analyzers. The conclusion from this finding is
that firms in the sugar industry do not have discernible or viable long-term strategies
(Miles & Snow, 1978). This has been variously attributed; to failure or unwillingness of
top managers to articulate a clear strategic direction (Rajagopalan, 1997).

The study further revealed that most of the sugar firms were average performers. This
finding suggests the sugar firms are faced with considerable challenges that have
constrained efficient production and marketing of sugar and sugar related products. The
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implies the need to revitalize management systems and strteies to mitigate corruption and
vested political interest.

Concerning the relationship between strategic control and organizational performance, it
was found that all the four levers of control were positively and significantly related to
organizational performance. The composite strategic control system was also positively
and significantly related to organizational performance. All the individual levers of
control, including composite strategic control posted large effect sizes in the models. The
conclusion from this finding is that the Levers of Control (LOC) framework is an
important determinant of organizational performance. In addition, it was found that most
firms in the sugar industry in western Kenya are average performers. Another finding of
the study was that the positive relationship between strategic control system and
organizational performance was moderated by strategic orientation. Individual levers of
control, however, revealed varying magnitude of effects. Whereas it emerged that the
positive relationship between strategic control system and organizational performance
was significantly moderated by strategic orientation for boundary control systems and for
diagnostic control systems the research found that it is not the case for the relationship
between belief control and interactive controls systems. The conclusions in respect of
each research objective are elucidated in the following section.

5.3 Conclusions for each Research Objective
Following the findings of this study, the following conclusions were made in respect of
strategic control practices, strategic orientatation and organizational performance of sugar
firms in western Kenya.

5.3.1 Research Objective 1
The first research objective was to establish the strategic control practices, strategic
orientation and organizational performance of the sugar firms in western Kenya.
Conclusions for each of the sub-objectives are considered below.
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5.3.1.1Strategic Control Practices of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
The first major finding was that belief, boundary, diagnostic and interactive
systemsare at best moderately

control

prevalent in firms in the sugar industry in western Kenya.

Thefact that all components of the Simons Lever of control framework are moderately
prevalentleads to the conclusion that, though used in a complementary fashion, the levers
ofcontrol are not entrenched in sugar firms. Given researchers concerns about belated
embracingof strategic management practices in Africa (Elbana, 2008) the findings imply
that strategic control practices are increasing in importance
context characterized

by changes in the competitive

deregulation of industry (Mulwa et. al., 2009).
important to investigate

in emerging economies

environment

brought about by

These concerns notwithstanding,

and address possible barriers to implementation

it is

of strategic

•••

controlsystems that emanate from systems, managers' cognitive limitations and political
considerationsof various power coalitions in a firm (Lorange & Murphy, 1984).

Withregards to the finding of moderate prevalence of belief control systems it can be
concludedthat businesses are awakening to the critical role of employees in performance
managementand direction setting for business entities.

The practice of using mission

statements,vision statements, credos and statements of purpose is, therefore, desirable.
Theimplication from this is that firms need to invest in initiatives that promote unanimity
ofpurpose through team buildin~ among all ranks of employees, including among board

<,

members(Hitt et. al., 2005). This will lead to effective utilization of resources.

e revelation of moderate practice of boundary control systems leads to the conclusion
atthe sugar firms are discovering the importance of safeguarding corporate reputation

y defining the limits on freedom and individual creativity.

The implication of this

ding is that codes of business conduct, strategic planning systems, asset acquisition
stems and operational

guideline (Simon, 2000) are important

tools to countervail

ssible excesses arising from over enthusiastic employees that can lead to dysfunctional
havior. This is particularly necessary in the face of complexity and uncertainty that
haracterizesthe business environment of the sugar firms in Kenya.
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Another finding was moderate prevalence of diagnostic controls leading to the conclusion
that firms in the sugar industry are not as vigilant in monitoring performance variables, as
this lever is depicted as most popular in prior research. The implication of this finding is
that there could be barriers to installing systems of strategic control.

For example, some

of the firms had limited firm structures, where single persons seemed to combine duties
of chief executive and sales manager, making it difficult to distinguish duties.

Good

structure has been cited as important to strategy in general and strategic control in
particular (Lorange & Murphy, 1984; Chenhall, 2003).

Since diagnostic controls are

typically linked to incentive schemes, the implication is that managers must exercise due
care in designing diagnostic control systems, for example, to discourage manipulation
(Simons, 1995a, 2000).

The finding of moderate prevalence of interactive control systems leads to the conclusion
that managers in emerging economies'

contexts are increasingly

paying attention to

,l

strategic management of enterprises since greater managerial attention to interactive use
of controls, for example, in budgetary processes, help move organizations towards a more
commercial orientation

by focusing

on managing

strategic

uncertainties.

This is

paticularly important for the sugar firms in Kenya facing challenges emanating from
deregulation.

Overall, consistent with Simons' Levers of Control framework and prior studies, firms in
Kenyan sugar industry seem to use a variety of control mechanisms

complimentarily,

(Anderson et. al., 2006). This is in line with information processing theory which posit that
firms respond

to environmental

uncertainty

by elaboration

of their administrative

processes, such as their control systems, to process the greater volume and variability of
information more efficiently (Galbraith, 1973, Rodgers et. al., 1999). The implication of
this conclusion is that a deeper understanding of each component of strategic control will
help management

in determining

the informational

and organizational

implementing business strategy (Rogers et. al., 1999; Chung, 1996).
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5.3.1.2 Strategic Orientation of sugar Firms in Western Kenya
The second major finding of the study was that most of the firms in the sugar industry in
western Kenya depict the reactor strategic orientation, followed by defenders, prospectors
with the least prevalent being analyzers. The conclusion from this finding is that firms in
the sugar industry do not have a discernible strategy or viable long-term strategies (Miles
& Snow, 1978). The implication from this finding is that top managers in the sugar
industry may not be able or willing to articulate a clear strategic direction (Rajagopalan,
1997). In either case training of these managers is necessary to develop absorptive
capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990)

5.3.1.3 Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
The third major finding of this study was that most firms in the sugar industry in western
Kenya are average performers. This finding leads to the conclusion that these firms are
struggling to perform and are beset by ineffective implementation of the liberalization
policies in the sugar subsector (Mulwa et. al., 2009). The implication of this finding is
that the national goal of self suffiency may not be achieved anytime soon given that the
last such attainment was in 1979.

5.3.2 Research Objective 2
The second objective of the study was to determine the relationship between strategic
control practices and organizational performance.

In this regard, the fourth major finding ofthe study was that all the four Levers of Control
(belief, boundary diagnostic and interactive systems were positively and significantly
related to organizational performance. All the individual levers of control, including
composite strategic control posted large effect sizes in the models. The conclusion from
this finding is that the Levers of Control framework is an important determinant of
organizational performance. Conclusions for each of the sub-objectives are considered
below.
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5.3.2.1Belief Control Practices and Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms in
Western Kenya.
The finding was that belief control system is positively and significantly related to
organizational performance. The conclusion that can be drawn from this is important for
sugar firms in western Kenya to invest in belief control systems elements such as
mission statements, vision statements, credos, in order to improve organization
performance..

5.3.2.2Boundary Control Practices And Organizational Performance of Sugar
Firms in Western Kenya.
The study revealed that boundary control systems are positively and significantly related
to organizational performance.

..

This finding suggests, that, to improve or maintain

performance, it is beneficial to the sugar firms in western Kenya to pay attention to the
design and use of business codes of conduct and strategic boundaries.
It

I

!t
5.3.2.3Diagnostic Control Practices and Organizational Performance of Sugar
Firms in Western Kenya.

organizational performance. It can be concluded from this result that diagnostic control
system elements of critical performance variables and incentive schemes, continue to be
the backbone of control systems for ensuring predictable goal achievement and tracking
strategy implementation.

5.3.2.4Interactive Control Practices and Organizational Performance of Sugar
Firms in Western Kenya.
The findings also revealed a positive and significant relationship between interactive
system and organizational performance This leads to the conclusion that style of use of
levers of control is important in enhancing organizational performance. The implication
is that managerial attention is increasingly being directed towards adoption of a
commercial orientation, particularly aspects that seek to mitigate strategic uncertainties in
Such strategic uncertainties can originate from market
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The study found that diagnostic control systems are positively and significantly related to

the operating environment.

•

--~

I

complexities, state regulation, changes in technology.

If not effectively managed, any of

these can invalidate intended strategies (Mintzberg, 1978).

5.3.2.5 Composite Strategic Control Practices and Organizational

Performance

of

Sugar Firms in Western Kenya.
The findings established

a positive relationship

between composite

strategic control

system and organizational

performance. The conclusion to be derived from this is that

levers of control should be used in a balanced manner, as this alignment gives the tools to
balance profit, growth and control and thus achieve success in the control of business
strategy (Simons, 1999, 2000; Bruining et. al., 2004). A iurther conclusion from this
finding is that each of the levers of control framework is an important determinant of
organizational performance.
understanding

This implies that top management

should seek a greater

of the design and use of the levers of control framework

in order to

enhance organizational performance.

5.3.3

Research Objective 3

The third objective of the study was to determine the moderating
orientation on the relationship
performance.

between strategic control practices and organizational

The overall finding of this study was that the positive relationship between

strategic control system and organizational
orientation.
relationship

effect of strategic

The results
between

however, differed.

performance

of the moderating

individual
Conclusions

was moderated

effect of strategic

levers of control

by strategic

orientation

and organizational

in respect of each individual component

on the

performance,
of strategy

control systems are summarized below.

5.3.3.1 Belief Control System, Strategic Orientation <-' ~ Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
Strategic orientation was found not to significantly moderate the relationship between
belief control system and organizational performance.

The conclusion to be drawn from

this result is that strategic orientation does not enhance the relationship between belief
control system and organizational performance. Several implications can be drawn from
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this finding.

First, it could be that belief control systems is a 'higher order' lever,

independently

of alignment to strategic orientation.

This is at variance with Simons

(1995) theory which advocates for balance in the use of the levers. Alternatively, it could
be that there may be further intervening variables, not included in this study that may
provide better explanations

on the relationship

between

belief control

system and

organizational perforn.. ..rce. Furthermore, barriers to strategic control systems may be at
play to prevent their (. J rcnchrnent.

5.3.3.2Boundary

System, Strategic Orientation and Organizational

COli t "01

Performance

0: Sugar Firms in Western

Kenya

The findings reveal as' ''1 ificant moderating effect of strategic orientation on the positive
relationship between 1)

'I

ndary control and organizational performance.

The conclusion

arising from this is thai it is important to align employee ethical behavior with business
strategy to safeguard corporate reputation, particularly in the face of complexity and
uncertainty in the busii "ss environment (Simon, 2000). The implication is that managers
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conclusion from tl.i.

.ing is that it is important to align the day-to-day operational
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management sytcm
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Metrics a

managerial manupilation

on the other hand (Simons, 1995a,

rtant because of the adage that what gets measured gets done
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(Anthony & Govindarajan, 2004). Wrong diagnostic controls can lead to disastrous
effects on the firm (Sheehan, 2006)

5.3.3.4 Interactive Control System, Strategic Orientation and Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

Strategic orientation was found not to significantly moderate the positive relationship
between interactive control system and organizational performance. It can be concluded
from this result that the interaction between strategic orientation and interactive control
does not enhance the relationship between interactive control system and organizational
performance. Certain implications can be derived from this result. Similar to belief
control systems, it could be that interactive control systems are 'higher order' levers

.• .'!

which operate independent of alignment to strategic control or any other contextual
variable. This notion of superiority is well established in the literature. The implication
of all these is that management needs to pay greater attention to design and use of
interactive control systems.

Their double-loop orientation enhance creativity and

innovation (Davila,2000).

5.3.3.5 Composite Strategic Control System, Strategic Orientation and
Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

The relationship between composite strategic control and organizational performance was
found to be significantly moderated by strategic orientation. The clear conclusion from
this finding is that aligning strategic control systems with strategic orientation may lead
to improved performance.

The implication from this finding is that balanced use of

control levers coupled alignment to business strategy is a possible source of competitive
advantage to enhance organizational performance (Langfield-Smith, 1997).

In summary, the conclusions suggest that, due to varying internal and external conditions

in the business environment, formulation of business strategy must take into account
design and use of administrative systems such as strategic control. In addition, formal
strategic control systems are only a part of a wider menu of organizational controls
(Ferriera & Otley, 2009). Both formal and informal controls complement each other. The
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conclusions are consistent with wider literarature in the purview of resource-based theory
that argues that critical firm intangible resources such as strategic control system can be a
a source of competitive advantage strategic asset (Carpenter et. al., 2001). Sugar firms in
western Kenya should, therefore, aim to identify and build such dynamic capabilities in
order to improve firm effectiveness (Pant & Yuthas, 2000).

5.4

Recommendations

The study findings

of the Study

can benefit

managers

of business

enterprises

in the Kenyan

manufacturing sector and sugar industry in general. However, In view of the findings and
conclusions of the study, the following recommendations

are of particular importance to

managers of sugar firms in western Kenya.

5.4.1

Strategic Control Practices of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

Following the conclusion that strategic control practices are at best moderately prevalent
in sugar firms in western Kenya, it is recommended that management invest in individual
levers of control. However, such investment may not be effective unless management
address the systemic, behavioral and political barriers to implementation

of strategic

control systems.

For belief control systems, the implication

is that managers need to invest more in

promoting shared values and core values to enhance unanimity of purpose, for example,
through team building among all ranks of employees. Such an approach will encourage
employees to search for new opportunities that drive innovation

With regard to boundary

control systems, it is recommended

that codes of business

conduct and corporate strategic planning systems be enhanced to countervail possible
dysfunctional employee behavior that may expose the firms to risks. This is particularly
vital in the unfolding deregulation

of sugar firms operating environment.

conduct can be supplemented with business risk policies and trading limits.
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Codes of

Because diagnostic control systems are used to monitor organizational goals and
profitability, they are typically the most prevalent in any industry. It is, therefore, vital to
strengthen these. It is recommended that management identify and monitor critical
success factors. In addition, management should identify and eliminate possible barriers
to installing systems of strategic control.

This may entail the review of firm

organizational structures for clearer definition of responsibilities among managers.

The essence of interactive control systems top management involvement in organizationwide dialogue about threats that can jeopardize current strategy, thereby managing the
strategic uncertainties of the firm.

It is recommended that the sugar firms adopt

participatory, team-based management styles that engender active employee participation
and should increase ownership and motivational commitment to meeting organizational
objectives, and also enhancing creativity and innovation. It is further recommended that
industry research organs such as Kenya Sugar Research Foundation be effectively
utilized to enhance management of strategic uncertainties. This can be achieved through
the sugar firms supporting research into cane varieties with better yields and shorter
maturity periods. This approach will lead to the strategic renewal vital in attaining
competitive advantage.

Furthermore, it is recommended that the all the levers be employed in a complementary
[

fashion, since there are indications of synergistic effects when used in this manner. This
will require top management to spearhead research into possible barriers to individual
levers of control and follow up with necessary investments.

5.4.2

Strategic Orientation of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

The most prevalent strategic orientation was found to be the reactor type leading to the
conclusions that most firms in the sugar industry do not follow a particular strategy. It is
recommended that management invest in strategic planning systems as this will enhance
coherence in strategic intent. It is also recommended that management identify and
develop the distinctive competences, organizational structures, and management
processes required by a particular strategy. Since people are at the heart of strategy
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formulation, implementation, control and business success, it is further recommended
that sugar firms invest in training programmes that will impart requisite managerial and
administrative skills to enhance absorptive capacity to cope with the deregulated industry
environment.

Another recommendation is that the formulation of viable strategy types embrace
marketing reforms in the sugar industry. An important issue in this regard is the need to
redress the current imbalance that assigns abnormal profits to sugar middlemen at the
expense of millers and farmers (Odek, 2003). This can be achieved through a welldesigned single-desk marketing system in which a central marketing body is mandated to
export sugar, import requisite deficit quantity, and share proceeds among the industry
stakeholders. Such a system can be augmented by payment incentives extended to cane
farmers through a staggered payment on delivery system, modeled along the lines
currently in practice in the tea sub-sector. Such changes require proactive strategy types
such as prospectors and analyzers.

5.4.3

Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

The finding that most sugar firms are average performers led to the conclusion that their
ineffectiveness may derive from failure to manage in the new deregulated environment.
It is recommended that management address the drivers of organizational performance
such as investing in strategic control systems and viable strategic orientations. This will
include investment in performance management systems to establish competitive
benchmarks in all areas of production, operations and marketing.

5.4.4

Belief Control Practices and Organizational Performance of Sugar Firms in
Western Kenya

Based on the conclusion that to improve organization performance, management needs to
have well-functioning belief control systems, it is recommended that sugar firms fully
embrace strategic management for effective formulation of strategic plans. Effective
strategic management will enhance corporate unanimity of purpose and effective
utilization of resources. That is, effective belief control systems presuppose effective
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strategy formulation of strategic intent, including vision statements, mission statements
and core values.

It further recommended

that management

address any barriers that

could hinder implementation of belief control systems. As privatization sets in, managers
should take heed of the study illuminating that early and effective design and use of
belief control systems promotes fast growth. Thereafter, other controls can be designed
around the belief controls.

5.4.5

Boundary Control Practices and Organizational

Performance of Sugar

Firms in Western Kenya
Based on the conclusion

that boundary

control

systems

determine

organizational

performance and also that the level of performance is average, it is recommended that the
design of boundary

control systems should be enhanced to safeguard

organizational

resources in light of dangers typically posed by newly deregulated industry environment
such as prevailing

in sugar firms. Notably,

greater use of boundary

systems are

recommended under conditions of increasing perceived environmental uncertainty (Asel

et. a!., 2010). Elements to be strengthened include strategic boundaries,
guidelines,

and business

code of conduct that define acceptable

operational

and unacceptable

business behavior by employees in relation to customers, suppliers and competitors.
vital to also investigate and address possible barriers to implementation

It is

of boundary

controls.

Particular care should be observed when designing employee
strategic

boundaries

because

such boundary

controls

code of conduct and

typically

limit management

decisions regarding resource allocation and, therefore, tend to be unpopular.
they may

inhibit

firm adaptation

to changing

product,

market,

Further,

technology,

and

environmental conditions, a fact particularly relevant to the sugar industry firms which
have belatedly

adopted

product

branding

technologies.
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and competitive

production
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5.4.6 Diagnostic Control Practices and Organizational Performance of Sugar
Firms in Western Kenya
Based on the conclusion that effective diagnostic control systems are vital for improved
organizational performance, it is important for management to design better mechanisms
for monitoring critical performance variables, both financial and non-financial. Similar
care should be extended in formulating effective performance incentives, to avoid the
pitfalls of gaming behaviours by management, for example, building slack into budgets.
Further, milestone review techniques need to be designed to improve the tracking
strategy implementation. Diagnostic control are meant to manage predictable goal
achievement and their effective use free managers to focus on monitoring strategic
uncertainties.

Times of rapid changes and increasing competition call for diagnostic systems that seek
leadership in operational quality and productivity (Pock, 2007; Daniel & Reitsperger,
1994). Competitive benchmarks can be formulated to monitor efficiencies in the valuechain of cane production, factory performance, technical and management performance,
and marketing.

In-bound logistics for cane could be improved by changing current

tractor mode of transport to bigger tonnage trucks with covered sides for efficient cane
haulage. Efficiency could also be enhanced by and the positioning of cane crushers at the
farm gate so that only the juice is transported to the factories for final processing (Odek
et. aI., 2003). It also recommended that management investigate and address possible
barriers to implementation of diagnostic controls such as measuring wrong variables or
employees engaging in building slack into budgets.

5.4.7 Interactive Control Practices and Organizational Performance of Sugar
Firms in Western Kenya
Drawing from the conclusion that style of use of levers of control is important in
enhancing organizational performance, it is recommended that managerial attention be
increasingly directed towards adoption of a commercial orientation, particularly aspects
that monitor and mitigate strategic uncertainties. It is also recommended that top
management of sugar firms embrace a style of leadership that promotes face-to-face
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dialogue with managers and employees to review strategic uncertainties. Considerable
investment is required in creating information networks to scan and report emerging
strategic concerns. Due to inherent investment cost implications regarding new systems,
it is vital for management to first investigate and address possible barriers to
implementation of interactive controls systems.

5.4.8 Belief Control System, Strategic Orientation and Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
Based on the conclusion that strategic orientation does not enhance the relationship
between belief control system and organizational performance, and that this may imply
that they are superior levers, it is recommended that management invest in practices that
promote corporate unanimity of purpose.

Such practices engender team-based

management practices and organization-wide debates that focus on both operations and
future strategic uncertainties.

It is also recommended that management

investigate

possible barriers to implementing belief control systems. Management should also avoid
the reactor strategy type and formulate viable strategic orientations such as prospector,
analyzer and defender.

5.4.9 Boundary

Control

System, Strategic

Orientation

and

Organizational

Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
Following the conclusion that is important to align employee ethical behavior with
business strategy to safeguard corporate reputation, it is recommended that managers pay
close attention to designing boundary controls that are concomitant with business
strategy. These should encompass the areas of conflict of interest, confidentiality, fair
dealings, protection for whistle-blowers and accurate corporate recordkeeping and
financial reporting.

It is recommended that employees be required to sign codes of

business conduct.
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5.4.10 Diagnostic Control System, Strategic Orientation and Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
In tandem with the conclusion that diagnostic control systems need to be aligned with
clearly articulated business strategy, and in view of the susceptability of such systems to
managerial manupilation, particularly in competitive environments, it is recommended
that due care be exercised when preparing budgets, designing incentive schemes and
other performance management sytems, to ensure motivation towards achieving
organizational objectives.

Towards this end, investment in training of employees in

technical and ethical practices is vital.

5.4.11 Interactive Control System, Strategic Orientation and Organizational
Performance of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya
Due to the conclusion that the interaction between strategic orientation and interactive
control system does not enhance the relationship between interactive control system and
organizational performance, and that it may be a control lever of a 'higher order' nature,
~I

it is recommended that top management needs to pay greater attention to their design and

I

application. Facets of interactive control systems include building information networks

I ~
I

to monitor uncertainties and contingencies that could threaten current strategy. This will
require management to invest in industry monitoring techniques. This requires
considerable investment in early-warning systems to manage strategic uncertainties. It is
recommended that management facilitate employees to participate industry conferences
and seminars where such emerging knowledge is disseminated.

It is further

recommended that attendance of the annual Kenya Sugar Technologists conference be
mandatory for managers.

5.5

Contributions of the Study

This study makes several important contributions to both theory and practice of strategic
control, strategic orientation, organizational performance and strategic management in
general. It is a particularly a significant response to calls by researchers for studies
focusing on emerging economy contexts (Hoskisson et. al., 2000). Specific contributions
ofthe study are elucidated in the following sections.
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5.5.1

Contribution of the Study to Theory

The theory of strategic control is still at an embryonic stage with equivocal research
findings on the relationship between strategic control and organizational performance.
Using empirical, theoretical, conceptual and methodological analysis, this study has made
contribution to the limited body of knowledge relating to strategic control practices,
strategic orientation and organizational performance in firms in the sugar industry in
Kenya.

The first theoretical contribution of this study is the wide ranging review of extant
studies. This has enabled the screening and structuring of the different studies so that
both perspectives of strategic control systems in a facilitation role and as an enabler of
business strategy are clearly delineated. This exercise has allowed the study to clearly
point out the gaps in literature and offer avenues for future research. Given the hitherto
fragmented reviews, this study makes a significant contribution in synthesis of strategic
control frameworks.

The second theoretical contribution is that the study satisfies a cardinal aim of theorybased quantitative research, that is, to elucidate robust theoretical and conceptual
foundations (Bisbe et. al., 2007).

In this respect, the study presents a plausible

explanation for the hitherto enigmatic relationship between strategic control systems and
organizational performance. Specifically, strategic orientation appears to moderate the
link between strategic control and organizational performance. The pivotal contribution
in this regard is that; not only a relationship between strategic control practices and
organizational performance is established; how this relationship is moderated by strategic
orientation is also considered. In this manner, this study ccontributes towards validation
and upgrade of the existing theory.

Further, an instrument for measuring the strategic

control construct using the Levers of Control (LOC) framework is developed and
demonstrated as reliable and valid, and this can be used by other researchers in emerging
economy contexts. In the same vein, as a general effort to enhance reliability, this study
has utilized multi-item scales. A salutary contribution of the study is the validation of the
the Miles and Snow (1978) strategy typology in a Kenyan context.
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This has been
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uniquely achieved by adapting and validating the Miles and Snow (1978) typology by
operationalizing scale by Conant et. al., (1990), which was, however, modified to suit the
objectives of this study. This modification entailed converting the resulting strategic
classifications to an interval-type scale as developed by Shortell and Zajac (1990), who
subsumed the Miles and Snow (1978) strategy types into a continuum of low versus high
orientation toward change. Hoffman (2007) further refined this approach to provide a
measure of the firm's strategic orientation (1 = Reactor, 3 = Defender, 5 = Analyzer, and
7 = Prospector). Hoffman (2007) notable contribution is the inclusion of reactor strategic
type, previously ignored by researchers. Furthermore, the present study also validates the
Dess and Robinson (1984) organizational performance scale in an emerging economy
context.

l'

Third, the study provides an advancement of strategic control theory and strategic
orientation theory. With regard to strategic control theory, these study findings suggest a
departure from Simons (1995) postulate that the four levers are to be use in a balanced
manner (Simons, 1995, p.153). Belief control systems and interactive control systems are
depicted as "higher order" controls that are not affected by the moderating role of
strategic orientation. In addition, the present study's finding of the dominance of reactor
strategy is a contradiction of Miles and Snow (1978), and suggests that the predisposition
to ignore reactor orientation is a significant omission on the part of strategic management
researchers.

This could well constitute a major factor in the lamented theory

impoversishment in strategic control-performance linkage theory.

Fourth, this study extends research on contingency-based theory of strategic control
(Chenhall, 2003; Langfield-Smith, 1997) but goes beyond merely identifying the role of
contextual variables. The study identifies a relationship between strategic control and
strategic orientation and also demonstrates how this relationship affects organizational
performance. Few studies have reported such findings with most preferring to focus on
correlating contextual variables with design of strategic control systems. The results of
this study demonstrate that the contextual variable of strategic orientation can moderate
the interaction between strategic control and organizational performance
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Fifth, the modeling of strategic control as a factor that influences formulation and
subsequent implementation of strategy is a significant contribution. Prior studies have
concentrated on the need to align strategic control with chosen strategy without
explicating the direction of relationship. In this study, strategic control takes more on a
liaison role rather than simply a surveillance mechanism. The encouraging statistical
explanatory power resulting from this study presents a promising line of inquiry in this
under-researched area.

The sixth contribution of this study relates to construct development. Prior studies have
traditionally modeled strategic control as an accounting- based unidimensional construct
and called for a multi-dimensional construct (Fisher, 1995). This study depicts strategic
control as a multidimensional construct. As already elucidated, the Conant et. al., (1990)
scale is another multidimensional scale operationalizing the strategic orientation
construct.

The seventh contribution of the study is the affirmation that a firm's choice of strategy
and strategic control system is a crucial determinant of organizational performance
(McGrath, 2001).

In this regard, the study contributes to the stream of strategic

management research concerned with the relationship between environmental context
and characteristics of strategic management systems (e.g. Grinyer, et. al., 1986; Kukalis,
1991). Besides the core theories of strategic control and strategic orientation, this study
has drawn form other theory frameworks and concepts such as upper echelons
perspective, strategic choice theory, agency theory, stewardship theory, information
processing theory and institutional theory. The concept of control is informed by the
strategic choice paradigm (Child, 1972) which holds that key decision makers have
considerable control over an organisation's future plans. Closely related is the upper
echelons perspective which holds that organizational outcomes, in terms of both
strategies and effectiveness, are the product of values and cognitive modes of a dominant
coalition of powerful actors or top managers.
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Control systems are components of information processing systems (Rogers et. al., 1999;
Miller & Friesen, 1982) that assist executives in decision making.

Information

processing theory asserts that firms respond to environmental uncertainty by elaboration
of their administrative processes, such as their control systems, to process the greater
volume and variability of information more efficiently (Galbraith, 1973, Rodgers et. al.,
1999). Institutional theory also suggests that in an effort to respond to the information
processing demands and agency issues, firms will generally adopt fast and flexible
management practices, including strategic control systems, to ensure survival, (Di
Maggio & Power, 1991). In this interpretive schema organizational legitimacy is derived
from conforming to other organizations in the environment through isomorphism
processes such as coercive, mimetic, and normative (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). The
necessity for strategic control is ever necessary since environmental complexity calls for
heightened demand for control systems.

:.1
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Control systems are also vital in agency theory, particularly in limiting possible sources
of principal-agent discord arising from agent opportunism (Eisenhardt, 1989). Agency
theory is part of the positivist theoretical orientation that postulates that a firm is an
amalgam or nexus of contracts between the owners of economic resources (the
principals) and managers (the agents), the latter entrusted with custody and control of
such resources.

The resulting opportunity for discord between the agent and principal

due to information assymetry, in favour of the former, can be managed by strategic
control systems that ensure the principal has access to all available information for
decision making (Davila & Forster, 2004).

The implication for this study is that

organisations can control agent opportunism by investing in information systems
(Eisenhardt, 1989). In contrast to the control paradigm of agency theory, stewardship
theory asserts that managers will empower the employee with information, tools and
authority to make good decisions (Donaldson & Davis, 1991), a perspective leaning
towards interactive control systems.

The eighth contribution of the study emanates from results of the empirical survey. This
entailed a comprehensive research into strategic control, strategic orientation and
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organizational performance of sugar firms in western Kenyan. This has resulted in the
documentation of strategic control practices and strategic orientation in Kenya, hitherto a
lacuna in management control systems research. For example, it has been lamented that
despite decades of economic liberalization in emerging economies country contexts,
firm- level studies on their impact are very limited (Hoskisson, et. al., 2000; Ray, 2003).
The application of the strategic orientation scale in an emerging economy context in an
African and Kenyan business environment is a significant contribution of this study.

Lastly, this study has contributed towards research in Small and Medium scale
Enterprises (SMEs). Approximately 60 % of the firms are small-scale operators, with
production at less than 100 tonnes per day and 82.2% of the firms employ 500 or less
persons. In this regard, the study provides valuable insight about strategic management
in general and strategic control practices and strategic orientation, in particular, in this
important sector. These types of firms are generally family-owned and researchers have
reported difficulties in obtaining information on operations and performance in such
contexts (UNCTAD, 2001).

5.5.2

Contribution of the Study to Managerial Practice

The current study came about as a result of the need for managerial reforms to ensure
effective contribution of firms in the sugar industry in Kenya towards attainment of
sectoral objectives. The challenges facing the sugar industry, emanating from both firmlevel and macro-level factors are well documented by SUCAM (2003). These are: weak
representative farmers institutions, poor and patronage based management systems at
all levels resulting in low levels of professional management of the industry, lack of
accountability and transparency, excessive deductions and taxation of farmers' income,
delayed payments to farmers, huge industry debts, inefficiency in service provision and
payments to farmers, poor accountability systems within state-owned mills, ad-hoc
privatization systems, lack of a clear institutional policy framework for the sugar
industry, poor marketing and distribution systems, negative effects of imported dumped
sugar, lack of political will to enforce effective sugar import monitoring systems, a
weak information database on the industry and negative effects of regional trading
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systems. In order to manage this plethora of ineffective management, this study has
documented the prevailing industry practice and suggested strategic control practices and
adoption of viable strategic orientation towards managing strategic change.

Such

turbulent change may cause fatal damage if not well managed (Daft & Lewin, 1993).
Managers need to be aware about the benefits of strategic control systems and the need to
align them with strategic orientation for improving organizational performance. The
contribution of this study to both managers of the sugar firms and policy managers are
next highlighted.

5.5.2.1 Contribution of the Study to Managers of Sugar Firms in Western Kenya

The finding in this study of moderate prevalence of strategic control has direct
implications for managers of the sugar firms in Kenya. It indicates that not enough is
being done to have robust strategic control systems to steer the industry through turbulent
change. If managers want to exert more influence on the strategic control practices it is
essential that they pay attention to designing and revamping belief, boundary, diagnostic
and interactive control systems. Towards addressing the design of strategic control
systems, this study has highlighted that a place to begin such reform is to examine
possible barriers to implementing strategic control system, which were identified as
emanating from firm-level systemic, behavioral and political interactions.

In the

evolving competitive environment, newly privatized firms are expected to upgrade their
core values and mission statements promptly for greater goal orientation. Management
can achieve these through initiating strategy reformulation.

The design and management of interactive control systems grves top management
perhaps the greatest opportunity to exert an influence on the search for opportunities
through follow-up with organizationwide dialogue regarding threats and opportunities
that can put strategy at risk. This approach can activate organizational learning and
emergent strategy to facilitate innovative behavior by employees. The implication is that
managers should embrace frequent, for example weekly, meetings that are conditioned on
discussion of strategic priorities, concomittant with a participative style of leadership and
task-based teams.
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The business commentaries

in the media are inundated by reports that there will be no

further extension of the preferential trade terms extended to Kenya by COMESA.
constitutes a significant strategic uncertainty requiring formulation

This

of an appropriate

response. In this regard, the finding of moderate prevalence of the practice of interactive
controls is, therefore, a wake-up call to managers to embrace employee participation in
decision making through organization wide debates and dialogue to tap information for
effective management of the strategic uncertainties.

As part of addressing

strategic uncertainties,

Research Foundation (KESREF)

liaison arrangements

with Kenya Sugar

need to be actively managed to tap viable alternative

technologies in cane production processes and factory operations, (Odek et al., 2003). On
the cane production auch research should target new early- maturing seed varieties that
are disease resistant and posses high sucrose content. Coupled with adoption of irrigation
technology, these iniatives have potential for cost reduction and may replicate the success
experienced in Sudan and Mauritius.

External strategic uncertainties can be managed by lobbying the state and stakeholders
such as SUP AC, KSB, SUCAM,

for favourable

policies

relating

to Government

divestiture, better trade policy at regional and international levels, removal of value added
tax on locally produced sugar, debt restructuring, full implementation

of Sugar Act 2001.

For example (Kober, 2010) reported that political intervention can result in a change in a
firm's strategic direction

Lack of effective corporate governance structures has also been identified as a problem in
the sugar industry, exemplified by lack of public information and accurate data on costs
of production
malpractices

and sugar importation
can be ameliorated

administration

by institutional

(Odek

surveillance

et. al., 2003).
programs,

Such

an aspect of

interactive control systems, organized by the sugar firms. For better governance, publicprivate

sector

partnerships

can be enhanced

by,

for example,

outsourcing

management of the Sugar Development Fund (SDF) to a financial institution.
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This study, by identifying the prevalent reactor strategic orientation as not viable, has
pointed out the need for managers to engage in the search for viable alternatives. This is
necessary in light of environmental turbulence heralded by deregulation of industry.

A

most potent threat is the expiry of the COMESA safeguard which has hitherto shielded
the local firms from regional competition.

There is, thus, an urgent need to adopt more

responsive and viable strategic orientations to facilitate lower cost of sugar production.
This may be achieved through prospector or analyzer strategic types that are responsive
to changing environmental
in both agricultural

conditions to embrace cost-reduction

and production technologies

product value-addition

through diversification

by sugar firms.

In this regard the

strategies being pursued by Mumias sugar through co-generation,

sale of power to the national grid and fortification
encouraged (GTZ, 2008).

of sugar with vitamins should be

Other avenues for venturing include: power alcohol, use of

biogases and molasses to make feed block; use of bagasse as fuel supplement to provide
energy for the factories; use of bagasse to produce newsprint, paper, building hardboard
and briquettes and putting filter cake in economic use as an organic fertilizer or soil.

The search for viable strategic types will require that managers
elements

necessary

for effective

competition

including

the

necessary

competencies, organizational structures, and management processes.
linked to choice

of business

strategy

(Conant

develop

strategic
distinctive

These elements are.

e.t al., 1990) and have profound

implications for human resource training and development since people are at the heart of
strategy (Anzaya, 2007).

5.5.2.2 Contribution

of the Study to Policy Managers

Kenya is widely acclaimed

as an emerging economy (Hoskisson et. al., 2000).

In this

regard, the sugar firm s in western Kenya an important sub-sector as it constitutes the
largest manufacturing

0; crations in the region. Policy managers have the responsibility

to create a conducive environment for the sugar firms to thrive.
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The study found that strategic
western
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performance,
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are not entrenched
relationship
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lead to improved

subsector

organization
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strategic

control
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practices.
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managers.
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by means

practices.
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an opportunity

autonomy

interactive

control

upgrade

systems,

been lamented
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firms
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privatization
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environment,

practices
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Cor strategic

for state-owned

control

and
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greater latitude to engage employees

To cope ill tile competitive

to promptly

that

control
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the slow pace of privatization

provides

Greater

strategic

It is therefore

performance.
an environment

Whereas

between

use of strategic

\

would

jn the sugar firms in

.

with innovative
firms arc expected

promptly

for greater goal

orientation.

In addition,
sectoral

barriers

training

Existing

top

necessary

are

mostly

management

skills

(Wanyandc,

accounting
national

management

culture.

bureaucrats
and

systems

recruitment

important

be hampered

by lack

systems

and nominal
capacity

Well-planned

perspective

which

over time by adopting

argues

can be reinforced

and related

Further,

behaviours

and tacit social pressures

force

individual

to plan the
of qualified

use of computers,
reforms,

could be beneficial

that that organizations
organizational

by competitive
institutional

become

lacking

for effective

to undertake

change

identical

from the private sector.

that, as belle!' contro I systems

to be replaced

through
capacity.

appointees

It is, therefore,

organizational

Such practices

absorptive

political'

have

can

et. al., 2003).

more similar

industry, expectations

2001).

may be ameliorated

managerial
and

may

communication

is?morphism

& h)\\Icll.1983).

top management

to enhance

all \\ hich may constrain

the inxtitutiouat

(DiMaggio

control

2007; Ll-Lbaishi

tend to become

control practices

200 I; Ramaswamy,

starr. lack of effective

(Anonymous.
through

management

since

strategic

pol icics and programmes

business

transition
change

to implanting

practices
bidding for

theory posits

institutionalized

in an

firms to refocus more on

\

a strategic

mindsct

(Uuvluggio

& Powell,

1983).
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This process

can be guided by public

sector managers to ensure the concentrating

of resources on building organizational

capability for effective strategic management.

The research found that the reactor was the most prevalent, suggesting the absence of
viable strategic orientations and requisite managerial distinctive competencies. There is,
therefore, a need to seek for viable strategies.
from

bureaucratic

experimentation.
management

state-control

would

Once again, the freeing of sugar firms

create

the

necessary

atmosphere

for

Through the Kenya Sugar Board (KSB), policy managers can facilitate

training,

including

exchange

of managers

across

sugar

firms,

both

internationally and locally.

The study reported that alignment of strategic orientation and strategic control practices
would enhance organizational

performance, particularly for the levers of boundary and

diagnostic control systems. Researchers assert that the critical underlying variable in the
Miles and Snow (1978) strategic orientation typology is the organization's

rate of change

in its products or markets. Policies that would engender greater dynamism in strategic
choice are, therefore, likely to enhance organizational performance. Such policies require
greater research

into viable cane production,

cane milling,

sugar and sugar-related

products marketing technologies. This calls for an expanded mandate and greater funding
of Kenya Sugar Research Foundation (KESREF).

Policy review may also cover the

creation of incentives for firms pursuing environmentally
carbon credit trading.

sustainable projects such as

This would spur investment in diversification

strategies that are

both environmentally sustainable and cost effective.

5.6

Limitations of the Study

While this research makes significant contributions to the body of knowledge on strategic
control, strategic orientation and organizational performance,
the results in the context of the study limitations.
methodological

it is necessary to evaluate

It is generally acknowledged

that

choice has profound effect on strategic control system research (de

Harlez & de Ronge, 2009).
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First, scholars

have expressed

concerns

regarding

survey

designs

and associated

measurement problems (Ittner & Larcker, 2001; Abernethy et al, 2007).

Surveys and

their cross-sectional nature of data as opposed to longitudinal data mean that conclusions
must be limited to those of association as opposed to having conclusions that illuminate
causal relationships

between

the variables

of interest

(Thoren

& Brown,

2004).

However, given the research objectives and the importance of illuminating the hitherto
equivocal relationship

between

organizational performance,

strategic

control

systems,

strategic

orientation

and

it was necessary to collect data from individuals within

firms.

The second limitation, therefore, relates to the use of self-report measures for the study
variables. This study reflects the perceptions of the chief executive and senior managers.
Although this is a prevalent practice in contingency-based

research, their objectivity has

raised concern (Chenhall, 2003; Abernethy & Brownell, 1999). Nonetheless, subjective
measures have been advanced as consistent and based on those aspects that are most
" guide
appropriate to respondents and that are most prone to shape their behaviours and
their actions (Van der Stede et. al., 2005).
stewardship and

institutional

theories

In addition,

all assert

that

upper echelons,

organizational

agency,

control

and

organizational performance assessments as perceived by the CEO and top management

., ,
I

team are the relevant variables (Link & Oldendick, 2000).

A related limitation is the

futilityof checking of non-response bias in situations involving senior executives who are
notoriously difficult to access (Moulang, 2007). The use of multiple respondents helped
to limit measurement error relating to common method bias with due care taken in the
administration of the questionnaire.

The questionnaire

was self-administered

psychometric properties were tested to ensure reliability and validity.
possible that an organization-wide

and

However, it is

survey would afford a better insight into the study

variables.

Thethird limitation relates to the relatively small sample size and the resulting concern
thatthe data may not fully capture the range of factors that interplay in the relationship
betweenstrategic control systems and strategic orientations.
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A larger sample size would

have supported a more robust statistical technique such as structural equation modeling
(SEM), which is better predisposed
masked in selective correlation

to expose insignificant

relationships

regression analysis and multiple regression

otherwise
analysis,

(Tucker et. al., 2008).

The fourth limitation is that the study focused only on the sugar firms in western Kenya.
This focus on a single region may make the results not generalizeable

to other sugar

industries or other general industrial settings. However, confining the study to firms in a
single regional setting conferred the obvious advantage of control for industry effects.
Furthermore, this research focused on the overall firms in the sugar industry and did not
distinguish between different individual entities such as sugar manufacturers,
companies, fixed crusher jaggeries and molasses processors.

outgrower

It is possible that such focus

could better illuminate the interrelationships among strategic control, strategic orientation
and organizational

performance.

among the largest manufacturing

onetheless, the sugar firms in western Kenya are
industries in Kenya.

Due to this, an appreciation of

business strategy and strategic control systems in the sugar industry has profound
implications for other organizations in the Kenyan economy.

1\

The fifth limitation relates to the measurement of the constructs in this study. Concerns

.,,

have been raised about the applicability of western strategic control concepts to contexts

"

,,
I:

in emerging economies particularly given the differences in cultural, political and socioeconomic spheres (Hoskisson

et. al., 2001).

ontological realm (Hopper e.t al., 2004).

This problem

particularly

besets the

For example, it is claimed that managers in

emerging economies are not familiar with the concept of involving lower levels of the
organization
market-based

in decision making, generally lack managerial
management

(Li et. al., 2006).

skills and knowledge of

This situation

is compounded

by

dominance of significant state holdings in the sugar industry in Kenya, (Anonymous,
2007). Specifically, a raft of criticisms have been leveled at Simon's Levers of Control
(LOC) framework

with social constructivists

managerial perspective

and managerial

claiming

objectivity

that it overstates

in the strategic process, and also

ignores the role of political maneuverings (Thoren & Brown, 2004).
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both the

Others assert that

Simons' framework is limited in application to different kinds of organizations, such as
small and entrepreneurial companies (SMEs), where social and cultural forms of control,
and not formal controls, tend to dominate (Collier, 2005; Ferreira & Otley 2005).

In

SMEs, for example, it has been reported that requirement for implementation of strategic
control increase in proportion to firm size (Churchil & Lewis, 1983). Additionally, it has
been claimed that LaC tends to ignore the mundane control tools such as internal control
(Anderson et. al., (2006), a paradox, in view of contemporary stringent global reporting
requirements occasioned by increased corporate fraud and perceived failure of agency
relationships, a situation that resulted in the promulgation of Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX)
of 2002. Although

all these present opportunities

for research

on context-specific

variables, the results of this study should be assesed with these limitations in mind.

A final limitation encountered
complete the open-ended

during the field survey was that respondents

sections of the questionnaire.

did not

The verbal reasons advanced

were that they found the closed-ended questions adequate.

The researcher deems this

issue as not adversely affecting the results of the study.

5.7

Suggestions for Further Research

Directions for future research are consequent to the study findings on strategic control
practices, strategic orientation and organizational performance in sugar firms in western
Kenya.

There are also implication

for further research

emanating

from missed

opportunities in using the selected rather than alternative research methodologies

and

techniques.

The interesting study findings depicting insignificant effects of strategic orientation on
the relationship between strategic control and organizational performance, particularly for
belief and interactive control is an avenue for further research in the sugar firms in
western Kenya.

It has potent implications

for strategic control theory.

If indeed

interactive controls is a superior lever, the situation opens a wide field of future research
to manage

strategic

uncertainties

in cane production,

cane transportation,

operations and marketing of sugar and sugar related products.
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milling

The study identified possible existence of barriers to implementing
systems in the sugar firms in western Kenya.
specific systemic, cultural and political barriers.
was the dominance

Future researches

strategic control
could explore the

Another intriguing finding of the study

of reactor strategic orientation,

in contradiction

with the wider

literature. Future studies could establish if this applies to other industrial contexts in the
country. There is need for testing of the interrelationships

among strategic orientation,

strategic control systems and organizational performance in other industrial contexts of
sugar firms in western Kenya.

With regards to methodological

issues, avenues for future research are equally numerous.

This study employed as survey design.

Future studies could adopt more fine-grained

methodologies such as field research and case studies using qualitative designs or even
combine case-study with survey methods.
insights

into

the

interrelationships.

strategic

Such diversity in studies may provide deeper

control-strategic

orientation-organizational

performance

Furthermore, the adoption of a longitudinal design could be useful to

explain how strategy and control are affected over time by political, cultural and general
economic

conditions,

relationships

between

and this
strategic

could
control

shed

light

and strategic

better

on the

orientations.

approach, could best 'tease out' the two-way relationship

cause-and-effect
Such a robust

between strategic control

systems and strategy (Kober e.t al., 2007; Bruining et. al., 2004; Berry et al., 2009).

Another opportunity for future research is to look into improvements relating to construct
definition, for example, to separately model strategic uncertainties
variable, distinct

from

interactive

orientation as a moderating

variable.

controls.

Moreover,

as a contingency

this study used strategic

Future studies could explore other moderating

variables and possibly incorporate a mediating role for strategic orientation.

A further

interesting line of inquiry to be pursued is the suggestion that the link between strategy
and strategic control may be tenable at the organizational capabilities level and not at the
strategic-choice level (Henri, 2006).

The significant import of this that future research

may be based on the Resource Based View (RBV) of strategy (Tucker et. al.,2008).
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Different

strategic

control

system

models

could

be

matched

with

alternative

operationalizations of the Miles and Snow (1978) typology.

The literature suggests that their exists a tenuous link in strategic control-performance
relationship, implying failure in past reserch to focus on the appropriate
variables. This theory-validating

research showed that strategic orientation moderates the

relationship. The major implication of this is that business organizations
strategic orientations

contextual

have varying

and also confronted with diverse internal and external contexts.

Consequently, businesses

seeking superior performance

orientations to their strategic control systems.

need to align their strategic

Lastly, this study focused on the sugar

firms in western Kenya in general and did not focus separately on the different players in
the sugar value chain. It is recommended that future studies focus on the various players
andperhaps on comparative studies between the players.
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